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PREFACE 

This document is one of a series of documents reporting on work conducted under 
task IV of the SST Technology Foiiow-On Program, phase 11. Task IV studies are an 
extension of the Flight Controls Technology studies coriüucteü"during phase i of the SST 
Follow-On Program and were given the subject title Flight Controls Development (FCD). 
The FCD study results are covered within the reports listed below: 

• Report No. FAA-SS-73-1, SST Longitudinal Control System Design and Design 
Processes (Hardened Stability Augumentation Design) 

• Report No. FAA-SS-73-2-1, Redundant Flight-Critical Control System Evalua- 
tions (Analog and Digital Systems Descriptions) 

• Report No.  FAA-SS-73-2-2, Redundant Flight-Critical Control System Evalua- 
tions (Analog and Digital Systems Performance Comparisons) 

• Report No. FAA-SS-73-3, Redundant Flight-Critical Control System Evaluations 
(Analog and Digital Systems Failure Analyses and Pre/light Test Designs) 

The evaluation of the redundant analog and digital systems described herein was not an 
attempt to determine which was the optimum system. Rather, the analysis and laboratory 
tests were to provide an insight into the technical strength or weakness of each approach as 
related to flight-critical control system applications. Therefore, the readers must derive their 
own conclusions, along with those presented, in determining which system features most 
benefit their application needs. 

As a special acknowledgment, the Boeing Commercial Airplane Company wishes to 
recognize the diligent support provided by the on-site engineering personnel from the 
General Electric Company. Messrs. R. E. Blanford and L. E. Fairbanks are especially 
commended for their outstanding role in providing hardware/system operational support 
during the laboratory testing of the ICPS and WWCS equipment. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

In order to refine aircraft handling qualities and improve aircraft mission performance, 
aircraft designers are developing a new generation of airborne vehicles that employ 
electronic subsystems as a basic part of the aircraft design. Such electronic subsystems, 
independently or collectively, are being used to replace elements of the heretofore 
mechanical primary control system, drive control surfaces to augment the basic airlrame 
aerodynamic stability, provide desired handling quality improvements, or control the vehicle 
flightpath with greater precision than obtainable using the man/machine interface. These 
applications have varying levels of criticality relative to meeting aircraft safety or mission 
reliability requirements. To meet set safety or functional reliability requir-mients, the 
systems are mechanized with redundant paths of electronic computational hardware. 

Thj tlight controls development study (task IV of the SST Technology Follow-On 
phase ID deals with the mechanization of redundant electronic subsystems. Specifically, the 
study compares analog and digital electronic designs for implementing a triple-redundant 
night-critical system. The application model is based on the stability augmentation systems 
under development for the U.S. supersonic transport at the time of the SST program 
cancellation in 1971. 

The FCD task statement of work, however, was not directed at developing a flight 
control system for a given vehicle but was drafted to permit technology investigations into 
selected areas of triple-channel, fail-operational, analog, and digital system designs. Interface 
requirements, operational performance, and failure protection mechanizations were funda- 
mental areas to be investigated. Hardware/software relationships with respect to a digital 
system failure analysis were a special item of interest. Laboratory testing of a baseline 
analog and candidate digital systems was a pan of the FCD statement of work. 

The SST hardened stability augmentation system (HSAS) was selected as the baseline 
function for deriving analytical and laboratory comparison data between analog and digital 
design approaches. In addition, functions within the SST electric command and stability 
system (ECSS) and automatic night control system (AFCS) were used to develop 
comparison data in the areas of complex gain scheduling and automated prenight 

system test. 

The general background and scope of the FCD task are presented in FAA-SS-73-2-1 
(ref. I), along with detailed descriptions of the one analog and two digital systems studied. 
The two digital systems evaluated were a variable incremental control processor subsystem 
(1CPS) (developed during the early stages of the SST program) and a whole-word computer 
subsystem (WWCS), a general-purpose processor design similar to those currently under 
development by many flight control system electronics suppliers. Specific areas identified 

for examination were: 

• General control function operational performance 

• Sensor signal selection and failure detection processing 

■-■"'■■■'■■■ ■    -■■: -■-■ 
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• Redundancy management tor fail-operational/tail-passive system response 

• System preflight test requirements and methods, supported by failure modes and 
eft'ects analysis 

The primary purpose of this document is to present results of laboratory tests and 
analytical work covering the first three areas listed above. A secondary purpose is to present 
comparisons of the two digital system's computing time and memory requirements for 
implementing the complex control functions found in tiie SST control system design. The 
preflight test and failure modes and effects study results are presented in FAA-SS-73-3 
(ref. 2). 

Section 2.0 of this document describes the SST flight control system application model 
used for the FCD task. The analog, ICPS, and WWCS mechanizations of the application 
model are presented in section 3.0. Section 3.0 also provides a comparison of the memory 
and real-time budgets required by the ICPS and WWCS for implementing the application 
model functions. Sections 4.0 and 5.0 present laboratory test results and analytical 
performance data on the three systems and system elements evaluated. 

Section 6.0 is a review of the software development and control procedures utilized 
during the FCD task. This section also presents a summary of projected software 
management requirements for the development of a digital flight control system. 

As an add-on effort within the FCD task, the ICPS was flight test evaluated in 
conjunction with a flight test program conducted as part of the advanced electronic display 
system (ADEDS) task, task VI, of the SST Technology Follow-On Program. Section 7.0 
deals with the flight test configuration, objectives, and test results. 
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2.0 FCDTASK APPLICATION MODEL DESCRIPTION 

2.1 SST PITCH AXIS CONTROL SYSTEM 

The pitch axi« control system functions for the SST were designated to be the FCD 
task application model ihe following is a brief background discussion on the SST pitch 
control system elements. 

The basic SST airframe was aerodynamically unstable in the longitudinal axis for the 
subsonic region of operation. For this reason, airplane stability was artificially produced 
through the airplane flight control system. Since stability augmentation for the airplane 
became flight critical, the control system reliability had to approach that of the basic 
airframe structure. The resultant requirements for safety anu high electronic system 
integrity brought on the development of two basic stability augmentation systems: 

1) The hardened stability augmentation system (HSAS) 

2) The electric command stability system (ECSS) 

The HSAS design was the simplest possible system that would assure minimum-safe 
control of the SST airplane. The design was based on the premise that a very simple 
redundant channel system would provide the system reliability needed. No gain scheduling 
was allowed and physical separation of the channels, both electrically and mechanically, was 
required. Further, failure of any or all of the nonessential systems was not to have an effect 
on the HSAS. A complete description of the HSAS and other SST pitch axis control system 
elements can be found in FAA-SS-73-l (ref. 3). 

Normal SST handling quality control was to be provided by the ECSS. Gain scheduling 
and more sophisticated (complicated) control law functions were to be used in the ECSS. 
Electronic cross-channel voting/monitoring was allowed to permit isolating ECSS and sensor 
failures from the HSAS. The ECSS was the only nonessential system to have an interface 
with the HSAS. Both the HSAS and ECSS were to be four-channel fail-operational-squared 
(operational after two like failures) analog hardware system designs. The four channels were 
required to achieve the system functional reliability specified for the SST 2.7-hr nominal 
mission. 

The automatic flight control system (AFCS) for the SST was to be a redundant 
triple-channel (fail-operational) digital system. This system coupled to the primary control 
system through the ECSS was to provide a refinement of handling qualities through a 
control wheel steering (CWS) mode that used not only gain scheduling but also filter time 
constant scheduling with flight condition. The AFCS was to administrate an automated 
preflight integrity check of the HSAS and ECSS elements to provide assurance that no 
latent failures existed in either the HSAS or ECSS just prior to takeoff. 

These three system functions (HSAS, ECSS, and AFCS/CWS) were selected as the 
application night control model for the DOT/SST FCD task. They contain a variety of 
typic.il control system functions such as filters, limiters, nonlin      . •'n scheduling, and basic 
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logic conditions. However, the original SST system configurations were wmewhat altered 
tor the FCD task to reduce the cost of the FCD study. The studies conducted durng the 
FCD task dealt with a triplex fail-operational system configuration rather than a 
four-channel fail-operational-squared system. 

The following section presents a detailed description of thf control system elements 
and configuration used for the FCD task. 

2.2 FCD TASK LABORATORY TEST CONFIGURATION 

The basic FCD task laboratory flight control system test configuration consisted of the 

following elements: 

• An analog computer simulation of the SST airframe aerodynamics and various 
components of the pitch axis control system   simplex 

• A hydromechanical test stand (mining Iron Bird) that contained representative 
electrical, hydraulic, and mechanical elements of the SST pitch axis electric 
command servo (ECS) system-triplex 

• An electronic flight control processing subsystem-triplex 

A block diagram of these elements, as they were interconnected for the FCD studies, is 
shown in figure 2-1. The block noted as "triplex flight control electronics" was the only 
configuration variable within the laboratory. It represents the hardware boundary for 
analog, ICPS, and WWCS electronics substitution into the laboratory baseline configuration. 

2.2.1 Analog Computer Simulation 

A Systron-Donner (SD-80) analog computer was used to simulate the SST airframe, 
power control units, pitch trim system, and pilot input command control. The basic 
airframe was simulated for a single-point flight condition of 610,000 lb aft eg, at an altitude 
of 26,600 ft and a speed of Mach 0.9. This was a critical flight condition case with regard to 
basic airframe instability. A low gain (weak) attitude hold closed-loop function was used to 
stabilize the airplane since this condition remained speed unstable even with the HSAS 
control applied. 

The power control units were simulated as a single-order system with a break 
frequency of 10 rad/second having an equivalent horizontal control surface authority of 
±15°. The surface position was commanded as a function of the bused output shaft of the 
mining redundant servos. A hysteresis of ±0.025° was placed in the simulation to reflect 
normal power control unit hysteresis characteristics. 

Three trim control motors were simulated, each responding to its respective electric 
command servo output with appropriate trim command thresholds and time delays. The 
trim system produced an equivalent surface trim rate of l^sec. 
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Pilot input to the SST control system was via both mechanical and electrical 
teed-lorward paths. The mechanical path went directly to the control surface power control 
unit, and the electrical command went to the HSAS control function. The mechanical input, 
however, was fed to each ECS to negate the mechanical action. The mechanical input 
command path and negation action were included in the simulation. 

2.2.2 Hydromeehanical Test Stand 

The hydromeehanical minirig used for the FCD task was a modified test stand 
originally built to evaluate the redundant servo system designed for the SST rudder control 
system. The rudder system requirements were somewhat different from the longitudinal 
flight control requirements; therefore, the minirig did not represent precisely the SST pitch 
control electric command servo configuration. The following describes the minor 
differences. 

The electric command servo piston stroke on the minirig has an authority of ±1.5 in. 
while the servo authority on the actual pitch axis system was ±1.0 in. Since the power 
control unit (PCU) was simulated, this difference in actuator stroke was accounted for by 
the scale factor on the analog computer. 

The force limit of the minirig actuator is 640 lb as compared to the force limit of 
150 1b on the actual pitch axis actuator. However, since the ECS synchronization shaft 
stiffness on the minirig is approximately three times higher than the corresponding pitch 
synch shaft, the end effects of actuator to control surface compliance are similar. 

The minirig as used consisted of three channels of servo valves, actuators, and control 
electronics. Each servo channel is referred to as an electric command servo (ECS). Figure 2-2 
is a block diagram of a single-thread ECS channel. The ECS control electronics included 
servo valve drive amplifiers, feedback sensors, failure monitors, and loop closing circuitry. 

2.2.3 Flight Control Subsystem Functions 

The following is a summary of the control functions mechanized using the electronic 
flight control processing subsystem and elements described above. 

1) Hardened stability augmentatiun system (HSAS) F\£UK 2-3 is a simplified block 
diagram of the HSAS functions used in the FCD task. The primary inputs to the 
system are the pilot's commands and a pitch rate sensor. The control law consists 
of a series of structural mode and performance compensation filters to provide 
acceptable airplane stability and handling qualities. The processed (filtered) inputs 
are combined with the trim command to formulate the input to the electric 
command servo. For specific eg cases, the SST prototype was designed to be 
flyable via a mechanical path without HSAS. In order to reduce transient upsets 
when reverting to the mechanical control configuration from HSAS (no stability 
augmentation), the electric servo position was off-loaded into the mechanical 
system through the trim inputs. This process was labeled LINK-SYNC, and its 
relationship to the overall HSAS functions is illustrated in figure 2-4. Anytime the 
ECS position exceeds a value of ±0.25° for an interval longer than 2 sec, the trim 
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motors are commanded to run in the direction the servos are displaced. As the 
trim motors run, the mechanical path negative feedback causes the servo to 
retract toward center intil the servo displacement is less than ±0.2°. 

2) Electric command stability system (ECSS)~ \ block diagram of the ECSS 
functions used in the FCD task is shown in figure 2-5. This system was to provide 
desired handling qualities augmentation and, therefore, required airplane param- 
eter inputs of dynamic pressure. Mach number, and pitch attitude in addition to 
pilot and pitch rate inputs. The ECSS filters were again designed for structural 
mode and performance compensation. Gain values for this system were higher 
than those achievable for the HSAS since gains were scheduled as a function of 
tlight condition. The gain schedule relationships are shown in figure 2-6. 

The ECSS provided airplane speed stability through a trim control generated from 
dynamic pressure (qc) and Mach number. This was designed to work in harmony 
with normal pilot manual trim inputs. A trim integrator driven from either the 
manual or automatic trim commands is summed with a rate-limited speed 
command function to produce a total trim command. A lead term path was taken 
from the speed trim function and added to the primary ECSS command path to 
provide desired phugoid damping. 

3) Automatic flight control system: control wheel steering-Figure 2-7 is a block 
diagram of the SST pitch attitude control wheel steering (CWS) function used in 
the FCD task. The CWS control law maintained the existing pitch attitude when 
the control column was less than a preselected displacement threshold from the 
column force neutral detent. When the column displacement exceeded this 
threshold, the pitch attitude control loop went into a synchronization mode, and 
the pilot maneuvered the airplane through ihe ECSS control laws. 

Following the pilot's maneuver command (control column return below the threshold), 
a pitch rate loop was initially closed to smoothly reduce the pitch rate induced by the 
column input. When the pitch rate signal became less than a set value (approximately 
0.2o/sec), or 2 sec after the column returned below the pmtt threshold, the attitude control 
loop locked on the existing pitch attitude. 

A control column feed-forward path was used to Mjxpn« an undesirable pitch attitude 
overshoot, and a second-order compensation filter was used to add damping to the lightly 
damped short period response exhibited by the ECSS. 

Coefficients of the second-order filter were scheduled as a function of dynamic 
pressure and Mach number to obtain better tracking of the ECSS dynamic changes 
throughout the flight regime. A roll angle versine function and a roll rate feedback were 
introduced to reduce altitude loss and lateral control coupling during turning maneuvers. A 
continuous automatic trim function was utilized in conjunction with the pitch attitude 
control loop. The automatic trim function was disabled during flight maneuvers. However, if 
the pilot was holding the column out of the detent for more than 10 sec, the airplane would 
be trimmed automatically at a slow rate. Manual trim was operative at any time during the 
CWS mode engagement. 
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A speed feedback path was provided with the pitch attitude control loop to reduce the 
coupling between engire thrust and pitch axis response. Figure 2-8 shows the gain schedules 
associaied with the CWS -/ntrol. An easy-off function (see fig. 2-7) was used to gradually 
phase out pitch attitude commands existing at the moment a maneuver was initiated. 
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3.0 APPLICATION MODEL IMPLEMENTATION-ANALOG AND DIGITAL 

Various functions of the three flight control subsystems (HSAS, ECSS, and 
AFCS/CWS) described above were implemented using three different types of computa- 
ticaal electronics; i.e., analog, incremental digital, and whole-word digital. The HSAS 
control function was used as the baseline for gathering performance comparison data 
between the three electronic subsystems. It was the only function mechanized with analog 
circuitry. The more complex ECSS and CWS functions were established to obtain a broad 
comparison of the two digital subsystems' memory and computing time requirements. 

The following sections present the details of how each function was mechanized within 
the three types of computational electronics. This is followed by a section that compares 
the software memory and timing budgets for the functions mechanized within the two 
digital subsystems. 

3.1 ANALOG SYSTEM 

A triplex channel representation of the HSAS function, described in section 2.2.3, was 
built up using dedicated analog electronic elements and an analog computer simulation. The 
HSAS control law filters shown in figure 2-3 were implemented, using breadboard circuits 
for two channels and an analog computer simulation for the third channel. The breadboard 
circuits were mechanized as shown by the schematic diagram of figure 3-1. The breadboard 
circuits were built to represent the piece part and construction standards that were to be 
used in the actual SST design in order to have a proper model for laboratory evaluation of 
failure modes and effects of single component failures. Since the analog system was to 
provide the baseline performance data, care was taken in the development of the breadboard 
circuits to ensure that the static gain and frequency response characteristics were within 2% 
of the desired theoretical values. 

The triplex analog HSAS did not have sensor or command signal crossties between 
channels (i.e., a brick-wall configuration). The required channel tolerance equalization and 
failure monitoring functions were mechanized as part of the electric command servo 
electronics, downstream of the control law filter circuits. Figure 3-2 is a block diagram of 
the analog HSAS implemented in the laboratory. 

Inputs to the equalization signal path originated from an actuator bypass valve, which 
was activated when the force across the actuator reached a preset force level (detent). The 
bypass valve hydraulically reduced the pressure across the actuator and, through an 
electrical transducer path, acted to equalize the servo output by reducing the servo 
command signal. Both proportional and lag-hold (pseudointegral) equalization paths were 
provided. The proportional path reduced dynamic differences within an authority of ±1° of 
equivalent surface command, and the lag-hold path reduced static differences within an 
authority of ±4° of equivalent surface command. The bypass valve also acted to effectively 
remove a channel off-line should the servo command continue to drive the servo beyond the 
equalization limits. Since the outputs of the redundant servo actuators were force summed 
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an actuator remaining in a fully bypassed state was overpowered by the remaining good 
channels. This arrangement is an implementation of a two-out-of-three majority logic 
hydromechanical voter. 

In-line failure monitoring was used in the analog system; that is, the channel failure 
detection logic indicated a faiittn when an error signal exceeded a predetermined trip level 
within that channel. The original SST pitch servo failure monitoring utilized cross-channel 
failure detection and indicated a failure when the difference between channels exceeded a 
predetermined trip level. Since the threshold, time constant, and trip level of the in-line 
failure monitors were set equal to the cross-channel failure monitor of the original system 
no significant difference existed in the monitor performance. 

Three forms of failure monitors were used to detect failures classified as either 
dynamic, static, or i .dilatory (refer to fig. 3-2». The dynamic failure detector (DFD) 
registered a failure when a 1° surface command error remained at the input to the ECS drive 
amplifier for 1 sec. The static failure detector (SFD) registered a failure when the output of 
the lag-hold circuit excetded 4° of equivalent surface command for I sec. The oscillatory 
failure detector (OFD) was designed to register failure states that caused high-frequency 
servo system oscillations not detectable by either the DFD or SFD. A block diagram of the 
OFD is presented in figure 3-3. If an oscillation existed within one channel of the control 
system, independent of the other two channels, it was reflected by the equalization detent 
The OFD converted periodic oscillations into a limited square wave, demodulated the square 
wave into a dc value that drove a pseudointegrator, and registered a failure when th- 
integrator value reached a preselected level. A washout filter was used to remove static- 
offsets to the OFD and the pseudointegrator slowly decayed following dynamic transients 
so that a detectable failure had to be periodic and above approximately 0.22 Hz. 

3.2 INCREMENTAL DIGITAL SYSTEM 

All control law functions of the flight control subsystems described in section 2 2 3 
(HSAS, ECSS, and AFCS/CWS) were implemented with the incremental control processor 
subsystem (1CPS). Although all functions were programmed, only the HSAS function was 
tested as a closed-loop system in the laboratory. The ECSS and CWS functions were 
programmed only to gather software utilization data on the 1CPS relative to a large and 
complex flight control system problem. The following sections present details related to 
implementing the HSAS function and ECSS gain schedule function using the /CPS. 

3.2.1 HSAS Implementation Using ICPS 

The HSAS control law functions shown in figure 2-3 were programmed into the ICPS 
The following programming steps were used to develop an operational program: 

1) Draw a scaling map showing required scaling for all input and output variables. 

2) Draw an algorithm map, following the system defining block diagram, and derive 
algorithm coefficients consistent with the scaling map requirements. 
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3) Translate the algorillini map representation into source deck control statements 
and process the source deck through the assembler program to produce an object 
program tape. 

These three steps are discussed below in detail ("or the HSAS Junction. 

3.2.1.1 ICPS/HSAS Scaling Map 

The main consideration in developing scaling for the variables of a flight-critical digital 
system is to achieve the desired resolution without risking the chance of incurring a 
computational overflow (a somewhat unique characteristic of fixed-point digital processors). 
Computational overflow occurs whenever internal arithmetic or logic processing of variables 
causes the variable value to exceed the full range of the computer word size. Overflow 
protection can be approached through careful scaling of worst case variable states (i.e., scale 
to permit all variables to be maximum and additive at each summing point without 
exceeding the maximum machine unit capability) or through hardware or software 
algorithms that will not permit a machine to process beyond a nuiximum value state. The 
first approach considerably reduces the resolution scaling flexibility, especially in a situation 
where a number of variables and high gain are required at a summing node. Ideally, the 
second approach removes the concern of computational overflow and permits selecting 
variable scaling to meet normal and not worst case performance levels. A detailed discussion 
of overflow as it pertains to digital flight control systems is presented in section 5.3. 

overt' 
he ICl'S did not contain hardware or software protection against a computational 

ow; therefore, careful variable scaling was used, taking into account the following: 

Input range 

Input resolution 

Slew rate 

Internal computer range 

Output range 

Output resolution 

Input resolution and range for the ICPS are fixed by the 10-Vdc/12-bit ana^og-to-digital 
(A/D) converter, which gives a resolution of 0.00488 V and range of ±2048 machine units 
(MU). Thus, once range or resolution is selected for the input, the other is given. If an 
acceptable range/resolution relationship cannot be realized, system gain levels must be 
redistributed or the A/D word size must be changed. 

Maximum signal slew rate for the ICPS processor is 64 MU per iteration. Since the 
ICPS iteration rate is 162.76 times per second, the processor slew rate limit is 10,417 
MU/sec.  Once  the resolution scaling has been selected, slew rate requirements can be 
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determined by multiplying the resolution by the maximum rate of the input signal. 
Exceeding the processor slew rate capability will cause gain and phase loss in the control law 
processing. 

The internal range of the ICPS computer is ±2'5 or ±32,768 MU. Since overflow 
would result in a value change of maximum positive to maximum negative, or vice versa, 
extreme care must be taken when scaling internal points in the program. 

Output range and resolution, like the input, are established by the 12-bit/10-Vdc 
digital-to-analog D/A converter. Unlike the input resolution considerations, output 
resolution can be a function of the control function loop or forward path gains. 

An ICPS scaling map for the HSAS is shown in figure 3-4. The input/output signal 
range for the SST HSAS control system is enclosed in square brackets. These ranges were 
determined from SST control system performance requirements. The input, output, and 
internal scaling, as realized in the incremental computer, is enclosed in parentheses in the 
scaling diagram. The input scaling was accomplished by selecting the maximum range of the 
12-bit A/D (2048 MU) to be equal to the maximum required system range. Then the 
resulting resolution was computed and compared to the system resolution requirement. For 
instance, the maximum pitch rate requirement of 207sec was set equal to the A/D range 
(2048 MU). The resolution then became 20/2048 or 0.009767sec/MU, giving 102.4 
MU/deg/sec. The system resolution requirement was 0.027sec, which is greate»- than one 
machine unit: therefore, the range/resolution requirements for the pitch rate input 
were met. 

The maximum rate of change (slew rate) of the pitch rate signal will be 20o/sec^. This 
times 102.4 requires a processor slew rate of 2048 MU/sec, well under the slew rate limit of 
10,417 MU/sec. 

For internal scaling, each path gain must be considered. For example, prior to the first 
summing junction in the pitch rate signal path, the internal scaling reflects a forward path 
gain of 3.1, or a potential maximum value of 3.1 times 2048 (A/D range), a total of 6349 
MU. This path summed with the control column input path (with a gain of 0.667) is 0.667 
(2048) + 6349 for a total value of 7720 MU. Since the maximum internal machine level is 
32,768 MU, this is well within the acceptable range. 

In general, the pitch rate and column signal paths sum with opposite signs, since the 
pilot action is to maneuver the airplane, and the pitch rate feedback is to provide short 
period damping. However, to establish that no potential overflow situation exists, both 
signal paths are assumed to be additive with the same sign at their maximum values. This is 
the worst case (pessimistic) situation for that summing node. Fortunately, the HSAS control 
laws are not complex (very few input sensor and/or command paths), and the worst case 
analysis to determine overflow margins does not result in any problems. If a control system 
utilizes many sensors and has high gain relationships between the variables, resolving 
potential overflow summing nodes could result in serious range, rate, and resolution scaling 
problems. 
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Output scaling was accomplished by setting the maximum D/A output equal to the 
maximum required surface command value (2048 MU equal to 15°). This gave an output 
resolution of approximately 0.007° The SST HSAS output resolution requirement was 
0.005°, an unusually tight requirement with respect to contemporary commercial transports. 
Because of this, no attempt w^ made to resolve this level of discrepancy for the FCD task. 

Output rate saturation was determined by adding all summing node variable rate 
requirements in a worst case fashion. This produced an output rate processing level of 
13,303 M'J/sec, greater than the computational slew rate value of 10,417 MU/sec. However, 
it was found that the saturation rate of the electric command servo was about half of the 
ICPS slew rate; therefore, this observed slew rate deficiency is inconsequential. 

3.2.1.2 1CPS/HSAS Algorithm Map 

Programming of the HSAS function was accomplished with the use of the 1CP-723 
Incremental Computer User's Manual catalog of algorithms (ref. 4). This manual was 
produced by the General Electric Company and includes incremental equation derivations 
for most common flight control functions. Using the catalog, the HSAS control law block 
diagram was converted into a representative algorithm map. Proper algorithm coefficients 
were then calculated using information from both the system block diagram and scaling 
map. An example follows. 

Figure 3-5 shows an algorithm map of a second-order filter, illustrating the relationship 
between the S domain coefficients and the algorithm coefficients. (A detailed derivation of 
the filter difference equation is presented in section 5.2.) For the HSAS B filter of figure 

2-3, 

Z .. S: f 2.31 S+2.72 

X       S2 + 5.b2S + 3.1 

The appropriate algorithm coefficients were calculated using the equations of figure 3-5. 
The results are presented in figure 3-6. 

Following the above procedure, the coefficients for all HSAS algorithms were 
calculated and the appropriate algorithm control bits were set. The programmer then 
assigned each algorithm a program number and time (location of program in memory and 
execution time within the iteration frame). Such an assignment is based on: 

1) Size of total system program relative to total computer processing capability 

2) Interdependence of one control function to another 

3) Input and output timing of variable and discrete data within the iteration frame 

The ICPS computer has a memory capacity for 256 algorithm building blocks and a 
processing time capacity for  128 algorithms per iteration. The basic computer program 
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execution structure is divided so that algoritlnns will be processed in odd and even time slot 
sequential strings. If no brandling is utilized, the computer will sequence through algorithms 
1 through 64 during even algorithm processing time slots and 65 through 128 during odd 
processing times. Branching can be used to jump to the higher numbered algorithms in 
memory (129 through 256), with execution continued sequentially from that algorithm 
number during whatever processing time slot (odd or even) the branch was made. Generally, 
any algorithm can be processed during any algorithm processing time slot using branching. 
However, only 128 algorithms can be processed each iteration, with the program always 
beginning at the start of an iteration with algorithms 1 and 65. 

For small programs that require less than one-half the available processing time slots, 
very little attention needs to be given to where particular algorithms are located in memory. 
However, for programs requiring greater than 50% of the processing time slots, care must be 
taken to assign algorithm times and numbers so that interdependent functions execute in 
the desired sequence. 

Input and output operations for variable data occur during even algorithm time slots. 
Registers used during this I/O process are also used in making the branch test. Therefore, to 
effect maximum processing efficiency, programs requiring branching should be located in 
the odd processing time slots. 

Because of the size of the HSAS control law program (2C) algorithms), algorithm times 
and assignments were made considering only the program How. A complete algorithm map 
of the HSAS program is shown in figure 3-7. The map is presented to illustrate algorithm 
usage relative to the types of control lav/ functions found within the HSAS control law. 
Detailed information on developing such a map and designating the appropriate control bits 
(dark circles) is given in reference 4. 

All the functional elements within the HSAS control law. except for the automatic 
trim logic, were directly realized using standard algorithms. The trim logic timer circuit was 
implemented using branching to reset the trim delay function. Twenty-seven algorithm time 
slots were required for 28 algorithms programmed in memory. This utilized approximately 
21% of the processing time and 11% of the available memory. 

3.2.1.3 ICPS/HSAS Program Load anJ Verification 

After completion of the algorithm map, a source deck is compiled by translating each 
algorithm structure onto control cards in the form of assembler language statements. The 
source deck is then processed through a support software assembler on a host 
general-purpose computer system (a PDP-8 was used at Boeing during the FCD ICPS 
studies). An object tape is produced and used to enter (load) the program into the ICPS 
program memory units. 

Verification of the program is achieved through the process of (I) desk checking the 
algorithm map against the original flight control system block diagram and (2) conducting 
laboratory performance and resolution tests and comparing results to predicted or known 
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values. The latter check extensively utilizes the 1CPS program monitor unit, which permits 
selectively observing every input and output, both variable and discrete, while the system is 
operating. 

3.2.2 Gain Schedule Function Implementation Using ICPS 

Gain schedule functions are utilized extensively in the makeup of advanced control 
laws. Since the HSAS control law by a design ground rule could not employ gain scheduling, 
gain schedule functions of the ECSS were programmed to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
ICPS in implementing such functions. 

The gain schedule function Ky^ shown in figure 2-8 was selected for laboratory 
evaluation using the ICPS. All gain schedule functions of the ECSS were programmed to 
establish memory and timing requirements, but not all were tested in the laboratory. The 
non-real-time integration capability of the ICPS was utilized in implementing gain schedule 
functions such as that reprjsented by the K\^ function a function made up of linear gain 
relationship segments, having a finite number of discontinuities (breakpoints). Thus, the 
gain schedule Ky^ was realized by integrating the segment slope values with respect to a 
variable (in this case. Mach number). The formula of this integration for the ICPS is: 

**.•/ f(m) dM + KV(/)(M0) 

where 

f(m) 

M; 

KV0(Mo)     = 

T} f(mi)AMi + KVd)(Mü) 
i-O 

slope of KyA linear segments 

an i increment of Mach number 

initial gain value for a particular segment of the Ky^ function 

Figure 3-8 is a functional block diagram of the ICPS process for generating the Ky* 
function. The process has three major suhfunctions: breakpoint detector, slope generator, 
and initial value/integrator summer. The breakpoint detector establishes the discontinuity 
points and sets the slope value for a particular line segment. One algorithm is required for 
each breakpoint (function discontinuity). The branching feature of the ICPS computer unit 
is used to efficiently implement the breakpoint function. Therefore, nine algorithm memory 
locations and five algorithm time slots were used to implement the seven KY0 breakpoints. 

The slope generUor provides the multiplying constant that corresponds to a particular 
line segment slope value. Three algorithm memory locations and one algorithm time slot 
were used to implement the seven Ky* ''ne segment slopes. 
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The initial value and integrator siiiiimation functions are generated in a single 
algoritlim. This algorithm performs rectangular integration as well as providing the 
discontinuities' initial values. The algorithm map for the gain schedule function described 
above is shown in figure 3-9. 

Two types of laboratory tests were conducted on the programmed Ky^ tunction. One 
test dealt with accuracy and the second test checked the generated function stability and 
drift characteristics. The accuracy test consisted of overplotting the desired function, with 
the result showing the error remaining with 1% of full scale (fig. 3-10). The stability test 
consisted of driving the gain schedule function with different ramp rates that ultimately 
exceeded the maximum predicted input rate and the tracking capability of the programmed 
function. Tracking up to the computer solution rate gave very accurate results and, after the 
solution rate was exceeded, the output would always recover to the correct solution. The 
drift test consisted of driving the gain function through its full range with a 0.1-Hz sawtootii 
drive signal for 1 hr, then stopping the drive signal and observing the function output for 
3 hr. This was repeated several times. These test results established that the programmed 
function did not exhibit drift. 

3.3 WHOLE-WORD DIGITAL SYSTEM 

All three flight control subsystems described in section 2.2.3 (HSAS, ECSS, and 
AFCS/CWS) were programmed for the whole-word computer subsystem (WWCS). Only the 
HSAS control law and ECSS gain schedule function were evaluated in the laboratory using 
the WWCS equipment. The additional programming provided information relative to WWCS 
software timing and memory utilization for a large and complex flight control system 
problem. In addition to the software required to realize the flight control subsystem 
functions, a general executive, redundancy management, and peripheral equipment software 
routines had to be developed. 

The following discussion describes the control law software buildup for the WWCS. 
The general organization of the WWCS executive is presented in the systems descriptions 
document (ref. 1). 

3.3.1 WWCS Control Law Software Structure 

A top-down software structure was used to implement the control laws associated with 
the HSAS, ECSS, and AFCS/CWS subsystems. The combined program was given the name 
HEC. The first step in the development of HEC was to functionally define the interface 
between HEC and the WWCS executive (EXEC) program. Next, the block diagrams of the 
control law functions were used to specify: 

1) HSAS subsystem supervisory routine (HSAS) 

2) ECSS subsystem supervisory routine (ECSS) 

3) CWS subsystem supervisory routine (ECS) 
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4)     Interfaces between the supervisory routines and the loilowing: 

a) Sensor signal selection/failure detection routine (SSFD) 

b) Discrete selection/Failure detection routine (DISCR) 

c) Redundancy management routine (REDMAN) 

d) The various modules ol" the FCD library (FCDLIB) 

Once the overall functional specifications and interfaces between all major components 
of HEC were defined, software engineering of the various components consisted mainly of 
iterating and nesting a small number of basic or standard control logic structures (macros, 
functions, subroutines, etc.). 

The WWCS in-flight operational programs were subdivided into three levels (groups). 
The WWCS executive became the primary level (level 1) and essentially controls the timely 
execution of the other program levels. Level II programs are those associated with control 
law functions (HEC) and the sensor signal selection/redundancy management programs. 

Programs used to drive system status and failure warning displays and programs that interact 
with WWCS control functions, such as ERROR RESET, were classified as background 
programs and are grouped as level III. Each of these program levels, or portions thereof, are 
executed each input/output iteration frame (the I/O iteration frame refers to a real-time 
interrupt that occurs every 6.144 msec). 

Figure 3-1 I depicts the sequential processing of the program levels with respect to the 
input/output frame timer interrupt. When an interrupt occurs, the processor is forced into 
the EXEC routine (level I). The EXEC stores the conditions of the interrupted program and 
passes con.rol to the level II (HEC) program, updating a frame count reference number 
(good for 2400 hr of continuous operation). The HEC program is entered as a subroutine, 
returning control to the EXEC before the next timer interrupt occurs. Since the functions 
processed in HEC are real-time computations, it is essential to preserving performance 
fidelity that such functions not incur uncontrolled interrupts. In response to an exit from 
HEC, the EXEC passes control to the background, level III, programs. The level III program 
in progress at the time of the last timer interrupt is reentered. Level III programs continue 
to be processed until the next I/O timer interrupt occurs. 

HEC programs that require a processing time greater than the I/O iteration frame time 
can be subdivided and processed in adjacent I/O iteration frames. "Figure 3-11 illustrates this 
by showing the different level II processing times. Such subdivisions are established by the 
programming engineer after initial worst case timing analyses have been completed. 
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3.3.2 HSAS/ECSS/CWS Implementation Using WWCS 

A live-step procedure was used in programining the HSAS/ECSS/CWS tunctions into 
the HEC program. 

1) The original control system block diagram was transformed into a digital system 
diagram showing variable names, observation points, binary scale factors, signal 
resolution, and maximum signal values. 

2) The digital system diagram was transformed into a macro How chart showing 
significant details and routines used to implement control law functions. 

3) The macro flow chart was used to develop source deck assembly code for the 
WWCS computer and processed by the support software assembly program to 
effect memory paging/assembly validation. 

4) All HEC programs were combined using the support software linkage editor and 
processed through the WWCS computer simulator program to effect limited static 
and dynamic checkout. 

5) The programs were loaded into the WWCS computer to complete full-scale 
static/dynamic performance verification. 

3.3.2.1 Digital System Diagram 

Figure 3-12 presents the digital system diagram for the HS AS functions as transformed 
from the original system block diagram shown in figure 2-3. It is very important to identify 
on this diagram all obsenation points that may be required during laboratory investigations. 
Once a program has been developed (coded), it is not easy to change or add observation 
points. Figure 3-1 2 indicates such points prefaced with a 'P' enclo: ed in a ^   ^ shape. 

Mnemonics for the variable names (refer to fig. 3-12) were selected for convenience of 
programming and ease in identification. Since there can be a large number of variables 
associated with flight control systems, some basic rules were established to guide mnemonic 
assignments. These rules were: 

1) Maximum number of characters = 6 
Minimum number of characters = 4 

2) Use of characters: 

a) First two letters identify the system. 

b) Following one or two characters identify the function. 

c) Following one or two characters identify function number. 
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3) If the variables themselves indicate the particular axis or system, the prefixing is 
not required. For example, the airplane's variables do not require prefixing, i.e., 
I ■ THETA. 

A mnemonic example from the HSAS digital system diagram of figure 3-12 is given below. 

PS PL 02 = PS 

Pitch 
SAS 

PL 
Position 
limit 

02 
Second 
position 
limit 

Software scaling values are also shown in the diagram of figure 3-12. Scaling was 
developed to maximize the dynamic signal resolution for each function processed while 
preventing overflow situations. Overflow occurs when a signal exceeds the maximum range 
of the computer. Since overflow would result in a value changing from maximum positive to 
maximum negative, or vice versa, extreme care must be taken to prevent overflow in the 
processing of flight control functions. Therefore, maximum scaling levels (MSLs) were 
established for each processing node within the system. The MSL was determined by 
summing all signals at their maximum value with the same sign. Scale factors are expressed 
as powers of 2 and denoted in figure 3-12 as (BX), where BX = 2'x. The step-by-step scaling 
procedure used by the engineer/programmer of the HEC functions was as follows: 

1) Determine tentative minimum scale factors for all variables and temporary 
variables along the  signal  path. 

2) Determine tentative minimum scale factors for constants, thresholds, limits, etc., 
compatible with the scaling of the signal leg determined in step (1). 

3) For each of the summing junctions in the digital system diagram, use arithmetic 
shifts or adjust scale factors set in steps (1) and (2) to realize a common scale 
factor for all summing legs. 

4) Compute the absolute value of a summing junction output using the MSL values 
of the summing junction inputs. 

5) If the answer to step (4) is less than I, proceed to the next summing junction, or 
to step (7) if all summing junctions have been processed. 

6) If the answer to step (4) is greater than or equal to 1. reduce the scale factor in 
one of the summing junction inputs and go to step (3). 

7) Review the internal resolution of all signals. If the resolution of all signals is > the 
resolution at the I/O interface, stop. If the resolution is < the I/O interface 
resolution, rescale and insert limiters to provide internal resolution > the I/O 
interface resolution. I 
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The WWCS met all input/output resolution scaling requirements of the HSAS tunction, 
except for the surface position command and feedback. Like the 1CPS, this could only be 
resolved by extending the A/D and D/A word lengths, a cost penalty unjustitiable for the 

FCD task. 

3.3.2.2 Macro Flow Chart 

An important step in programming flight control functions for a whole-word digital 
system is to prepare a flow chart that organizes the computational sequence of each 
function in the control law. The following describes the flow charts for the HHC program 

developed for the WWCS. 

The WWCS executive (EXEC) transfers control to the HEC program via an interface 
routine referred to as LINKS. The LINKS routine administrates the level 11 (HEC) program, 
consisting of three subroutines- HSAS, ECSS, and REDMAN. The REDMAN subroutine is 
the redundancy management program for handling the multichannel output data. The 
AFCS/CWS function is part of the ECSS subroutine. The relationship of these subroutines 
to the executive (level 1) program is illustrated in figure 3-13. 

After receiving control from the EXEC program, LINKS directs the execution of the 
HSAS subroutine. Following HSAS execution, process control returns to LINKS, which 
directs the execution of the ECSS subroutine. The control wheel steering (CWS) mode, 
which uses the ECSS for inner loop damping, is called from the ECSS program if the mode 
is engaged. Following ECSS execution, control returns to LINKS. The final step for LINKS 
is to call the REDMAN subroutine to update the control law output command memory 
buffers. Following this, process control is returned to the level I EXEC. 

Figure 3-14 shows the HSAS supervisory macro flow chart. The flow chart defines the 
initial condition structure for initializing integrators and filters when the computational 
reset (RESET) function has been activated. When the system is operational following 
startup initialization, the HSAS supervisory program checks for ECSS engagement. If the 
ECSS is engaged, the HSAS program returns to LINKS and the ECSS subroutine is called. If 
the ECSS is not engaged, the HSAS program conducts the housekeeping tasks related to 
multiple frame time control. As presented in the system description document (ref. 1), the 
basic input/output iteration (frame) period fixed by hardware in the WWCS is 6.144 msec. 
Some flight control laws require more than a single 6.144-msec frame to complete all 
computations. Therefore, the HSAS supervisory program was set up to allow multiple I/O 
frame passes to complete processing a particular control law (i.e., permit frame time periods 
of any multiple of the basic 6.144-msec I/O iteration). Thus, the computational frame time 
could be extended to investigate performance variation as a function of control law iteration 

rate (sampling period). 

Following the HSAS program initial housekeeping, the control law filters of the HSAS 
begin to be processed (refer to fig. 3-14). The HSAS program calls the sensor signal 
selection/failure detection (SSFD) subroutine to acquire the pitch rate sensor information. 
(Details of this process are covered in sec. 5.1.) The bilinear transformation technique 
(Tustin's  substitution)   was  used   for   implementing the  HSAS  filters and  integrators. 
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subroutines respectively referred to as BZTAR and TZT1N. Detailed discussions on these 
programs are presented in section 5.2. Upon completion of the filter processing, other signal 
paths of the HSAS are processed and combined with the appropriate filter outputs. Finally, 
followup housekeeping (i.e.. extended frame, resetting SSFD 1C flags, etc.» is processed, and 
the HSAS program returns control to the LINKS program. 

Figure 3-15 is the supervisory macro How chart for the FCSS and CWS control laws. 
The general flow of this program is very similar to the HSAS program where housekeeping 
tasks are processed followed by the execution of the control law functions. However, the 
FCSS routine (including CWS) required a minimum of three I/O frame times for processing, 
while the HSAS required only one. Thus, the FCSS function was subdivided into three 
parts, each to be executed during one I/O iteration frame (refer to fig. 3-15). The initial 
computational pass processed the main FCSS functions, the second pass processed the CWS 
functions, and the third pass processed the FCSS output functions and returned control to 
LINKS. If the CWS mode is not engaged, the program bypasses the main CWS control 
functions and exits the CWS routine. However, even though the CWS mode is not engaged, 
some functions such as the pitch attitude washout filter must be processed during the 
second pass. A flow chart of the CWS mode is presented in figure 3-16. 

3.3.2.3 Program Code, Assembly, and Validation 

Detail programming (coding) of the HFC program followed the operational sequence 
presented by the macro flow charts. A subroutine modularized (catalog) approach was used 
in the software buildup. Assembler language coded programs were then prepared and 
inspected to verify the absence of errors in: 

1) Control logic (IC, frame, mode, etc.) 

2) Interface between the various software modules, SSFD, and discrete routines 

3) Scaling (overllow protection) 

4) Basic computational procedure of all HFC components required for the HSAS 

These programs were then segmented into linked blocks ol .ode (256 words/page) to fit the 
WWCS memory paging structure and reviewed for errors in the newly created interfaces 
(external/entry tables). 

After the program had been coded, segmented, assembled, linked, and extensively desk 
checked, the WWCS processor simulator was used to dynamically validate most elements of 
the HSAS program. At this point, all external routines (i.e.. SSFD, discrete I/O logic- 
subroutine- DISCR, etc.) required for the HSAS had been validated and integrated into 
HFC. Because of extensive laboratory tests to be conducted on the HSAS software resident 
in the WWCS hardware, together with the high cost of running the simulator program on the 
IBM 360/370 system, the scope of the simulator validation activity was limited to: 

•      Verifying that all elemental functions (limiters, threshold detectors, etc.) were 
operating correctly 
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Verifying that all logic modules (frame, mode, IC, trim) were operating correctly 

Verifying  the   scaling  and   the  nonexistence of overflovvs under worst  case 
conditions 

• Verifying   that   the   filter  and   integrator   routines   were   operating  correctly 
(fidelity/deadband) 

• Verifying that the gain and time response of the HSAS filters were correct (step 
input) 

Because of the voluminous nature of the validation results, which consist of tabulated and 
printer-plotter data together with simulated MCP-701 memory dumps, only a descriptive 
summary of the results is included here. 

Elemental Functions -Ot\\y the symmetrical limit (LIMITS) and threshold (THRES) 
subroutines are used in the HSAS. LIMITS is called five times and THRES is called four 
times. Beth elemental functions, together with ail limit/threshold values, were observed to 
be present and operating correctly. 

Logic Modules-Three control logic modules (frame, IC, and mode) and one system 
logic module (trim-threshold-hysteresis) are used in the HSAS routine. All modules are 
executed during each HSAS pass. These modules were checked through the simulator and 
observed to be present and operating correctly. 

Scaling and Overflow~Jwo conditions were run through the simulatur, representing 
worst case input conditions for the summing junctions of figure 3-12. 

Input 

DCOL(t) 

THTD (t) 

TMDN(t) 

TMUP(t) 

MFBK(t) 

THLD(t) 

SFBK(t) 

Case I 

+ I0V 

-10V 

-10V 

-10 V 

+ 10V 

-10V 

-10V 

Case 2 

-10V 

+ 10V 

+ 10V 

+ 10V 

-10V 

+ 10V 

+ I0V 

In case 1, the negative values of the maximum scaling level (MSL) were obtained. For case 2, 
the positive MSLs were obtained. This check verified the scaling and the nonexistence of 
overflow for each summing junction shown in figure 3-12. 

The final validation of the HEC program was conducted in the laboratory using the 
WWCS hardware. This validation consisted of obtaining step and frequency responses of 
each filter and of the overall control law signal path. Single-channel (one of three) system 
closed-loop responses were compared to previously obtained analog system responses. This 
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included frequency und time history response checks for both the pitch rate and control 
column inputs. Full redundant (triplex) performance response checks were then made. The 
single and redundant configuration tests are discussed in detail in section 4.0. 

As mentioned before, no attempt was iiade to completely check out the ECSS and 
CWS programs. However, gain schedule functions were fully implemented and evaluated to 
gather data for comparison with implementation of such functions using the ICPS. The 
following section discusses the WWCS gain schedule implementation and section 3.4 deals 
with a comparison of the WWCS and ICPS memory/timing requirements for the HEC 
functions. 

3.3.3 Ga;n Schedule Function Implemented Using WWCS 

The ECSS and CWSS gain schedule functions are shown in figures 2-6 and 2-8, 
respectively. Two types of schedule functions are presented; polynomial and straight line 
segment. These two forms of gain schedules were implemented using subroutines referred to 
as PGSF, a vector dot product function, and LOOK, a table lookup function (refer to 
app. A). 

The CWS polynomial function was generated using PCiSF since each polynomial 
schedule was defined by vector equations of the form K .  Mt|, where 

Kc    j |      a.ulMq 

For the CWS function, the Kc vector elements are the polynomial constants and the M 
vector elements are the Mach number (M) and impact pressure (q) variables raised to the 
appropriate power. Once the K    vectors were stored in core, polynomial gain schedule 
evaluation consisted of calculating the current M   vector and then computing the vector dot 
product via the PGSF function. 

Function LOOK was used to implement the straight line segment, piece-wise 
continuous, gain schedule function via linear interpolation. Line segment breakpoint values 
were ■ ;aled and tabulated into separate data tables. The piece-wise continuous data were 
organized into a LOOK data array (LDA) as follows. 

LDAMAPLX^X^YJJ ... xnJ,YnJi 
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where 

j ■ 1,2,3  

n ■ 1,2,3  

X = (xAXi^ X^) is the jth independent data vector 

Y = (Y,J ¥-)••,... YJ) is the jth independent data vector 

APLXJ = address of the previous lowest XJ data element used by LOOK the 
last   time   the   lookup   utilized   vector   LDAJ   (2n+l)- initially 
APLXJ = address of X^ 

Note: The X vector elements are monotonic increasing, i.e., XJ Xi+jJ 

Whenever LOOK is called, it finds the XJ and Xi+1
j vector elements that bracket the 

input variable (X1N) through a comparison process. The address of the starting XJ for the 
comparison process is the address contained in APLXJ. Utilizat.on of this address speeds up 
the comparison process considerably since statistically the starting Xj« is most likely to be 
the XJ used on the previous call to LOOK. Once X1N has been bracketed, the address of the 
new XJ is stored in APLXJ for the next pass. The output (XOUT) of LOOK is computed as: 

YJ   *   (Xi+1J   -   X1N)   ♦   Yi+1
j   *   (XIN-Xj) 

XOUT.) =—! ! ; -j-  
(Xi+1J   -   XJ) 

The above gain schedule techniques were implemented in the WWCS and tested in the 
laboratory for accuracy. Although all gain schedule function computations are essentially 
independent of sampling rate (frame time), the laboratory tests included evaluating the 
implemented functions at three different sampling periods  6.144 msec, 18.42 msec, and 

49.12 msec. 

The CWS gain schedule function Kg was used to evaluate the polynomial routine 
(PGSF) and the ECSS gain schedule RE was used to evaluate the table lookup routine 
(LOOK). The laboratory tests showed that both methods were successful and that neither 

produced discernible errors. 

3.4 ICPS/WWCS MEMORY AND TIMING COMPARISON 

For the analog system described in section 2.0, dedicated hardware is used to 
implement the flight control system control laws. Generally speaking, the complexity of the 
analog system hardware bears a direct relationship to the complexity or number of control 
functions that make up the system. This relationship docs not hold for digital systems such 
as the ICPS or WWCS. For these systems, the hardware complexity or number of functions 
influence only the size of memory (capacity to store given programs) and processing time 
(iterative solution rate required to meet system performance objectives). This difference in 
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,     I      . ■rrMtnrtiim nnkes it ditTicult to compare analog and digital systems, other than 
Tasl     tte     ri^ght      d   ohuue of both types of equipment perlorming the same 

function. 

In order to determine memory and t.ming requirements for implementing a function m 
h    .ii.i .1 svstem   many human/machine factors must be kept m view. For 

section 6.0. 

both the hardware and tlight control system are new designs. 

Analog hardware in a development program is usually specified to have 20% growth 
relative to computational electronics space. Experience during ^D t^ J^jj« 
mmnutational BOWth factors for a digital flight control system to be 70% to 100/. both in 
memoryTd In^sed computation time. (Computation time here is the iteration trame time 

specified to meet system performance requirements.) 

The basic software development ground rule adopted for the FCD task was that a 
modul nzed approach-standard catalog routine be used in programming the HSAS, 
ECSS and AF?S/CWS functions for both the ICPS and WWCS. The modularized software 
does norprovide the best economy in terms of memory and compufing time, but it do 
nrovide a long-term advantage for validating software elements. Further, once the catalog 
hasten deveLped, the modularized software improves the accuracy ot estimatmg memory 
and timing requirements for new control law implementations. 

Before software comparisons can be made between the ICPS ^^^^ 
hardware/software architectural differences must be understood. The ICPS executive is 

elan^d in fixed hardware, while the WWCS executive is organized in -ttware^si- ar 
Son exists for the sensor signal selection/failure detection algorithms. The WWCS has 
aHXxn e l 2-msec transport delay imposed by the input/output double butter des.gn 
a eatue dded to eliminate timing hazards between bit-for.-bit and f— timing da a 

procSng) but no similar delay exists in the ICPS. Such functions cannot be dire ly 
com a"d  in  terms  of software parameters. Functions that can be directly compared. 
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however, are  those associated with the control law. such as filters, limiters, and gain 

schedules. 

Tables 3-1 and 3-2 summarize the ICPS and WWCS real-time and memory usage to 
process the functions associated with the HSAS, ECSS, and CWS redundant systems. One 
observable comparison is the relative time required to process the combined HSAS filters 
(an equivalent seventh-order filter); the ICPS required 0.48 msec, while the WWCS required 
0.69 msec (both required approximately 100 words ot memory). This comparison illustrates 
the efficiency of the ICPS in computing linear difference equations. An observable 
comparison that reverses this apparent efficiency advantage for the ICPS is the implemen- 
tation of nonlinear elements such as limiters and thresholds. The ICPS required 0.61 msec to 
compute the HSAS limiter/threshold functions, while the WWCS required only 0.16 msec 
(the memory usages were 164 words and 27 words, respectively). This illustrates the great 
advantage the WWCS has for efficiently processing logical operations. This advantage of the 
WWCS is further illustrated when the gain schedule numbers are observed. Some general 
observations follow about both systems that relate to their individual processing capabilities 
to implement the subject control systems. 

The ICPS evaluated in the laboratory could execute the HSAS and ECSS functions 
within its iteration frame time of 6.144 msec. However, the more complex CWS function 
required 7.21 msec, placing it beyond the ICPS existing frame time. The ICPS could be 
modified, however, to decrease its fixed iteration rate to process the CWS control law. The 
existing design memory size (3072 usable words) would be sufficient to handle the subject 

functions. 

The WWCS that was evaluated could execute all functions using the extended frame 
software supervisory control discussed in the previous section. The resulting computational 
frame time, including the 12 msec of I/O transport delay, would be approximately 30 msec. 
This time, although adequate to meet system performance requirements, could be reduced 
by approximately 6 msec using a dedicated hardware SSFD algorithm similar to that used in 
the ICPS. 
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TABLE 3-1.-ICPS/WWCS REAL TIME USAGE (MSEC) [HSAS, ECSS, AND CWS FUNCTIONS] 

^^"^^^    Function 

Svstem      ^"^^^^ 
EXEC Filters 

Limilers 
and 

thresholds 

Gain 
schedules 

Ser.sor 
(variables) 

SSFD 

Discrete 
SSFD 

Summers Other 
Total 
(msecl 

Remarks 

HSAS 

ICPS D> 0.48 0.61 - 0.01 Negligible 0.20 0.01 1.31 

^Mechanized 

in hardware; 

does not affect 
processing time. 

wwcs 
0.80 

0 
0.69 0.16 - 2.92 0.69 Negligible 0.05 

5.31 

0 
j^>Plus »12 msec 

of I/O transport 

delay 

ECSS 

ICPS D> 0 50 1.12 0.79 0.01 NcgligiMt 043 0.50 3.35 

wwcs 

168 

1.04 0.12 0.36 4.08 064 Negligible 0.08 

800 

0 

cw; 

ICPS D> 1 08 1.73 266 0.01 Negligible 0.72 1.01 721 
Numbers show 
total computing 

time for CWS 
mode; includes 
the ECSS inner 

loop time 
wwcs 

2.07 

0 2.90 o.r" 1.38 6.21 0.83 Negligible 0.14 

1381 

TABLE3-2.-ICPS/WWCS PROGRAM MEMORY USAGE (WORDS) 
[HSAS, ECSS, AND CWS FUNCTIONS] 

1—function 

Svstem          '  EXEC Filters 

Limners 
and 

thresholds 
Gam 

schedules 

Sensor 
Ivanablesl 
SSFD 

Discrete 
SSFD Summers Other 

Total 
Iwordsl Ren-, arks 

HSAS 

ICPS 6> 121 164 d> 
\P 

47 4 336 M>Mechani7ed in 
hardware, Joes not 
atlect program 
memorv size 

wwcs 2S2 90 27 . 378 117 Negligible 36 •»0 

ECSS 
ICPS \> 118 346 440 P P 118 168 1190 Numbers show 

total memory 
used for CWS 
mode, includes 
the ECSS inner 
loop memory values 

wwcs 262 106 52 115 357 147 Negligible 12 1050 

CWS 

ICPS 5 166 166 820 P J> 118 240 1510 

wwcr. 482 234 56 170 451 15' Negligible 246 1790 
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4.0 APPLICATION MODEL ANALOG/HSAS/WWCS LABORATORY TESTS 

The prototype SST stability augmentution systems were designed to be implemented 
using analog piece-part components. In order to assess performance differences that may 
exist between analog and digital SAS electronics, a series of tests were conducted to evaluate 
the HSAS function implemented using the ICPS and WWCS and comparing test results to an 
analog implementation. It was expected that some performance discrepancies could exist 
because the analog system control laws were developed using root locus synthesis/analysis 
techuiques, and the same control laws were to be implemented in the discrete domain of the 
digital system. Further, potential discrepancies were anticipated in the digital systems 
performance resulting from the programming technique used and/or from hardware design 
aspects such as word length, sample rate, analog input signal prefiltering, etc. 

To minimize those discrepancies that may appear from the concerns mentioned above, 
the digital HSAS implementation was systematically developed beginning with an analysis of 
the digital system's ba-ic hardware performance characteristics. Next, the HSAS filters were 
implemented and evaluated from both a dynamic and static performance viewpoint. Finally, 
the redundant HSAS configuration was fully established and evaluated relative to 
operational performance and failure mode survivability. 

4.1 BASIC ICPS AND WWCS HARDWARE CHARACTERISTICS 

The basic hardware characteristics of the ICPS and WWCS were investigated using a 
single channel of the triple-channel systems. Laboratory tests were conducted to establish 
the hardware input/output bandpass and linearity characteristics. 

4.1.1 ICPS Hardware Characteristics 

The basic ICPS hardware can be represented as a pre filter, computational delay, and 
zero-order hold, as shown in figure 4-1. The prefilter attenuated the analog input signal 
high-frequency components to suppress "aliasing" from occurring during the analog-to- 
digital (AID) conversion. Aliasing is the characteristic of an A/D process where a 
high-frequency analog signal is sampled (any signal above 1/2 the sampling rate) and a false 
(folded) low-frequency signal is produced in the discrete time domain. Figure 4-2 illustrates 
the aliasing phenomenon. The prefilter was selected as a function of the system performance 
and stability requirements, frame time (sample rate) selection, and knowledge of the input 
signal frequency content. 

Effective suppression of the aliasing error may always be achieved by utilizing a high 
sampling iteration rate and an analog prefilter combination that has a negligible impact on 
the system stability. However, this approach may not be practical because of the available 
hardware and the bioad bandpass requirements of some applications. For the systems 
evaluated in this study, the prefilter was selected to have a double break such that folded 
frequency components into the bandpass of interest (assumed to be ±1 Hz) were no greater 
than 1% of the input signal magnitude. This required a double break filter (40 dB per decade 
attenuation) to be placed at 105 rad. Two single lag filters were mechanized in the actual 
hardware, having break frequencies of 100 and 125 rad as shown in figure 4-1. 
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The computational delay function shown in figure 4-1 is the math model associated 
with inputting, processing, and outputting a signal through the computer. For the ICPS, this 
delay time (T|) is made up of: 

1) A/D and signal selection processing time (150 /isec) 

2) Processor time (48 psec times the number of algorithms proc. ssed to implement 
the function) 

3) Output transfer time (D/A processing time, 48 /isec) 

Thus, the ICPS computational delay T| is: 

T| = [ 150 + 48 (number   . algorithms) + 481 ^sec 

Finally, the zero-order hold function shown in figure 4-1 is the mathematical expression for 
the computer sample-hold characteristic. For the ICPS, which has a fixed iteration rate, the 
TT value is 6.144 msec. 

The preceding math model description covers the linear aspect of the ICPS hardware. 
However, the ICPS has a nonlinear characteristic referred to as slew rate limiting. This 
characteristic results from the incremental arithmetic operation having a finite limit on the 
incremental value that can be processed during one computational iteration. In other words, 
the maximum size of a variable change (increment value) that can be processed during one 
iteration is 64 MU (2"). This number times the ICPS iteration rate of 162.76 solutions per 
sec yields a slew rate limit of 10,416 MU/sec. When the input signal reaches a rate that 
demands solution values at greater than 10,416 MU/sec, the ICPS output will be distorted 
both in phase and magnitude. The slew rate limit mathematical boundary for an input signal 
A Sin Wt is expressed as: 

äiüJHiU CJA Cos Wt= 10,416 MU/sec Hi 

where 

A     =      input signal magnitude 

<jj     = input signal frequency 

From this, the slew rate limit can be seen to be directly proportional to the product of the 
input amplitude and frequency. 

A frequency response of the basic ICPS hardware was obtained in the laboratory to 
compare the preceding mathematical model with laboratory results. A straight input and 
output function was programmed; i.e., an analog input was acquired at algorithm time 18 
and that value was output at algorithm time 64. The input signal was varied to produce slew 
rate limiting. Figure 4-3 presents the Bode plot of the laboratory frequency response and 
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mathematical model (below the slew rate limit boundary). The plot shows that the math 
model represents the actual response very closely. It further shows that the predominate 
basic frequency response characteristic of the hardware comes from the prefilter element. 

Figure 4-4 shows a family of frequency response curves in which the input magnitude 
was parametrically increased to illustrate the effect of slew rate limiting. The curves show 
that the slew rate limit affects the output response, for a maximum signal input (10 V) and 
a gain of one through the system, at approximately 6 rad. This is predictable from the 
preceding discussion and the recognition that the 10-V input produces 2048 MU following 
the AID conversion. This slew rate characteristic may have undesirable effects on the system 
performance. Scaling can be used to avoid slew rate limiting; however, care must be taken to 
not violate resolution requirements. 

Figure 4-5 shows the linear (hysteresis) characteris-ic of the 1CPS and WWCS. These 
data were obtained by slowly changing the input signal positive and negative about zero. 
The results showed the ICPS to have very good tracking (repeatability) characteristics. 

4.1.2 WWCS Hardware Characteristics 

The WWCS basic hardware, like the ICPS, can be represented by a prefilter, 
computational delay, and zero-order hold (refer to fig. 4-1). The prefilter discussion 
presented for the ICPS holds for the WWCS, since the ICPS and WWCS utilized identical 
prefilter and A/D hardware designs. 

The computational delay for the WWCS is longer than that found for the ICPS. This 
results from the data processing double buffering used at the WWCS computer interface to 
link the bit-for-bit synchronized input/output timing structure with the frame time 
synchronized timing structure of the central processor. This interface design is described in 
detail in the systems description document (ref. 1). Essentially, the input and output data 
processing iteratively occurs over a 6.144-msec frame time, with the central processor 
programs keyed to the beginning of each I/O operation. In order to avoid some data 
processing timing hazards, data double buffering was used to permit the central processor to 
use data from the I/O frame previous to the current frame and place the results in memory 
for outputting during the I/O frame following the current frame. Thus, the WWCS 
computational delay is made up of: 

1) Input timing between the data sampling time and the beginning of the next I/O 
iteration 

2) Control processor data handling time, one I/O iteration 

3) Output timing interval between the end of the I/O iteration just past and the time 
at which the data were passed to the sample and hold output stage 

For the basic hardware tests conducted on the WWCS, an input sampling time was 
selected at 1.248 msec before the next I/O iteration, and an output strobe time was selected 
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at 0.336 msec  following the  end of the previous I/O iteration. Therefore, the WWCS 

computational delay (T,) for the case tested became: 

(Input Time) 
Ti    =   1.248 msec 

(Processor Time» 
6.144 msec 

(Output Time) 
0.336 msec ■ 7.728 msec 

The delav of the sample and hold is a function of the frame time utilized for Processing the 
pa^il Control law. For the basic hardware -ts three fram^n.u.^samp. and h^ 
update rates) were tested. These provided sample and hold delay t.mes (T2) ot 6.144 msec, 

3 times 6.144 msec, and 8 times 6.144 msec. 

Fiuure 4-6 shows the frequency response of the WWCS basic hardware for the itett 
different1';;:: Umes tested, m results correlated very well with the ca.c.late = 

For the 6 144-msec frame time case, the results were very s.m.la to the 1CpS'Wlth he 

Zmr e ponse havmg the predominate effect on the amplitude response. There was, 
howe er n ore ph.'c shift showing up in the WWCS response. This added phase slu t .s 
3y at Xut d to the computational delay brought on by the WWCS computer interlace 
d"a processmg. For the increased frame time tests, the amplitude response became more 

attenuated and the phase shift increased as anticipated. 

The linearity characteristic of the WWCS was tested using a very low-frequency 
sinusoidal n put. The results are shown, along with the 1CPS results, in hgure 4-5 As can be 
seen the WWCS exhibited good linearity. No change could be discerned relative to the 

linearity response when the frame time was varied. 

4.2 HSAS FILTER IMPLEMENTATION LABORATORY EVALUATION 

Shaping filters were used very extensively in the SST Hight control system to 
effectively s'tabilize the basic airframe and to improve the airplane's handling qualities. A 
b c^ d gram of the filters used as part of the HSAS is shown in figure ^(tje genera 
HSAS block diagram is presented in fig. 2-3). The first three filters (A, B and C) were 
desfgned to shape the basic handling qualities of the SST, and the last tilter (D) was designed 
o prevent coding between the Hight control system and ^1- airlrame bo y bendm 

characteristic These four filters were implemented using analog, KK, and WWCS 
eLctromcs to evaluate performance differences that may arise from the three forms ol 

computational processes. 

The analog HSAS filters were built up using breadboard electronics with circuits 
design d in the same manner as those actually to be used on the prototype SST. A carelul 
selecüon of the components was n.ade to ensure that the filter response characteristics 

would remain within 2% of the mathematical ideal. 

For the ICPS the HSAS filters were implemented using programmable algorithms 
derived from incremental difference equations. The algorithms were developed by General 
El^ric and were contained in the ICPS User's Manual catalog of functions (ref. 4). The 
filter algorithm derivation is treated in more detail in section 5.2. 
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A wide variety of filter implementation methods was available for use with the WWCS. 
A trade study was therefore conducted to assess various techniques and select one for use in 
implementing the HSAS filters in the WWCS. This trade study is described in section 5.2. 
The bilinear transformation technique (or Tustin's method) was selected as it appeared to 
offer economy in both memory and real-time utilization. 

The implemented filters in the three sets of electronics were compared using frequency 
response, step response, and noise response data. The results are discussed below. 

4.2.1 Frequency Response Comparison 

A laboratory PDP-X computer was used to administrate the frequency response tests of 
the three sets of electronics (analog, ICl'S, and WWCS). The PDM generated a sinusoidal 
input command, acquired the output response, and plotted the results in a Bode plot 
format. The analog system was used as the baseline, following substantiation that the analog 
system response was within 1% of the ideal. 

Figure 4-8 presents the frequency response comparison between the analog and 1CPS 
HSAS filter responses. The ICFS response was obtained using an input signal of ±2 V to 
avoid the 1CPS slew rate limit characteristic. Referring to figure 4-8, the analog and ICFS 
performance match almost identically in the gain response, with the 1CPS exhibiting some 
additional phase shift. This gain dispanty is attributed to the prefilter characteristics of the 
ICPS, contributing approximately 1 2° of phase shift at a frequency of 10 rad. 

Figure 4-9 presents the HSAS filter frequency response of the WWCS. Three frame 
time values (sampling rates) were tested (6.144 msec, 18.432 msec, and 49.152 msec). 
Included in figure 4-9 is"the analog HSAS filter response to permit comparing the WWCS 
response to the ideal. The largest error relative to the filter gain response was with the 
lowest frame time (highest sampling rate). This was attributed to the difficulty in providing 
accurate coefficient values for the bilinear transformation equation for high sampling rates. 
This difficulty was related to the computer word length and the attendant coefficient 
truncation errors. The large phase errors for the slow sampling rate (longest frame time) 
were caused by the basic hardware transport delays associated with long frame time 
computations. A more detailed discussion of the errors introduced for filter implementa- 
tions using the Tustin method is given in section 5.2. 

4.2.2 Step Response Comparison 

Figure 4-10 shows the step response of the HSAS filter for each of the systems tested. 
The forcing function was applied at the input to the A filter and recorded at the output of 

the D filter. 

Overlaying the three systems' step responses did not bring out significant differences in 
their response characteristics. The WWCS was tested lor the three sampling rates discussed 
above, without producing discernible differences in the response profiles. 
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4.2.3 Noise Characteristic Compariaon 

The residual noise characteristic of the implemented HSAS filter was checked by 
applying a sinusoidal signal forcing function of 47 mV, at 0.0ÜI Hz, to the A filter and 
recording the D filter output on an X-Y plotter. The results are shown in figure 4-11. 

The analog system output displayed excellent linear characteristics with very little 
noise content. The ICPS output displayed a noise content three to four times the magnitude 
of the analog trace. The AID converter was found to be the primary source of the noise 
observed. The WWCS was again tested for the three sampling rates defined above. The 
results showed larger noise excursions as the frame time was expanded. The basic noise, as in 
the ICPS, was caused by the A/D converter. The added noise observed for the longer frame 
times was determined to be the result of the longer sample and hold dwell time, allowing the 
X-Y plotter to respond to the sample and hold output. The noise levels observed were not 
disconcerting, since they were well within the system required resolution of 0.05 V. 

4.3 REDUNDANT HSAS PERFORMANCE 

In the previous section, the implementation of the HSAS filter was evaluated on a 
single-channel basis. This section deals essentially with the implementation of the entire 
HSAS function, with tests conducted to evaluate the three types of subsystem electronics 
performance for a triply redundant configuration operating in a closed loop laboratory 
setup (refer to sec. 2.2). The redundant operations of the analog, ICPS, and WWCS 
configurations were not functionally identical. Cross-channel multiple voting nodes for the 
analog system were not considered because of the cost/failure mode concerns established 
during the SST system definition phase. The digital systems were organized with 
cross-channel data paths for evaluation during this program, since multiplexed serial d'^tal 
data paths did not appear to have the disadvantages associated with the analog 
configuration. Figure 4-12 shows the three systems' redundant configuration data paths, in a 
simplified form. 

The evaluations of the analog, ICPS, and WWCS HSAS configurations were conducted 
by observing the simulated airplane's time history for various disturbance conditions. Since 
the HSAS did not fully speed-stabilize the SST flight condition simulated, a weak attitude 
control loop was added to represent a pilot loosely maintaining a constant pitch attitude. 
The test conditions consisted of normal system operation response, system response with 
rate sensor failures, and an evaluation of the tested systems failure monitoring schemes. 

4.3.1 HSAS Response-Triple-Channel Configuration 

Basic triple-channel HSAS performance was established by placing a 10-sec step 
command as the pilot control column signal input. Figure 4-13 shows the response time 
histories for the three systems. The test was conducted with a minimum of channel 
tolerance offsets by aligning the minirig to achieve balanced load pressures across the three 
actuators. The step command drove both the mechanical and electrical signal paths. As a 
result, a small initial peak showed on the time history response reflecting the mechanical 
path input before the negator loop canceled the mechanical command. 
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The responses of the three subsystems were nearly identical (refer to fig. 4-13). The 
load pressure traces showed no load force fighting. There was, however, some difference in 
the ECS response trace. The analog system exhibited a standoff compared to the two digital 
systems. This was caused by the higher servo off-loading threshold, required in the analog 
system, to cope with the sensor to servo channel tolerance stackup eliminated in the digital 
systems by their voting nodes. 

The traces of figure 4-14 show the HSAS response with opposite 0.57sec offsets placed 
in two of the pitch rate sensor signal paths. The sensor offsets were held within the normal 
tolerance band of the sensor. The load pressure traces of the analog system illustrated the 
resultant ECS force fight. No force fight appeared in the digital system traces because of the 
voting (signal selection) process that removed the offsets prior to developing the ECS 
command. Although all three systems met the performance n quirements for this test case, 
the voting nodes offered an advantage by reducing the wear exposure to ECS bearings, seals, 
and mounting structure potentially caused by upstream sensor and processing electronics 
channel tolerance differences. 

4.3.2 Triple-Channel Response-Pitch Rate Sensor Failure 

The triple-channel redundant system HSAS design for the FCD task had to be 
operational following any first failure. The system, with the failure, had to provide all 
required functions with no performance degradation. 

Figure 4-15 shows the response of the three systems with one pitch rate sensor 
detected as failed. The three systems' configurations at the time of the command 
disturbance had been altered to reflect their fault isolation moding relative to the failed rate 
sensor. The moding configuration changes were: 

• Analog HSAS: channel associated with the failed rate sensor was disengaged. 

• ICPS HSAS: hardware sensor selection algorithm for the rate sensor signals 
became the average of two from a midvalue selection (isolating the failed rate 
sensor signal). 

• WWCS HSAS: software sensor selection algorithm for the rate sensor signals 
became the average of two from a limited average of three (isolating the failed 
rate sensor signal). 

A discussion of the signal selection algorithms evaluated during the FCD task is presented in 
section 5.1. 

A test was conducted to observe the response of the three systems when subjected to a 
passive (zero output) failure of one rate sensor signal while the remaining two were slightly 
offset in opposite directions, it is possible that such a failure could go undetected until an 
airplane maneuver is induced to force channel differences to exceed the failure monitor 
threshold. In the quiescent environment of the laboratory tests, this was the case for the 
analog system, even though the basic SST airframe was unstable. The averaging effect of the 
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ECS   hydromechanical   voting   structure   resolved   the  offset   difference   and   provided 
continued smooth control, failure undetected, until a maneuver was induced. 

The digital systems responses to the above test case were different from those observed 
for the analog system. The difference was directly related to the signal selection algonthm 
designs used in the digital systems. For the ICPS, the combination of a passive rate sensor 
(zero failure) and sensor offsets wUh the midvalue logic of the signal selection algonthm 
created a deadband characteristic. This is clearly observed in the ICPS traces of hgure 4-16^ 
A limit cycle was established following the sensor passive tailure. fhti time period and 
airplane response amplitude were primarily governed by the basic airframe instability 
characteristics and the remaining good sensors offset values. The failure was ultimately 
detected by the ICPS monitoring logic, and the signal selection algorithm for the rate sensor 
signal was moded from a midvalue logic to an average of the two good sensor signals. The 
averaging process resolved the offset deadband and the airplane returned to a stable 

condition. 

For the WWCS, the sensor signal selection was the average of all three rate signals, 
including the failed (zero) sensor signal, until the failure was detected. The WWCS response 
to the above test case is shown in figure 4-16. With the failed sensor, the WWCS loop gain 
was reduced to two-thirds of the original value. Following the failure detection, the signal 
selection algorithm was moded to the average of two, and the full loop gain was restored. 

4.3.3 HSAS Failure Monitor Evaluation 

A series of tests were conducted to evaluate the failure detection capability of the 
failure monitor mechanizations in the three redundant fail-operative subsystems-analog, 
ICPS and WWCS. The digital system's failure monitors were required to provide, at a 
minimum, all the failure detection features found with the analog system's static, dynamic, 

and oscillatory failure detection monitors. 

The tests were conducted in the following manner. A failure was inserted into the 
system If the failure went undetected for approximately 30 sec. a 1° column pulse of I-sec 
duration was applied to see if the disturbance produced a failure detection. If the failure 
continued to be undetected, the column pulse was again applied for a 10-sec duration. It 
this did not produce a failure detection, the failure was classified as undetectable. Aircraft 
parameters were continuously observed to note other than normal performance during the 
test This manner of testing was not to serve as a rigorous failure mode study but rather to 
provide some means for comparing the failure monitoring performance of the three systems. 

The monitor threshold values established for the ICPS and WWCS configurations were 
selected to be comparable, where possible, to the analog system. Table 4-1 provides a 
summary of the particular failures tested and test results for the three systems. The results 
show that the failure detection capability of the monitors implemented in the digital 
systems was superior to that of the analog system. It was observed that the WWCS detection 
of passive failures was slightly better than found with the ICPS. 
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4.4 CONCLUSIONS-HSAS LABORATORY TESTS 

• Digital systems basic hardware characteristics can be mathematically modeled tor 
analysis purposes. The analog input signal prefilter values must be included in the 
hardware model and, depending on the sample rate selected and aliasing 
protection desired, can have a large influence on the overall system stability and 
bandpass capability. 

• Application bandpass limitations result from the 1CPS slew rate characteristic and 
the WWCS input/output double buffer transport delay. However, both of these 
systems easily exhibit control law processing capabilities adequate for functions 
associated with rigid airframe stability augmentation and automatic flightpath 
control. 

• All ^hree systems could achieve the HSAS performance requirements, short of the 
digital systems D/A resolution limitation. Redundant operations of the digital 
systems wen found to be indistinguishable from the excellent simplex 
performance-matching capability between the digital and analog systems. No 
performance irregularities were uncovered relative to the ICPS and WWCS 
cross-channel voting data paths. 

• Failure detection schemes within the digital systems offer substantially more 
versatility in failure detection threshold selection than found with an analog 
system. 
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5.0 SPECIAL STUDIES   REDUNDANT DIGITAL SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 

The tests described in section 4.0 essentially illustrate that a system such as the HSAS 
can be reali/.ed using digital technology. The tests were conducted from a total system 
overview, with the evaluation made after the HSAS functions had been established within 
the three forms of computational electronics. This section deals with the trade studies and 
special investigations conducted to evaluate or select the various functional elements that 
went into the makeup of the redundant digital system configurations. Section 5.1 presents 
the study made to develop a signal selection/failure detection algorithm for the WWCS, with 
comparisons drawn relative to the analog and ICPS schemes. Section 5.2 discusses an 
investigation made to assess the dynamic and static response of digital filter implementa- 
tions. Section 5.3 treats the study made to define protection schemes for preventing 
computational overflow in the two digital systems. Section 5.4 discusses special tests 
conducted with the WWCS servo transmitter/receiver unit (STRU). 

5.1 SIGNAL SELECTION/FAILURE DETECTION 

All redundant systems require some form of signal selection and failure detection if 
fault isolation is required. Many approaches can be taken relative to the signal 
selection/failure detection (SSFD) mechanization to satisfy the application model safety, 
performance, and mission reliability requirements. The study conducted for the FCD task 
was restricted to treating a triple-channel fail-operative system, where all three channels 
were to be active and on line foi normal system operation. 

Three considerations are identified with the selection of an SSFD function for a digital 

system: 

1) Algorithm architecture-the design of the SSFD so that the system performance 
will be acceptable for normal, failure transient, and failure isolation operation 

2) Mechanisation method -implementation of the algorithm in dedicated hardware 
or software, or a combination of both 

3) Placement-physical location  of the  SSFD function relative to the hardware 
elements that make up the system signal path, sensors through servos 

The following discussion deals generally with SSFD functions that process sensor input 
information. However, for purposes of comparison, any system voting/monitoring function 
(e.g., the ICPS majority logic voter) is considered an SSFD device. 

5.1.1 SSFD Algorithm Design 

In this section, the general characteristics of several "variable" signal selection/failure 
detection functions are discussed. To begin with, an introduction is presented on the signal 
output characteristics found when three signals are processed by a median selection or 
averaging algorithm. A summary discussion is then presented on the failure monitoring 
approach used with the signal selection algorithms. This introductory material is followed 
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by detailed discussions on specific SSFD algorithms simulated and evaluated using an EA1 
8400 digital computer. Finally, a summary is given ot" the closed-loop performance 
comparison tests made on the SSFD algorithms investigated. 

5.1.1.1 Median Selection Versus Averaging Algorithm 

The median selection and averaging algorithms are the most common and basic 
functions for deriving one signal that is representative of three simiFr signals. Median 
selection simply provides a signal output that is the middle signal of tue three incoming 
signals. If two signals are identical, the median will be that signal. Averaging provides a signal 
output that is the average of the three incoming signals. 

The median selection process output signal can exhibit an abrupt change when one 
signal fails to a hardover state and that signal was in, or passed through, the middle region of 
the three signals. Used in a flight control system, this will cause a transient disturbance 
whose effect depends upon the control law gain and airplane dynamic response. This 
characteristic must be carefully evaluated in a flight-critical system application using 
closed-loop simulation analysis. Another failure state case that must be considered if a 
median selection process is to be used is a signal failure to or near zero if the three reference 
signal's normal excursions are about zero. This case (where the two remaining active signals 
have bias offsets opposite one another creates an effective deadband, about zero, equivalent 
to the two remaining signal's difference. Such a deadband can cause a limit cycle reaction in 
a closed-loop system, depending on the airplane's dynamic characteristics and specific 
feedback parameter being processed. 

The averaging process does not create a deadband effect when failures occur but will 
exhibit a transient output with a signal hardover failure potentially causing a larger 
disturbance than found with the median process. The larger disturbance would result from 
the fact that, until the failed signal is removed, the failed signal continues to contribute to 
the output signal value. Another characteristic of the average process with a failed signal is 
that the path (loop) gain is reduced until the average process is moded to use only those 
signals that are not failed. 

Figure 5-1 shows the median selection and average output signals for three sinusoidal 
inputs of slightly different frequencies. This example is used to illustrate the signal 
discontinuities that can occur with median selection. It also illustrates how the average 
process tenc' to follow the drifting A input, while the median selection essentially 
ignores it. 

Noise rejection qualities of the two signal selection algorithms were assessed 
analytically. Figure 5-2 shows the probability of the median selection and average output 
signal error (noise) exceeding a given value for various standard deviations of the input signal 
noise (error). It was assumed, in calculating the curves presented in figure 5-2, that the input 
noise had a Gaussian density distribution with a zero mean value. For purposes of 
comparison, figure 5-2 also includes the noise signal excecdance probability for a simplex 
signal. The data show that both the median selection and averaging reduce the noise content 
piobability. The averaging process, however, provides the greatest reduction of noise 
content in the output signal. This same trend can be observed in the time history traces 
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shown in figure 5-1. The mathematical derivation of the probability curves presented in 
figure 5-2 is detailed in appendix A, section A.l. 

5.1.1.2 Failure Detection Algoiillnn 

The most common technique of failure monitoring in a redundant system is to take the 
difference of two like signals and set a failuie detection threshold at some value of that 
difference (with or without a time delay). Failure isolation can then be provided in a triplex 
system by using the mutual difference of all three signals, where the faulty signal can be 
paired off and identified. Two methods are available for deriving the failure monitoring 
difference signal, in conjunction with a system signal selection function. The basic method is 
to compare (take the difference) of the signals coming into the signal selection algorithm. 
The second method is to take the difference of each incoming signal relative to the output 
of the signal selection algorithm The failure detection thresholds are generally set as small 
as possible. As the threshold is reduced, however, the probability of a false failure detection 
(as a function of the signal noise content) increases. 

An analysis was made to assess the basic characteristics of the signal difference between 
the signal selection output and input for both the median selection and averaging 
algorithms. Figure 5-3 shows the probability of this difference exceeding a given value for 
the largest of the three input errors. The probability curves indicate that, if the signal 
differences across the selection algorithm are to be used for failure detection, the threshold 
of the monitor for the averaging algorithm can be set lower than the threshold of the 
monitor for the median selection algorithm. This assumes that both monitors would have 
the same probability for a false failure indication. The mathem.Jcal derivation of the data 
presented in figure 5-3 is given in appendix A, section A.2. 

A potential problem to be recognized when difference signals are to be used for failure 
identification is the situation where one difference signal set indicates a failure and the other 
two do not. This can result from the tolerance differences that may exist in the failure 
detection hardware elements or signal conditioning elements from one channel to another. 
For example, assume three inouts A, B, and C. If A-B is greater than a given threshold 
(failure detected) and B-C and C-A are less than the threshold, it cannot be ascertained 
which ^gnal is at fault, A or B. For this situation, a first-failure indication should be 
registered, but failure identification (isolation) action cannot be taken. Should the faulty 
signal (A or B) fail fuither in magnitude, the monitor will identify the failed signal and the 
first-failure status will be unchanged. 

The following describes in detail four SSFD algorithms that were investigated. Others 
that were studied had less poter.tial or their desirable features were adapted into the 
described algorithms. 

5.1.1.3 Median-Selection/Average-ot-Two 

I The median-selection/average-of-two title refers to the SSFD operation for both the 
no-failure and first-failure states. Median selection is used on ill incoming signals (triplex) 
until a failure has been detected. The algorithm then modes to the average-of-two for that 
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Signal Mt having one signal classified as failed. 1 he algorithm is multiplexed to process each 
sensor type. An input signal cross comparison method was used for the monitor associated 
with this signal selection algorithm. 

Figure 5-4 depicts the median-select/average-of-two SSFD studied. Moding the SSFD 
from median selection following a failure detection is directed at avoiding the potential 
deadzone/limit-cycle state that may result from a signal failing to zero and the remaining 
signals having opposite bias errors. The failure monitoring scheme shown in figure 5-4 
utilizes real-time filters to achieve failure detection frequency separation on the difference 
of the incoming signals. Since most sensor predominate error occurs over a given frequency 
band, the frequency separation technique was employed to optimize failure detection for 
each sensor type normal error and failure response characteristics. The failure counter 
following the failure detection thresholds, downstream of the signal difference filters, is 
used to provide further discretion of the pcrmittable errors versus failure states of each 
sensor. 

In the SSFD of figure 5-4 there are six monitor parameters held to be selectable 
(programmable) for each type of sensor signal processed. These parameters (time constants 
Tj and T^ thresholds TH, and TJK and time delays TD, and TDT) permit optimizing the 
failure detection logic for each sensor (incoming signal) type. Figure 5-5 graphically 
illustrates the relationships between the frlure detection thresholds and break frequency of 
the lag and washout filters. For a sinusoidal difference signal input, figure 5-5 shows how 
failure detection can be more sensitive for midband irequencies. Figure 5-6 is an alteration 
of the parameter values of figure 5-5 to illustrate how upper frequency bands can be 
desensitized compared to the low-frequency zone. These two examples show the flexibility 
of the failure monitor construction for oscillatory failure states. In order to select the 
desirable monitor parameter values, however, transient as well as oscillatory failure 
responses of the difference signal must be analyzed. This must generally be done using 
closed-loop simulation to /aluate the failure detection sensitivity relative to the airplane's 
response (if any) to the failure condition. 

5.1.1.4 Average-of-Three/Average-of-Two 

This SSFD algovithm is identical to the one described above with the exception that 
the median-selection l!(|||jDn is replaced with the average-of-three function. The algorithm 
organization is therefore repreSl***4Jj^|"^ 5-4. 

The  difference  between  the median-selection  antT^V^tt^f^hree  will be in the 
response of the system (airplane) during a failure transient state beforel^w^^Djs moded 
to the average-of-two. The average-of-three will always permit the failed signal toaTfc^WLbe. 
selected output equal to one-third the faulty input signals value. For an input signal failure 
to zero, the effective path gain is reduced by one-third. 

5.1.1.5 Lag-Equalized Median-Selection 

The basic median selection algorithm output is subject to signal discontinuities and 
abrupt failure-induced transients when compared to an averaging function. These H^conti 
nuities and abrupt responses can be softened by inserting an equalization loop around the 
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median-selection function. Figure 5-7 presents the lüg-equali/.ed median-selection SSFD 
algorithm with a monitor that is a modified version of the cross-selector method. The 
selected output is the median signal of the lag-equaii/ed input signals, where the input 
signals are conlinuouslv being equalized toward the selected output relative to a 
Ki /Ti S + 1 function. The degree of input signal compensation (equalization) is controlled 
by the gain KL and the rate of compensation is controlled by the time constant TL, 
parameters that can be selected differently for each sensor (signal) type. 

Failure monitoring is similar to the monitoring functions applied to the previous two 
SSFD algorithms except that the input signal differences are not used; rather, the 
compensated (lag-equalized) signal differences are used. In addition, a monitor function was 
placed on the equalization path to detect signal bias failures that may exceed the desired 
bias error to be equalized. A first-failure detection, and resulting failure identitication, will 
mode the SSFD median-selection process to hold constant the equalized value ol the taulty 
signal path and continue to operate using the median selection process. This form of 
first-failure moding would not be effective on other than signals operating about zero. 

5.1.1.6 Compensated Limited Average 

The compensated limited average (CLA) SSFD algorithm was developed to utilize the 
apparent strengths of both the median-selection and averaging functions without being 
subject to the inherent weaknesses of those functions. The objective was to use primarily 
the averaging function to gain a smooth output without incurring output signal excursions 
as a result of input signal failures. The CLA is arganized into three functiona: stages: a bias 
error compensation stage, a limited average selection stage, and a failure monitoring stage. 
Figure 5-8 is a block diagram depicting the operation of the CLA SSFD algorithm. 

In order to provide an average output that would not be affected by a failed signal, the 
algorithm output was set up to mode from the average-of-three to the average-of-two for 
very small differences of the input signals. To keep the moding threshold small, the input 
signal bias errors were removed using a bias error compensation stage. In the bias error 
compensation stage (refer to fig. 5-8), each input is compared to the average ot the three 
input signals and equalized toward the average using a limited quasi-imegration function. 
This compensation is processed via a feedlorward path rather than w.th a lag function 
feedback path, as described in the previous section, to effect 100% equalization in a 
steady-state condition. The bias error compensated input signals are the input signals to the 
algorithm final averaging output stage and are used to effect the output stage average-of- 

three to average-of-two moding. 

Limited average refers to the final averaging output stage, where the average-of-three is 
the selected output only when the compensated input signal values remain within a given 
(limited) difference of their median value. If one of the compensated signals goes beyond 
the preestablished limit, a DO NOT USE signal modes the output stage to the average of the 
other two compensated signals. If the DO NOT USE signal remains for a specific period, a 

failure would be registered. 

The failure monitoring stage encompasses a failure detection monitor for the bias 
differences (static failure detection), the DO NOT USE logic (dynamic failure detection), 
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and failure latch logic. Once a failure has been latched, the average-of-three/average-of-two 
functions remain in the average-of-two mode, and the median-selection function replaces the 
failed compensated signal with the median output before the failure. 

This SSFÜ algorithm has the versatility of moding between the average-of-three and 
average-of-two depending on the compensated signal differences and the time duration a 
difference exceeds a given threshold. Thus, the input signal failure excursions are blocked 
from significantly influencing the algorithms output, and signal transient differences can be 
ignored for a given period to reduce the exposure to false failure indications. Selection of 
failure detection thresholds, DO NOT USE count-out values, and bias compensation rate 
limit values can be different for each signal (sensor) type. 

5.1.1.7 SSFD Performance Comparison 

The four SSFD algorithms described above were evaluated using the simulated SST 
airframe having a simplified ECSS control law. Various types of sensor signal failures were 
introduced; e.g., hardover, ramp, passive, oscillatory, step, etc. The results are summarized 
in table 5-1. It should be noted that the basic SST airframe response for the fl^ht condition 
simulated was extremely unstable; i.e., it had a pure divergence mode with a time to double 
amplitude of about 2 sec. 

Both the primary median-selection SSFD functions resulted in some limit cycle failure 
mode responses due to the basic airframe mutability characteristic. The system with a pure 
averaging SSFD function exhibited some undesirable large transient responses to rapidly 
changing signal failure modes. The CLA function provided the best overall failure mode 
performance and could easily be viewed as superior to the other three SSFD functions. 

5.1.2 SSFD Software Implementation 

The SSFD design study conducted for the FCD task was primarily to select an input 
sensor SSFD algorithm to be specified for the whole-word computer subsystem (WWCS). It 
has been determined that the WWCS SSFD algorithm would be implemented in software 
since the incremental (ICPS) system's SSFD algorithm had been mechanized in hardware. 
Even though the implementation method should be carefully considered (software, 
hardware, or both) relative to cost, performance, system testing, etc., the WWCS software 
approach would provide effective data to compare to the ICPS hardware implementation. 

As part of the design selection process, the memory and computational time for each 
of the SSFD functions described above were compiled. This compilation is shown in 
table 5-2. The software parameters are based on the algorithms being programmed as 
subroutines. Observations that can be drawn from the table are: 

• The CLA, even with its complexity, is well within the total memory ;'nd timing 
levels of the other algorithms. 

• The signal selection portion of the median-selection algorithm requires twice the 
memory and time for that same portion of the averaging algorithm. 
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•      The  lag-equalized  median-selection algorithm is the most inefficient, both in 
memory and time, of the lour algorithms. 

• 

•      Failure detection is a large portion of the computational time, except for the CLA 
algorithm. 

5.1.3 SSFD Points-Analog, ICPS, and WWCS 

The following sections provide a summary description of the signal selection/failure 
detection points in the three systems studied. The placement of the SSFD points in the 
digital systems was not selected to meet a given system reliability requirement but was 
selected by the equipment supplier to maximize the subsystem (triplex system electronics) 
functional survivability by providing failure isolation for each line replaceable unit. A 
system reliability analysis relative to the SSFD placement is presented in section 5.1.4. 

5.1.3.1 Analog SSFD Configuration 

Signal selection (voting) nodes and associated failure detection logic for the analog 
HSAS appear in only one place. The analog system SSFD node is the force summing, 
authority limited, hydromechanical coupling point at the output of the electric command 
servos. Three identical paths (channels) of system elements are upstream of this point, 
completely isolated from one another. This configuration is often referred to as a brick-wall 
system and is represented by the block diagram shown in figure 5-9. 

The hydromechanical signal selection function is a form of a limited average algorithm. 
As long as all servo commands agree within a specified force level, the output is essentially 
the average of the three commands. If one servo command exceeds its force authority, the 
output is approximately the average of the two other servo commands. In order to control 
the force differences resulting from sensor and electronic component tolerances, propor- 
tional and pseudointegral equalization feedback was incorporated into the servo system 
configuration. Proportional equalization compensated for dynamic differences (gradient 
errors) in the signal paths, and lag-hold (pseudointegral) compensation was used to offset 
steady-state and/or quasi-steady-state bias errors of the signal path. 

Failure detection logic for the analog system hydromechanical signal selection node 
consists of separate dynamic, static, and oscillatory failure monitors. All three of these 
monitors are essentially an inline cross-selector type. Additional descriptive information 
about these monitors is presented in section 3.1. The monitors were implemented with 
dedicated hardware having fixed thresholds for failure detection. 

The analog system SSFD, located at the end of the sensor/computational string of 
electronics, makes it difficult to select optimum failure detection thresholds that assure 
safety without causing an undue level of exposure to false failure indications. The monitor 
thresholds are a compromise relative to each sensor's failure modes. Since a significant 
portion of the tolerance levels is generated from the sensors themselves, the above problem 
could be substantially reduced if each sensor signal was voted and monitored before it was 
blended into the control law. However, for complex systems, it would be extremely cosily 
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to implonKMit SSFD functions for each signal with dedicated hardware. Therefore, most 
analog redundant systems are of the brick-wall design approach. 

5.1.3.2 ICIS SSFD Configuration 

Digital system electronics can be effectively multiplexed to provide SSFD functions for 
each input sensor signal. Where desired, these electronics can be programmed to process 
each signal with different SSFD algorithm parameter values. Therefore, the ICPS was 
developed with a programmable SSFD hardware algorithm to be used to process all 
incoming variable signals. In addition, the ICPS utilizes majority logic voting/momtormg 
nodes to isolate line replaceable unit failures. This latter SSFD function involves very httle 
hardware because of the bit-for-bit multichannel processing synchronization used in the 
ICPS. Three types of SSFD algorithms exist for the HSAS function implementation using 

the ICPS. They are: 

Variable signal selection/failure detection-a median-selection/average-of-two algo- 
rithm essentially identical to the one presented in section 5.1.1.3 

1) 

2) Majority logic signal selection/failure detection-u.. u.ev... «. „„.r„._ - 
bit-for-bit serial processing basis, a bit that reflects the majority of three incoming 
bits.   Details  of  this   function  are   prese ' 
reference 1, section 5.2.5 

-an algorithm that outputs on a 
.. jts the majority of three incomi 

nted   with   the   ICPS  description In 

3)     Hydromechanical SSFD algorithm, previously described for the analog system 

The variable SSFD algorithm mechanized in the ICPS automatically resets the failure 
counter functions (refer to fig. 5-4) every 3.14 sec, regardless of the status of the failure 
count This reset scheme creates some failure detection potential ambiguity. For instance, if 
a failure occurs 1 sec before the counter resets and the failure detection count threshold is 
1 5 sec the actual failure annunciation takes place with an effective time count of 2.5 sec. 
The effect of the counter reset on the determination of an oscillatory failure detection 
threshold is plotted in figure 5-10. The plot shows the sensor input signal amplitude versus 
frequency that is required before a failure will be registered (case shown for counter 
threshold of 1.57 sec, threshold comparator values of 1.25% of full scale, and lag and 
washout time constants of 0.015 sec. 

5.1.3.3 WWCS SSFD Configuration 

The signal selection/failure detection functions of the WWCS are similar to those 
presented for the ICPS; that is, the HSAS function implemented using the WWCS contains 
three types of SSFD algorithms. Two are identical to the ICPS; majority logic signal 
selection/failure detection and the hydromechanical algorithm. The other, although a 
variable SSFD function, is mechanized in software rather than in hardware, as was the case 
for the ICPS. The WWCS variable SSFD algorithm is the compensated limited average 
function discussed in section 5.1.1.6. 

It should be noted here that the ICPS hardware mechanized SSFD is much faster than 
the WWCS CLA (or equivalent software median-selection/average-of-two). The processing 
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time for the ICTS algorithm is 96 Msec; for the WWCS CLA algorithm, the time is 591 /isec, 
an approximately six-to-one speed advantage of processing an SSFD function with dedicated 
hardware versus software. This fact should be carefully reviewed when specifying a system 
that would be processing a large number of sensors, keeping in mind that the SSFD 
processing time percentage for the HSAS, ECSS, and CWS implementation with the WWCS 
ran between 5I9( and 69% of the total processing time (refer to sec. 3.4). 

5.1.4 SSFD Placement-Mission Reliability Analysis 

Signal selection/failure detection (voting) nodes in a triplex redundant flight control 
system are used to isolate failure transients from disturbing the airplane's flightpath and to 
extend the operational reliability of the flight control system. A large number of SSFD 
points in a system appears to extend a system's mission reliability by providing a high level 
of functional survivability for many dissimilar failure states. This concept, however, can be 
observed to have diminishing returns when the unreliability of an additional SSFD function 
degrades the system reliability more than the voting node extends the mission reliability. In 
order to gain some insight into this subject for the systems evaluated in the FCD task, an 
analysis was made to determine the mission reliability sensitivity of each SSFD point in the 
analog, ICPS, and WWCS configurations. The analysis results should be viewed relative to 
the mission reliability trends shown for each configuration and not as a direct comparison of 
the analog, ICPS, and WWCS equipment, since the three systems were not developed from 
identical application and hardware design specifications. 

The analysis was directed toward finding the probability of system failure (loss of 
function) for a 3-hr mission. Five configurations of the ICPS and WWCS were investigated, 
starting from a simple single-channel system and proceeding in steps of more redundancy 
and SSFD arrangements until the current configurations were reconstructed. For each 
configuration modification, the mission reliability was calculated. The study utilized the 
SST HSAS and ECSS control system functions as the application models. No attempt was 
made to size the computational electronics of the ICPS and WWCS to be directly compatible 
with the above control system's functional needs. 

5.1.4.1 Coifiguration Modification Definitions 

Configuration 1 is a single-channel configuration where all hardware was eliminated 
that pertained to redundant fail-operatinnal/fail-passive operation. Figure 5-11 illustrates the 
single-channel configurations evaluated. No redundancy provisions remained in the analog 
system, and the ICPS and WWCS contained a simplex clock and one power supply per line 
replaceable unit. 

Configuration 2 is a fail-operational brick-wall configuration made up of three of the 
above single channels whose outputs are tied together through a hydromechanical SSFD 
voting node. All three of the brick-wall systems required equalization; i.e.. the digital 
systems remained asynchronized. This configuration was evaluated for both single and dual 
power supplies per line replaceable unit. A dual power supply permits primary LRU 
reference power to be derived from two (or one of the two if a power failure occurs) 
asynchronous 4Ü0-Hz airplane power buses. A configuration alteration was added because of 
the  significance of the  power supply  modules and aircraft  power reference system's 
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unreliability. The brick-wall configuration was the extent of the analog system configuration 
studies. Figure 5-12 depicts the brick-wall configuration. 

Configuration 3 added input/output data synchronization and in input SSFD to the 
brick-wall digital systems. The input SSFD was mechanized in a dedicated hardware module 
for the ICPS and in software for the WWCS. The added hardware included the 
primary/secondary fail-operational clock logic and iteration reset majority logic voter 
(MLV) in the computer interface units (ClUs) of the ICPS and WWCS. This modification 
synchronized the data processing and, as a result, the servo command outputs of the three 
channels became identical. Figures 5-13 and 5-14 show the entire SSFD structure for the 
ICPS and WWCS, respectively. Those elements labeled "configuration 3" are the items 
added to the basic brick-wall configuration. 

Configuration 4 placed operational fault isolation logic in the computer unit LRU so 
that the computer unit became independent of its channel's CIU input data. This 
modification added voted timing logic (clock and iteration reset), which allowed the 
computer unit to continue processing input data if failures occurred in its CIU data 
processing or timing circuits. The added circuits are shown by the "configuration 4" 
notation in figures 5-13 and 5-14. 

Configuration 5 is the completed reconstruction of the ICPS and WWCS configura- 
tions. The output timing and data voting nodes are added to configuration 4, providing 
complete independence of operation between the computer interface unit(s) and computer 
unit. With this configuration, computer unit failures (system first failures) will not affect the 
servo output commands. The configuration 5 notations in figures 5-13 and 5-14 identify the 
added circuits to complete the ICPS and WWCS configuration buildup. 

5.1.4.2 Analysis Ground Rules and Assumptions 

The ground rules and assumptions listed below were followed in developing the 
reliability analysis results: 

1) A 3-hr use of the HS AS or ECSS function was defined as a mission. 

2) Mission failures were defined as: 

a) Any failure in a single-channel configuration resulting in the loss of the flight 
control function 

b) Any failure combination within the three channels of a brick-wall configura- 
tion resulting in the inability of two of the three channels to perform the 
flight control function 

c) Any failure combination within a triple channel multiple SSFD point system 
resulting in a loss of function in two different channels between the same 
SSFD points 
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3) Servo monitoring for 1CPS and WWCS brick-wall configurations would use the 
analog system monitoring circuits. 

4) Servo monitoring of the ICPS and WWCS configuration 3 would utilize the input 

SSFD algorithm. 

5) Three airplane electrical and  hydraulic primary systems would exist for the 
triple-channel configurations. 

6) Control surface power control units, linkage, and related hydromechanical detent 
failures were to be assumed negligible. 

7) Preflight test and built-in-test circuits used to check the SSFD points prior to 
dispatch were not to be included in the mission reliability calculations. 

8) Reliability computations for the ICPS were to be based on the use of a solid-state 
memory in the computer unit (no separate memory LRU). 

Reliability data used in the analysis came from Boeing 747 autopilot reliability 
estimations for the analog system circuits, General Electric reliability estimations for the 
digital system circuits, and Boeing reliability records for sensor, electrical, and hydraulic 
system elements. No reliability number was associated with the digital systems software, 
since the software was assumed to be completely validated through systematic desk and 

laboratory analysis. 

5.1.4.3 Reliability Analysis Results 

The probability of mission failure for the configurations presented above was 
calculated for both the HSAS and ECSS flight control system functions. These two system 
functions required different levels of digital equipment complexity for their implementa- 
tion For instance, some computational circuits or special registers of the ICPS and WWCS 
used to implement the ECSS function were not used in implementing the HSAS function, a 
fact that must be considered for conducting a rigorous reliability analysis. For this study, a 
fixed failure rate of the computer unit was used regardless of the control function 
mechanized Therefore, the difference between the HSAS and ECSS computed reliability 
results from the increased number of sensors utilized by the ECSS function. The data 
presented should not be viewed as an absolute indication of the evaluated system's 
reliability but should be compared as the configuration changes, to gain an insight into the 
mission success diminishing return as the systems grow more complex with a higher level oi 
dissimilar failure survivability. 

A summary of the mission success probabilities of the HSAS and ECSS functions for 
the various configuration changes made is presented in figures 5-15 and 5-16, respectively. 
Naturally, the single-channel configurations have the highest probability ol mission tailure. 
The single-channel calculations do provide some indication of the relative complexity of the 
three hardware types, keeping in mind that the analog system was made up of only the 
essential elements for the HSAS and ECSS mechanizations. The single-channel ditterences 
between the ICPS and WWCS stem from the basic complexity difference of the related 
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computer units. However, the numbers reflect the computer units evaluated in the 
laboratory, where the computer unit of the WWCS had substantially more computational 
capacity (resident program capability) than did the ICPS computer unit. The higher 
probability of mission failure for the ECSS single-channel systems over the HSAS 
single-channel systems points out the influence of the added, more complex (unreliable), 

sensor systems. 

When three single-channel systems were combined through the hydromechanical 
SShD output voting node (brick-wall configuration), a significant improvement in mission 
reliability was observed. This improvement, however, heavily depends on the failure rate of 
the hydromechanical SSFD elements. For example, if the failure rate of the SSFD is higher 
than one-third of the single channel system failure rate, using three channels and an SSFD 
node would not improve the mission reliability over a single-channel system. The general 
effect of the SSFD failure rate on the brick-wall configuration reliability relative to the 
reliability of a single-channel system is shown in figure 5-17. The mathematical derivation of 
the data presented in figure 5-17 is given in appendix A, section A.3. 

Dual power source reference capability for the brick-wall systems (major LRUs) 
improves the system reliability by an additional large increment (refer to fig. 5-15 and 5-16). 
This somewhat demonstrates the influence of the aircraft's primary power system failure 
rate on the total system's basic reliability. 

Adding the input SSFD (configuration 3) did not effectively improve the system 
reliability for the HSAS function, since the HSAS utilized very few sensors and their failure 
rates were very low. The input SSFD for the ECSS function, however, does produce a 
desirable reliability advantage, illustrating the bmefit of an input SSFD where a large 
number of sensors and/or high sensor failure rates exist. The input SSFD for the WWCS was 
mechanized in software. This does not add to th • unreliability of the hardware elements as 
compared to the ICPS hardware SSFD. Therefore, the WWCS ECSS reliability improvement 
with an SSFD is better than that achieved for the ICPS ECSS, even though some memory 
unreliability was added to account for the WWCS SSFD function (refer to fig. 5-16). This 
illustrates an advantage of software SSFD functions over hardware SSFD functions. 

Very little overall system reliability improvements resulted from the configuration 4 
and 5 modifications. For comparison purposes, the dual power modification reliability 
improvement of configuration 5 is shown in both figures 5-15 and 5-16. Again, the dual 
power arrangement provided a significant level of system reliability impiovement. While the 
configuration 4 and 5 changes did not directly improve the system reliability, a high level of 
LRU fault isolation was achieved. 

It should be noted here that the evaluation of the SSFD placement, as presented in this 
section, was conducted from a mission reliability point of view. Some form of SSFD voting 
and monitoring may be highly useful for identifying and isolating failures as a maintenance 
aid. Thus, the number and location of SSFD functions will be determined from both 
operational and maintenance requirements. 
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5.2 DIGITAL FILTER IMPLEMENTATION 

The purpose of a stability augmentation llight control system on an aircraft is to 
enhance the pilot's ability to control the vehicle and hence improve safety. Fhght control 
system electronics normally process filters that selectively amplify or attenuate the bas.c 
frequency response of the airframe. The synthesis of these filters has generally been made to 
the continuous S domain. With the application of digital computers to airborne flight 
contro. systems, such filters will be implemented in a sampled-data environment and filter 
synthesis could be made in the discrete sampled Z or W domain. However, much design is 
still accomplished in the continuous domain, and the functions are translated into a 
samrled-data representation. For example, on the SST the control wheel steering autopilo 
function was designed using standard S domain techniques, although the plan was to 
mechanize the function on a digital computer. 

When filters are designed in the continuous domain and mechanized in the discrete 
(digital) domain, some disparity in resPo..:e is expected because of the finite word length 
and computational rate associated with the airborne digital computer. The disparity 
however would be acceptable if kept within reasonable limits tor the particular flight 
control system. As part of the FCD task, a study was made to determine the static and 
dynamic performance difference between sampled-data and continuous mjplementat.ons o 
filters The approach taken in the study was to program a second-order filter for the digital 
computers of the ICPS and WWCS and compare their response with the continuous domain 

theoretical response. 

For the ICPS a standard algorithm developed by General Electric was used to 
implement the second-order filter. The processing rate of the ICPS computer is fixed by 
hardware, providing a solution iteration of 163 times per second. 

There are many ways to implement a second-order filter using the WWCS computer. 
The general-purpose nature of the central processor unit permits the variation of he 
solution iteration rate along with the altering of the filter mechanization method. For the 
FCD task three techniques for filter implementation were evaluated. These were the 
bilinear transformation (Tustin's substitution) and two numerical integration methods, 
octangular and trapezoidal. Three solution iteration rates were also investigated, giving 
computational frame times of approximately 6 msec, 20 msec, and 50 msec. 

5.2.1 ICPS Second-Order Filter Evaluation 

Filter studies with the ICPS consisted of programming a second-order filter and 
evaluating the filter static and dynamic performance for five different natural frequencies 
anu two different damping ratios. Implementation of the J»«*^ «^^^ 
standard algorithm from a software catalog of functions provided in the G.E KT- 3 User s 
Manual (ref. 4). A detailed derivation of the filter algorithm is presented in the section 
below, followed by a section dealing with the laboratory test results. 

1 
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5.2.1.1 1CPS Filter linplemcntation 

The following presents a detailed derivation of an incremental arithmetic equation 
representing a second-order filter. The basic method involved in this derivation is to rewrite 
the basic function in a form compatible with the ICPS algorithm equations. The resulting 
expression requires two algorithm memory locations (and time slots) when mechanized by 
the ICPS computer. 

The second-order filter transfer function is given by the expression: 

2c2 Z(s) _ Kinys^E^s+i) 
V^      K2(T22S2 + 2^2T2S-i 1) 

(5-1) 

where  I/T2 is the natural frequency and {2 's ÖM damping factor. Cross multiplying 
equation (5-1) yields 

2e2 K2T2ZSZ Z(s) + 2K2^2T2SZ(s) + ^(s) 

= K1T1
7-S2V(s) + 2K1t1T1SV(s) + K1V(s) 

(5-2) 

Multiplying each term of equation (5-2) by N/Tj  T2 S2 gives 

NK 
1OJ1

2
Z(S) + 2NK2{2CI;1

2
CO2-^   + N^to,2^2 ^y 

= NKlco22V(s) + 2NKl{lcola)2
2^ + NKjc^2^2^ 

(5-3) 

where io\ = l/T| and CJ2 = I/T2. Assuming zero initial conditions, equation (5-3) can be 
written in the time domain as 

NK2fa>i2Z(t) + 2NK2£2"i2W2/  z^dt + ^^^l^lj g(t)dt 

= NKlw2
2V(t) + 2NKl^|Colco22/   V(t)dt + NKla;l

2a;22/    h(t)dt 

(5-4) 
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where 

g(t) i Z(t)dtandh(t)-/   V(t)dt. 

Approximating all the integrals with rectangular approximations, equation (5-4) yields at 

the ith time 

i ^     2i 
Ri + NK2cü1

2Zi + 2NK2t2w1
2co22ZnAt + NK2o;1-co2

zIgnAt 

= NK1a;2
2Vi + 2NK1^a;1co2

2SVnAt + NK,a;1
2a;2

22hRAt 

(5-5) 

where Ri accounts for any truncation error and 

gn = ^ZmAt' hn = 2VmAt 

An equation similar to equation (5-5) can be written to be valid at the i-lst iteration. 
Subtracting the i-lst equation from the ith equation yields 

^ + NK^^AZj + 2K2S2w1
2cj2Zi + K^w^co^Gj 

2,., 2, 
(5-6) 

= Rj.j + NK|W22AV] + 2K^1cü1cj2
zVi + KJW^W^HJ 

as a single equation representing the incremental computation required to generate the ith 
output increment AZj. The remainc'er of this derivation is associated with representing this 
computation in a form that can be computed i i the general algorithm of the ICP-723. See 

equation (5-13). 

Noting that 

i i-1 
Gj • 2:ZmAt = AZjAt + ZM At + 2 ZmAt 
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equation (5-6) can be written as 

Rj + AZj (NK2CO!2 + I^CJ,
2co2

2/H + 2K2bto1
2u;2) 

H-Z;., (K2CJ1
2cj22/N + 2K2^2^\2^2) + K2col2t0222 ZmAt 

= Rj., + NK1OJ2
2

AVJ + 2K^1cJ1cJ2
2Vi + K,^,2^^!; VmAt 

(5-7) 

This equation does not involve Zj in any term. Note that Zj is not available until after AZj 
has been computed. 

Defining p-. as 

^ Rj + AZ; (NK2a;1
2 + K2Cü1

2
CO2

2
/N + 2K2^2CüJ

2
CO2) 

Pi - 
(K2coi"-a)2-/N + 2K2J2copaj2) 

equation (5-7) can be expressed as 

^ = pj., - AAZM - ZiA - ■£ ZmAt + CAVj + DVj M 2VmAt (5-8) 

where 

A = 

C = 

N + co2
2/N + 2{2co2 

CJ2 /N + 2J2C4j2 

NKj^ 

K2a),2a;2/N + 2K252oj1
; 

B = 
CO' 

a) )/N + 2^2 

D = 
2K1||W2 

K2tjja;2/N + 2K2^2coj 

The form of equation (5-8) is not the same as the general algorithm equation shown in 
equation (5-13) because of the two summations. The presence of these two summations 
indicates a need to realize this function using two algorithms, equations (5-13) and (5-14). 

Now, a new variable Yj is defined as 

N ., _ND 
B 

Ri+IYi = 
/K,   i i-l 

2 Vm^ - I Zm^ 
(5-9) 
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A similar expression may be defined to be valid at the i-lst iteration. Subtracting the 
expressions on both sides of the i-Ist equation from the corresponding expressions in 
equation (5-9) yields 

Ri+^Yi = Ri-i+IF^vi + |;vi-zi-i (5-io) 

Defining 

Pi    -     Ri+fAY, 

equation (5-10) becomes 

N »„      ,   ND Kl 

Pi - PM -B AYH + -g- AVj + ^ Vj - Z;., (5-11) 

This equation defines a computation that can be performed in one algorithm time to 
produce an output increment AYj, where Yj is defined by equation (5-9). The definition of 
Yi then may be used to reduce equation (5-8) to a form that can be implemented in one 
algorithm time. Substituting this value for Yj into equation (5-8) yields 

pi = pi.1-AAZi.1-Zi.1+CAVi + Yi ($.|2) 

as the defining equation for one of the algorithms, the other being equation (5-11). 

The equations computed by the two algorithms in terms of algorithm parameters are 

Algorithm 1 

pi = Pi.1+SpiAVi + AT1Vi-AW1ZM-SqiAYi.1 (5-13) 

Algorithm 2 

Pi = pj., ♦ SpjAV, ♦ AJ2Yi - AW^j., - S^AZj., (M4j 

Comparing equations (5-13) and (5-14) with equations (5-11) and (5-12) requires gain 
factors of 

ND ^1 N 
Sp,    =^ATi=K;'AWi = 1'sq,   B 

Sn        = C, AT^= 1, AWS= |, Sn   =A 
P2 " 2      '    q^ 

(5-15) 
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or 

Sp,       = 2NKl^lCZ/^lCv ■ 2NK1^1T|CZ/K2CV 

^ll 
1 + 2W2/co2 -  I + 2N^2T2 

N-K1oj2Ci N^Vq 
p2 K,a;.2Cv(co. + 2Nb)        K2CV (1 + 2NbT2) 

^^  5 N-+ 2N^2aj2-t-CJ2- N2T2- + 2N^TT + ' 

'q2 a;2
2 + 2NS2u;2" 1 + 2Nf 2^2" 

AW,     = AT2 = AW2= 1       AT, = 
1 " K2Cv 

where Cv and C- are the input and output scale factors in machine units per variable. 

The algorithm for the second-order lead-lag is shown in figure 3-5. Alternate 
representations are possible through a different choice of Yj (equation (5-9)), which would 
yield a different equation (5-12). With the algorithm connection shown in figure 3-5, the 
overall implementation is given by 

(Sq2 - AW 

=vv 

,     / NAT^AWA /N2AT4AW|\ 

2   /NAT^P|\ /N2AT,AT,\ 

Equating equations (5-15) and (5-2) requires that 

Sq2 " AW2 

K2T2" 
NAW- 

NA^AW,       2K2J2T2 

^1 

N2AToAW1 K^ K,!,2 

sr    =C7'SP2
="~CV~ 

^i 

NAT^S p^ 2K1^|T1       N-ATjAT^      Ki 

^1 cv <»1 
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Thus, any ga.n factor choice chat satisfies the above is acceptable; this selection is just one 

possible set. 

5.2.1.2 1CPS Filter Laboratory Test Results 

Ten   second-order   filters   were   mechanized   using  the   ICPS,   having  five   natural 
- i^r,,   -   i   5   10   50   and 100) with two different damping ratios (f-0.3 and 
TBoTf « response and static (hneanty/resolution) tests were conducted on each 
ilt r to a   esTthe ICPS  filter processing performance relative to contmuous systems 
SLSJ^tt^ The  ICPS  has a fixed solution rate of 163 t.mes per second 
Sore   the only parameter changes made were the filter parameters gwen above The 
tanZy   eLn e tests were made with an input dnvmg s.gnal held to 4% of the maxrmum 
rutalowabWo avoid the slew rate linnt characteristic of the ICPS computer (d.scussed m 

sec  4 lU Table 5-3 presents the ICPS second-order filter algorithm coefficients used m 

the tests. 

TABLE 5-3.-ALGORITHM COEFFICIENTS FOR ICPS SECOND ORDER FILTER STUDY 

Damping ratio £ ■ 0.3 

Damping ratio £=1.0 

'^^>^            Natural 
^"^v^frequency 

Algorithm    *"«UjJ) 
coefficients         ^*>,,,,»«^ 

1 5 10 50 100 

Sq, 197 164 172 189 126 

Sq2 
539 421 410 294 150 

AT, 
and AT9 

2 8 16 64 64 

AW, and 

Aw2 
2 8 16 64 64 

Sp   = Sp   =0 
p1      p2 
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Figures 5-18 and 5-19 show the frequency response results of the laboratory tests. 
These plots indicate that the ICPS matches well the continuous domain predicted dynamic 
characteristics for filters having natural frequencies of 10 rad/sec or below. The errors at the 
higher frequencies are attributed to the ICPS prefilter and slew rate limit characteristics. 

The slew rate effect is normally encountered at the higher frequencies but can be 
manifested when the amplitude response of a filter increases as a result of the filter's low 
damping ratio. For this case, the frequency response would exhibit a clipping of the output 
amplitude signal. Figure 5-20 illustrates slew rate limit effects for a second-order filter with 
a natural frequency of 10 rad and damping ratio of 1. The effect is shown as the input 
amplitude signal is increased from the 4% level (0.4 V) to an 80% level. 

The prefilter effect is associated with the double breakpoint filter placed on the analog 
input signal conditioning amplifier to suppress aliasing of the input signal due to discrete 
sampling (discussed in sec. 4.1). These filters for the ICPS have break frequencies at 
approximately 100 rad. This effect is related to the basic frequency response of the ICPS; 
therefore, the basic ICPS hardware response has been superimposed on the frequency 
response plots of figures 5-18 and 5-19. 
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Static tests did not produce discernible errors in repeatability or linearity. Filter 
pertormance limitations for the ICPS are related only to the prefilter and slew rate limit 
characteristics. The prefilter can be modified to reduce its effect in the frequency band of 
interest where the slew rate limit is a fixed characteristic of the hardware. Thus, the slew 
rate limit is considered the primary constraint in high-frequency filter implementations. 

5.2.2 WWCS Digital Filter Implementation Study 

Various techniques are available for programming filters to be processed by the WWCS 
computer. A literature survey was conducted to determine if there existed a universal best 
method. Unanimity could not be found with those in industry involved with airborne digital 
computers; therefore, three methods were somewhat arbitrarily chosen for investigation 
within the FCD task. These were the bilinear transformation (Tustin's substitution), 
rectangular numerical integration, and trapezoidal numerical integration. These methods 
were evaluated in terms of dynamic/static performance, memory requirements, and 
real-time processing requirements. 

The following describes the mathematical background to the programming methods 
selected, followed by a discussion of laboratory tests conducted to compare the 
performance of the three methods. From the three techniques evaluated, the bilinear 
transformation method was selected to be used for the WWCS general filter study and 
section 5.2.3 presents the study results. 
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5.2.2.1 Bilinear Transformation 

The general second-order filter in the continuous (S) domain can be represented as: 

Yd) 
X(s) 

(5-16) 

where 

CJ = natural frequency 

f ■ damping ratio 

K = steady-state gain 

X = input function (signal) 

Y = output signal 

The following is a simplification of equation (5-16) to minimize terms and provide a 
somewhat more general expression. 

Y(s)     a0 + a1S + a2S2 

X(s)     b0 + b1S + b2S2 
(5-17) 

where 
a0 " KN 

b0 " KD 

al  =2KN^^        bl  =2KD*D^ 

= K, 
1 

a2 " KN —2 
wn 

b2 " KD 2 

This equation is then used to make the bilinear transformation by substituting 

« 
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for the operator S, where Z_1 = e'ST and T = sampling period. This substitution (Tustin's 
method) is the representation of an integral expression using trapezoidal integration. 

The substitution yields: 

where 

i        a0 + al H^t "^mirfi)- 
XCZ"1) 

bo+bi|T(TtfT)l+^t(rt^) 
Ao +AjZ"1 +A2Z"- 

1 +B1Z-1 +B2Z'2 

v0 

Al = 

Bi 

B- 

1ü b0T2*2b1T + 4b2 

2a0T- - 8a2 

b0Tz + 2blT + 4b2 

aQT--2ajT-4a2 

b0T2 + 2b,T + 4b2 

2b0T2 - 8b2 

b0T2 + 2blT + 4b2 

b0T2-2blT-4b2 

b0T2 + 2blT + 4b2 

(5-18) 
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Cross-multiplying equation (5-18), solving for the filter output YN, and bearing in mind that 
Z'^ simply means a one-frame time delay, we have: 

YN = A0XN + AjX^., ♦ A2XN.2 - B, YN., - B2YN.2 

where N = current value (sample). 
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Figure 5-21 is a block diagram representation of the YN equation. Because of the 
restrictions of fixed-point arithmetic, scale factors 2"Kl and Ko are included in the diagram 
to provide the structure for implementing the function in the WWCS. 

Unfortunately, the basic bilinear transformation produced large steady-state errors, 
attributable to the processed solution truncation error caused by the computer's finite word 
length. This error was overcome by adding truncation compensation to the basic bilinear 
transformation block diagram. Figure 5-22 shows the basic bilinear method of figure 5-21 
with the compensation required to achieve acceptable steady-state performance (test data 
are presented for the uncompensated case in a following laboratory test discussion). The 
compensation scheme used first accumulates the input signal/coefficient products at double 
precision; then the N-l arithmetic residual value is added to that sum. This result is then 
partitioned into two parts, the most significant bits (MSBS) and the least significant bits 
(LSBS). The MSBS form the single-precision result that is used as the filter output. The 
LSBS are saved within the filter computational process and used as the arithmetic residual 
value for the N+l computations. 

5.2.2.2 Numerical Integration Methods 

Numerical integration involves directly replacing the continuous domain integrator 
(1/S) with a numerical approximation function. Figure 5-23 presents a block diagram of the 
continuous domain second-order filter. For the rectangular integration method, the 1/S 
function is replaced by T/(l -Z'1), where Z'1 = e"ST and T is the sampling period. The 
block diagram for a rectangular integration second-order filter is shown in figure 5-24. 

For the trapezoidal numerical integration method, the 1/S term is replaced by 

T/l +Z-'\ 

^li-zW 

The trapezoidal integration second-order filter block diagram is presented in figure 5-25. It 
should be noted that, unlike Tustin's method, no attempt is made to solve the Z domain 
equation to eliminate the transport delay in the feedback paths of the BQ and B| 
coefficients. 

5.2.2.3 Digital Filter Implementation Laboratory Study 

A laboratory comparison was made (prior to receipt of the WWCS) of the three filter 
mechanization techniques described above using a small Boeing-built general-purpose digital 
computer (18-bit fixed point). The approach taken was to implement the HSAS filter set 
using the rectangular, trapezoidal, and bilinear methods and deteimine the variations in: 
(1) timing and core (memory) utilization, (2) time response to step input, (3) frequency 
response, and (4) steady-state resolution. The study included tests for frame times of 20 and 
50 msec and 18- as well as 16-bit word lengths (WWCS was to have basic 16-bit word 
length). The HSAS filters used in the study are shown in figure 5-26. 
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Timing and memory utilizations are tabulated below for the HSAS filters implemented 
on the Boeing computer using the three methods discussed. 

Method 

Bilinear 
Rectangular 
Trapezoidal 

Timing 
(ft of base) 

Base 
164 
196 

Memory 
(ft oi'base) 

Base 
130 
143 

These numbers represent the basic bilinear implementation, which does not include the 
compensation function. From this comparison, the bilinear method appears the most 
attractive. 

Filter time history responses for the three methods showed only subtle differences and 
no conclusions could be drawn from these tests. 

Frequency response comparisons were made by plotting the gain and phase difference 
between the three filter implementation techniques and the theoretical predicted contin- 
uous response. Figures 5-27 and 5-28 show this gain and phase difference, respectively for 
the complete HSAS filter string (filter A through filter D, fig. 5-26). Figures 5-29 and 5-30 
show the same relationships for just the HSAS filter A. Figures 5-31 and 5-3^ repeat the 
comparison for filter B of the HSAS filter set. These responses clearly show that the bilinear 
transformation method has the least amount of error in gain and phase to the theoretical 
values. The responses also show that the gain and phase for all cases decrease as the sampling 
rate is increased (50-msec frame time to 20-msec frame time), it is important to note that 
these data were taken for a 16-bit word length without the use of double-precision 
accumulation. No difference was discernible for an 18-bit word length. 

Steady-state resolution data were generated by updating the input value in a software 
controlled manner. After the input was changed, the filter output was tabulated following 
1000 solution iterations. The input values were modified as if there had been a one-bit 
change in the least significant bit of a 10-bit analog-to-digita! converter (the A/D word 
length on the Boeing computer). The results were tabulated with respect to a 12-bit 
digital-to-analog converter. This method permitted data to be taken without the infiuence of 
offsets found in the analog interface and eliminated a one-bit noise factor associated with 
the A/D converter. 

Steady-state response plots for the HSAS filter A using the three programming 
methods are shown in figure 5-33. These plots are for a 20-msec frame time with a 16-bit 
word length. The results are similar for the three methods with the bilinear method giving 
slightly better resolution and the trapezoidal method giving the worst resolution The filter 
A st.ady-state response was tested for an increase in both word length (18 bits) and frame 
time (50 msec). In general, the steady-state offsets were reduced when either the word 
length or trame time increased, it was of interest to note that the 18-bit 20-msec case 
showed the rectangular method to have the best performance and the bilinear method to 
have the worst. 
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Resolution plots for filter B of the HSAS filter set are shown in figure 5-34, again for a 
2()-mst 1 ä met Kand a 16-b.t word length. The plots show the rectangular method has 
tit be^t pe br nee and the bilmear method the worst, to a degree that was cons.dered 
the bts\ ;Lr,ü" ^J       B resülatiün unproved for all cases when the frame time or word 

;^^s mc!^ How:::^he mZ z**** *********«-—«-— 
considered outside acceptable limits. 

This laboraory study using the Boeing computer revealed that the bilinear method was 
bv f.^ beTome Z in computing time, memory utilisation, and dynam.c (Irequency 
by tar tne oesi 01 Hl)Wever    for   the   tests conducted,  it  exhibited  unacceptable 
TTl^^Z^i^TL üJ^rL^ that led to the development of a 

e ' on Xm rinprove the bilinear method steady-state performance tor 
Cfreuu nTy       "mp   mentations (the natural frequency of filter B - approximate y 

1 8    d where     e natural frequency of filter A was 6 rad). A study conducted to identi y 
Jhe  caul   of  the   bilinear   method   poor   steady-state   performance   is   summarized   in 

appendix B. 

5 2.3 WWCS Second-Order Filter Evaluation Using Bilinear Transformation 

The compensated bilinear transformation method (refer to fig. 5-22) was^ used to 
mechLL s cond.order filters in the WWCS computer to conduct a general study of the 
Tut to-ou't WWCS filter implementation performance. The study covered 10 second- 
orde filter li ving five different natural frequencies and two different damping ratios. In 
addition! the fUter set was evaluated for three computational frame times. 

It was found that the calculation of the discrete (Z) domain filter coefficients was a 
signiflca^ source of error. Therefore, section 5.2.3.1 d.scusses these calculations and the.r 

relative impact on the implemented filter performance. 

The filter frequency response test results are discussed in section 5.2.3 2. Performance 
errors to the continuous domain theoretical predicted values could be associated with: 

1) The coefficient calculation errors 

2) A frequency-warping phenomenon related to digital filter implementations 

3) A/D and D/A signal conduioning and time delays 

t tw .11 of these errors reasonable correlation between the theoretical response 
^r^^^^^ The WWCS was found to be capable of representing 
^^dTfU^Zl gocd fidelity for natural frequencies up to 10 rad with frame t.mes 
Sm 6 to 50^ Goo/fUter response f.delity could be achieved for a natural frequency 

of 100 rad if the sampling (frame) time was <6 msec. 

Steady-state resolution was examined for second-order filters using the HSAS filters A 
and B The compensated bilinear method provided excellent results as described in sect.on 

.2.3.3. 
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5.2.3.1 Filter Coefficient Calculation 

Section 5.2.2.1 presenteu a derivation of the W )nd-order filter bilinear transformation 
coefficients. From equation (5-18) of that section, it can be seen that the coefficients are 
not simple. Furthermore, there does not exist an easy correlation between the parameters of 
a second-order filter (gain, natural frequency, and damping ratio) and the bilinear equation 
coefficients. Since these parameters were to be altered for the study, a routine was 
developed within the WWCS computer to translate the second-order filter parameter changes 
into appropriate bilinear coefficient values. 

The Z domain coefficients (refer to equation (5-18) of sec. 5.2.2.1) have the following 
bounds for second-order parameters of ui from 1 to 100 and f from 0.3 to 1.0, with frame 
times of 6.144 msec and 49.152 msec. 

9x lO"0 
A2 0.42 

1.8 x lO"5 
A] 0.84 

9x lO'6 
AQ 0.42 

■0.994 B2 -0.001 

•0.73 Bl 1.994 

Coefficients are enterable into t^e WWCS computer with the following restriction: 
0.0000305175 < |Coefficient| < 0.9999694824. This restriction conflicts with the bounds 
given by the above A and B coefficients. In order to satisfy the upper bound, the 
coefficients were scaled within the WWCS coefficient calculating routine by 0.5. This scaling 
aggravated the lower bound because the smallest nonzero coefficient value became equal to 
0.000061035 (2-14). 

The preceding discussion brings out the difficulty in providing coefficient value 
accuracy for a bilinear transformation second-order filter algorithm when the filter 
frequency response values cover such a wide range. There are ways in which the significants 
of the small coefficients can be improved. Some of the most obvious are to enlarge the 
frame time, use a longer word length ;omputer, provide software or hardware floating-point 
processing, or internally scale within vhe filter computations. This latter approach involves 
scaling the small coefficients up by 2n and then scaling their collected sum down by the 
same value. This would compromise the desire to adapt a universal filter algorithm where 
the continuous domain filter parameters can be changed without having to rescale or modify 
the frame time period. 

Table 5-4 shows the coefficient values used in the WWCS filter implementation study. 
Coefficient scaling was used, and the table includes the scaled values. For example, Aj was 
scaled up by 2!4 (a decimal factor of 16384) for wD = 1.0 rad/sec, T = 6.144 msec, and 
f rj ■ 1.0. This illustrates how large the scale factor can become for a relative straightforward 
filter case. 

It should be noted that the B coefficient signs were changed from those obtained from 
the coefficient equation, so that the filter routine sums all product values rather than 
subtracting the B terms. 
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5.2.3.2 WWCS Second-Order Filter Frequency Response Data 

Frequency response data were taken for the filter cases defined in table 5-4 using a 
frequency analyzer across the WWCS A/D and D/A interface. As previously stated, the 
WWCS-implemented filter frequency response is influenced by the basic A/D and D/A 
hardware processes, Z domain coefficient accuracy, and a frequency-warping phenomenon. 
Since the coefficient inaccuracies would affect the lower frequency filter response results 
and the hardware characteristics discussed in section 4.1 would affect the higher frequency 
response results, the frequency response discussion was separated to treat the low-frequency 
cases (UD

=
 1, 5, and 10) first, followed by a treatment of the high-frequency filter cases 

(cJD = 50and 100). 

Figure 5-35 shows the frequency response of the second-order filters having an u;= i, 
5, and 10 and a damping ratio of f = 0.3, for a sampling period (frame time) of 49 msec. 
With the WWCS routine calculated Z domain coefficients, the frequency response of the 
Wp = 1 case deviated substantially from the desired value. This case was rerun using 
hand-calculated scaled-up coefficients and the response closely resembled the ideal, as 
shown in figure 5-35. The frequency responses for the u;[) = 5 and 10 cases, with the 
WWCS-calculated coefficients, closely resembled the theoretical response. Phase errors of 
these latter cases are attributable to the basic hardware characteristics. 

Figures 5-36 and 5-37 show the above filter cases with sampling periods of 18 and 
6 msec, respectively. As before, the WQ = I response for the 18-msec frame time required 
scaled-up coefficients to approach the theoretical ideal. However, the CJ^ = 1 case for the 
6-msec frame time could not be obtained, even when maximum scaled-up coefficients were 
used. This implies that a 16-bit word length is not sufficient to achieve the scaled values 
required to realize the filter. The wp cases of 5 and 10 follow the results of the 49-msec 
sampling period cases. 

Figures 5-38 through 5-40 show the above filter responses with a damping ratio of one 
(f = I). Here again hand-calculated coefficients were used to acquire the desired results for 
filters with the lowest breakpoint frequencies. As before, the tjp = I case for a sampling 
period of 6 msec could not be obtained. 

As the bandpass (bieak frequencies) of the second-order filter are moved above 
10rad/sec, the frequency response not only suffers more from the basic hardware 
characteristics, but begins to be affected by a frequency-warping phenomenon. This 
frequency warping is a shift of the apparent continuous domain (S domain) natural 
frequency when the discrete domain (Z domain) transformation is made. The warping effect 
can be determined by setcing S=ju; in the Z domain transformation. For the bilinear 
transformation 

S = 
+ z- 

,     ^ ^ .__..,   . 



.-ST 

where 

Z-1   =      e 

T     =      sampling period 

the substitution yields 

jcos 

or, 

Solving for w^ yields: 

2 
T 

2. 
i 

C1J7T 
j -j   tan —— 

cog ■#■ = tan 
wzi 

^Z . j .„■ cocT 

The relationship between tJZ and CJS is plotted in figure 5-41 for the three sampling periods 
used in the filter implementation study. 

In order to more accurately compare the theoretical response with the actual response 
of the high-frequency filter cases, the data were prepared showing: 

1) Theoretical response of the second-order filter based on the w and {" calculated 
from the Z domain coefficients used 

2) Frequency-warping response, theoretical response modified by the warping effect 
discussed above 

3) WWCS filter response as recorded by the frequency analyzer 

4) The WWCS filter response  after removing  the effect of the basic hardware 
frequency response 

■iMi _____„»,,__._ ^  
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Figure 5-42 shows the responses of the CJ^ = 50, t■ 0.3 filter eases for the three 
different sampling periods. The frequeney warping can be observed to drop the filter break 
frequency substantially as the sampling period is increased (sampling rate decreased). In all 
cases, the filter alone phase lag is slightly greater than the warped frequency response 
predictions. The same data were produced for a damping ratio f = 1.0 and are shown in 
figure 5-43. Again the warping effect and hardware response significantly alter the 
implemental filter performance at the long sampling periods, with the warping effect 
becoming insignificant when the sampling period becomes 6 msec. 

For the filter cases having natural frequency of w^ = 100, the f = 0.03 results are 
-hown in figure 5-44 and the f = 1.0 results are shown in figure 5-45. As expected, the 
warping effect and hardware characteristics significantly alter the implemented second-order 
filter response, especially for the long sampling period. The filter gain peaking shift is 
substantial for the low damping ratio low sampling rate cases. The high damping ratio 
responses exhibited the same trends found for the filter natural frequency of 50 rad/sec. 

These results provide an insight into the continuous domain filter characteristic 
changes that can occur when the filter is simply transformed into the Z domain, 
programmed, and processed in a digital computer. Many digital system parameters infiuence 
the programmed filter's response; therefore, great care should be taken to understand these 
effects relative to the flight-critical system's overall dynamic performance requirements. 

5.2.3.3 WWCS Filter Implementation Steady-State Response 

The steady-state WWCS input/output characteristics for the bilinear transformation 
filter implementation were evaluated using the HSAS filter A and filter B functions (refer to 
sec. 5.2.2.3). With the arithmetic residue compensation, the output of filter A precisely 
followed the input (fig. 5-46). The filter B output followed the input within one machine 
unit, where the output tended to oscillate one machine unit for a given input with an 
average period of 1.5 min (fig. 5-47). Thus, the compensation method used resolved the 
unacceptable performance observed with the ba, ic bilinear transformation during the Boeing 
computer tests of section 5.2.2. 

Data were taken on the HSAS filter A with the residue compensaiion path removed. As 
seen in figures 5-48 and 5-49, the output developed a negative bias but followed a more 
consistent pattern than the one obtained during the Boeing computer study. The 
performance differences between the two tests are attributable to the use of double- 
precision product accumulation in the WWCS. 

5.2.4 Digital Filter Study Conclusions 

The preceding filter implementation studies indicate that both the ICPS and WWCS can 
be used to process, in a straightforward manner, filter functions with bandpass (breakpoint) 
frequencies from 1 to approximately 30 rad/sec. Filter functions outside this region will 
require special treatment to properly account for the basic hardware and/or software 
(discrete domain programming) characteristics. Analog prefilter values can be selected to 
change what is here referred to as an element of the basic hardware characteristic, and 
software implementat'on techniques (along with careful scaling) can be employed to refine 
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the digital system's filter processing performance. However, certain hardware iiniitations, 
such as the 1CPS slew rate limit or the WWC'S 16-bit word length, present absolute 
boundaries for the realization of some tilter functions. 

While the bilinear transformation method (Tustin's substitution) was used to 
implement the filter functions in the WWC'S, it is difficult to recommend this or either of 
the other methods evaluated. The advantages found with the bilinear approach (speed, 
memory utilization, dynamic fidelity, etc.) may lose their weight for some applications. For 
instance, in conventional flight control systems, filter functions are a small part of the total 
flight control function and the speed/memory advantage of the bilinear method may be 
inconsequential to the overall time and memory requirements. Rate-limiting functions are 
usual items in automatic flight control systems; and the numerical integration methods are 
more suited for implementing such a function within the filter computations. Another basic 
consideration is the ease by which an engineer can associate numerical integration 
coefficients with the filter parameters (gain, time constant, and damping ratio), as compared 
to the bilinear coefficient complexity. This consideration may be very important in a flight 
test program when such parameters are being changed to refine the vehicle's dynamic 
performance from a continuous domain analysis point of view. All methods will require 
careful analysis and laboratory testing to gain assurance that the desired function has indeed 
been realized after the hardware system has been essentially fully integrated. 

5.3 DIGITAL SYSTEM COMPUTATIONAL OVERFLOW 

Computational overflow occurs in a digital computer whenever "the generation of a 
number within the computer extends outside the representation range capability of the 
computer." All digital computing processors have clearly defined ranges of variable 
representation, with the range established when the computer word length/computation 
scheme is selected. With the digital computer application to flight controls, computational 
overflow presents a potential operational hazard in that a full-scale positive variable can 
become a full-scale negative value, or vice versa, as an increment is added to full-scale value. 
This could result in a large surface command transient or full authority in one direction to 
full authority in the other direction, or create a sign reversal in the control path, which 
would have a destabilizing effect. 

Computational overflow has been normally avoided (eliminated) through proper 
scaling as the software is checked out. In a redundant flight-critical system, however, cause 
for concern exists when the question is asked, "Can scaling alone assure that the 
system/software will not incur an overflow for any and all situations that may arise in 
flight?" The initial reaction is to consider that while an overflow may occur in one 
computer (channel), the other redundant channels will continue to safely control the 
airplane. The fallacy in this line of reasoning lies in the fact that all computers should be 
performing like, or the same, control computations and if one processrr incurs a 
computational overflow, the others in all probability will also incur a computational 
overflow. Overflow situations resulting from hardware failures would be "vot^d out" in a 
redundant system, but overflow cases allowable within the software would gi nerally result 
in a nearly simultaneous overflow within all redundant processors. Scaling of t.ie variables to 
prevent overflow must be accomplished considering worst case in-flight onditions. One 
approach is to define the worst case to be where all inputs are at their maximum value and 
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the signs of the signal paths at each summing node are additive. This would cover the 
situation envisioned where the airplane becomes upset by the environment and the pilot's 
commands are in the same direction as the stabilizing sensors. This requires a detailed 
analysis from one summing node to another to define the steady-state and/or dynamic state 
worst case conditions that would establish the variable maximum scaling at each summing 
node. The analysis would have to be repeated each time the control functions were modified 
during the system development phase. This approach could result in conflicts between scale 
factor values and system resolution requirements. 

The above worst case scaling approach was used for the ICPS and WWCS HSAS 
implementation, discussed in sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. For the HSAS control 
function, steady-state worst case analysis and scaling appeared to be adequate. However, the 
HSAS function is a fairly simple control law in that it utilizes very few sensor variables and 
has fixed signal path gains. It would be a very difficult task to provide this form of analysis 
on a multivariable control system having a wide range of flight condition dependent gain 
scheduling. 

Analog systems have the inherent characteristic that when a variable exceeds its scaled 
maximum value, the analog device whose output represents the variable (or a partial sum of 
several variables) will saturate, holding the maximum value until the upstream signals no 
longer force the variable to, or beyond, its maximum value. This variable saturation 
characteristic (signal limit) considerably reduces the scaling task, and scaling/resolution 
conflicts can generally be easily resolved. 

When such limits are encountered during an airplane maneuver, the airplane's response 
may change, but all command and/or feedback signals will retain their relative signs, 
preserving the proper stability conventions. The airplane's safety is not generally threatened, 
and system parameter values can be changed by relative large percentages without requiring 
a complete rescaling analysis of the entire control law processing. 

With the above overview of analog and digital systems' signal saturation behavior and 
scaling requirements and the concern arising with the digital systems overflow character- 
istics, a study was conducted to determine the feasibility of providing overflow protection 
in both the ICPS and WWCS. The study was directed toward defining an overflow 
protection scheme which, as a basic functional element of the ICPS or WWCS, would 
produce a saturated signal effect similar to that found with the analog system. The following 
sections present the study results: an overflow protection scheme proposed for the ICPS and 
derived from a paper analysis, and an overflow protection scheme for the WWCS, 
implemented and tested in the laboratory, utilizing both hardware and software. 

5.3.1 ICPS Computational Overflow Protection 

Computational overflow in the ICPS incremental computer can only occur with respect 
to five whole-word machine variables (U, V, X, Y, and p). These machine variables are 
provided by recirculating shift registers that make a unique system variable available each 
algorithm time slot (ref. 1, sec. 5.3.1). The U, V, X, and Y register word size is 16 bits and 
the p register word size (data portion) is 35 bits. A two's complement integer binary 
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representation is used for each of these variables. Hius. the mmieric range boundaries for 

these variables are: 

-215 <U, V, X, orY<:in-l 

-234<p<234-l 

where l15 = i^lM and ^34 = 17 171),X(/>,1H4 machine units. Overflow occurs with any 
one of "these variables whenever the next computer value of the variable exceeds the above 
machine unit range. Figure 5-50 illustrates the overflow characteristic by compar.ng the 
actual stored result with the ideal computed result. 

The obvious overflow protection solution would be to incorporate a saturating limiter 
around each whole-word register in the ICPS computer. Unfortunately this concept, which 
is quite simply utilized in a continuous analog system, cannot be utilized m the incremental 
computer with the same results as those found in the analog case. In order to understand the 
reasons for this, it is necessary to carefully consider the nature of a saturating hmiter in the 
continuous sense and compare this to the nature of the whole-word variable representation 

in the incremental computer. 

First a saturating limiter in a continuous system is generally based upon a 
gain-changing process. This is illustrated in figure 5-51 for a simple input/output device that 
has a fixed gain (K.) until the input reaches a preselected value (*L) where the gain is 
changed to a new value (K.). The gain K, may in general be much less than Kj; however, 
the nearly infinite resolutio"n of the continuous system maintains some proportionality. (No 
practical continuous system ever achieves a value of K2 = zero.) The important 
characteristic of this type of limiter is that no hysteresis exists The mput/outpu 
relationship always remains uniquely proportional. Thus, the process of going into and out 
of the limit is completely and repetitively reversible. 

Now  let us consider the nature of tiie whole-word variables in the ICPS for which we 
would like to provide an overflow limit function. For the purpose of this discussion U, V 
X, and Y may be considered as one case: the 16-bit case. The variable X will be used in all 
subsequent discussions to indicate the 16-bit case. 

The present value of the variable X on any given iteration, i, is given by the following: 

i 
Xi -LAXj = X.^+AXj 

H 

If an arbitrary gain constant K is added to this expression so that 

i 

Xj = KXj = L   KAXj 
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the ICPS   X   register drawing in figure 5-52 can be used as reference in discussing the 
limiting problem. 

In the present incremental computer circuitry, the^alue of the gain constant K is 
unity. If a new circuit was added to detect the last value Xj_| and the gain constant K was 
changed whenever Xj.j became "close" to the full-scale limit, then it would appear that the 
X register might operate as if it had a limiter around it. By making K small enough, it would 
certainly appear possible to slow down the rate of approach to overflow and potentially 
eliminate overflow. The K value required would be less than 1, so that for integer value 
variables a division process is implied. 

This approach does not work because there is not adequate resolution available on the 
variable value AXj/K', where K' = 1/K (refer to fig. 5-52). The lack of resolution will cause 
the limiter to "hang up" in the limit, either permanently, or, depending upon the value of 
K' and the signal significants lost, until a large decreasing direction increment occurs. With 
the increment size for AXj restricted to powers of two (up to *2"), and the fact that the 
mechanization for division would require K' to be a power of two, it is obvious that the 
resolution available is inadequate. Furthermore, even if adequate resolution were available, a 
finite value of K' would mean that an eventual overflow would occur if AXj were a 
constant, regardless of the word length ultimately used lor the register. 

A scheme for the ICPS that would give a practical saturation effect on the variable 
registers would be to detect the occurrence of overflow and substitute a full-scale value for 
that register's output while still maintaining the entire history of the register. The 
substituted maximum value would be used in the processor computations and the register 
would be permitted to move through the discontinuity shown in figure 5-50. This approach 
would not break down until the register value exceeded 3 x 32,768, or 98,304, machine 
units, a value sufficiently greater than the maximum value which would protect against 
overflow situations that would be brought on by scale factor discrepancies resulting from 
minor control parameter changes. It would also permit some flexibility to resolve 
scaling/resolution incompatibilities. 

A hard limit scheme for the ICPS, free from any potential overflow, could be 
developed utilizing principles of the above approach. However, from a hardware viewpoint, 
the hard limit would require extensive changes to the current ICPS computer design. The 
above approach could be instituted with minor modifications and is felt to represent a 
satisfactory strategy for the ICPS, along with scaling, for dealing with the overflow 
concerns. 

5.3.2 WWCS Computational Overflow Protection 

The WWCS central processor (MCP-701) is a 16-bit, fractional, two's complement 
fixed-point computer. Computational overflow, as in the ICPS, occurs in the WWCS 
whenever the processor produces a variable value outside the maximum value representation 
range for that variable, a range directly related to the binary word length designed into the 
computer for variable magnitude storage. While the ICPS used recirculating registers for 
variable information storage, the WWCS can store variable information in practically any 
location selected in memory. Figure 5-^0 presents an illustration of overflow by comparing 
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the actual variable stored value with the ideal computed variable value. The following is an 
alternate illustration of overflow dealing with the numerical representation of the variable in 
a binary arithmetic format. 

To simplify the illustration, a four-bit fractional, two's complement, fixed-point 
variable representation processor is discussed. Positive variables are represented by the four 
bits with the leading bit zero and the remaining three bits ones or zeros as needed to 
represent the variable magnitude. Negative variable values are the same, with the exception 
that the leading bit is a one. The range of values representable by this four-bit fractional 
number is shown in table 5-5. Within this numbering system it is easy to understand the 
process of addition and subtraction. For example, consider the following addition: 

Decimal 

0.250 
+ 0.250 

0.500 

Binary 

0010 
+ 0010 

0100 

where, 1 + 1=0 with a I carry to the next higher bit position. This would be a normal 
operation in the four-bit processor since the binary sum of 0100 is equivalent to the decimal 
0.500 value. Now consider the following addition: 

Decimal 

0.500 
+ 0.500 

1.000 

Binary 

0100 
+ 0100 

1000 

Note that the fractional two's complement number set in table 5-5 does not have a binary 
representation for the variable decimal number of +1. Note further that the binary 1000 
number actually represents a full-scale negative number. This example illustrates how the 
addition of two positive binary numbers will result in the computer interpreting the answer 
as a negative value. 

Computers are capable of performing a wide variety of arithmetic operations, most of 
which are simply variations on the above example, and all can generally produce a number 
outside the representation range capability of the computer if misapplied. It should be 
noted that the occurrence of overflow would be reduced if the entire computation were 
performed using a floaiing-point variable representation scheme. In a floating-point scheme, 
numbers are represented by a mantissa and an exponent, thus greatly expanding the 
representation range of the computer and proportionately decreasing the potential for 
generating a number outside the valid range of representation of the computer. The 
potential still exists, however, since we should never underestimate the power of a 
programmer. T.ie use of a floating-point representation involves a substantially larger 
number of operations, thus requiring a larger and more complex processor and slower 
execution time for the functions to be computed. 

Detection of the overflow condition can be performed in either hardware or software. 
It can be very burdensome on both time and memory to perform this detection in software. 
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TABLE 5-5.-FOURBIT PROCESSOR VARIABLE RANGE (BINARY/DECIMAL) 

Variable decimal 
Binary bit 

representation 

0111 
+0.875 

0110 
+0.750 

0101 
+0.625 

0100 
+0.500 

0011 +0.375 
+0.250 

0010 
0001 

+0.125 

0000 
0 

-0.125 
1111 
1110 

-0.250 

1101 
-0.375 

1100 
-0.500 

1011 
-0.625 

1010 
-0.750 

1001 
-0.875 
-1.000 

1000 

+2°   2-1 2-2    2-3 

Four-bit fractional 
representation. 

X   I x 1* x   1 twos complement 

In the WWCS (MCP-701) processor, the overflow detection is performed in hardware for all 
instructions that are capable of overflow generation except one, the arithmetic lett shift. 
Upon detection of the overflow condition, an arithmetic fault (AF) interrupt b generated m 
the MCP-701 which stores the address where the computer is executing and forces the 
processor to begin executing at a fixed location. The programmer can then determine in 
software what should be the response to the fault condition. 

In a laboratory system development environment, a simple overflow indication to a 
programmer can be very useful during the software debugging phase. Overflow in any digital 
computer system is not commonplace and generally indicates a software error or a lack ot 
proper scaling. For an in-flight phase of system operation, the simple ii dication ot overflow 
would clearly be an inadequate response. 

5.3.2.1 WWCS Overflow Protection Design 

Development ground rules for the WWCS overflow protection routine were: 

1) Limit the affected ttfaa and/or variable memory location to full-scale positive 
or negative value, as appropriate, when an overflow is deducted. 

2) Provide a record of the overflow occurrence. 
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TABLE 5-7.-SYNOPSIS OF OVERFLOW ROUTINE STRATEGY 

Instruction 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

ADU 

ADM 

ADD 

SBU 

5. SBD 

6. MPY 

7. DIV 

8. MDS 

9. RASN 

10. RASP 

11. RSSN 

RSSP 

CPL 

12. 

13. 

14. ABS 

15. SLZ 

Overflow prc.ection software routine strategies'  

Limit UR to '7FFF' or '8000' as appropriate. 

Limit IM] to '7FFF' or '8000' as appropriate. 

Limit UL to '7FFF FFFF' or '8000 0000' as appropriate. 

Limit UR to '7FFF' or '8000' as appropriate. 

Limit UL to '7FFF FFFF' or '8000 0000' as appropriate. 

Take twos complement of UL. 

Set UR = '7FFF' or '8000' and LR = '0000'. 

Set [Ml to'8000'. 

None 

Set the appropriate register to '7FFF' or '8000'. 

Set the appropriate register to '7FFF' or '8000'. 

None 

Set the appropriate register to '7FFF' or '8000'. 

Set the appropriate regisi x to '7FFF' or '8000'. 

None 

'Numbers are noted in hexadecimal format. 

TABLE 5-8.-EXECUTION TIMES FOR OVERFLOW PROTECTION ROUTINES 

Instruction Execution time (M sec) 

1.     ADU 79.2 

2.     ADM 127.0 

3.     ADD 86.4 

4.     SBU 82.8 

5.     SBD 86.4 

P.     MPY 87.4 

7.     DIV 82.8 

8.     MDS 138.4 

9.     RASN - 
10.     RASP 96.0 
11.     RSSN 96.0 

12.     RSSP - 
13.     CPL 93.8 

14.     ABS 93.8 

15.     SLZ — 
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A series of intentionally created overflow conditions was set up to evaluate the overflow 
protection routine in a closed-loop operation. The scaling of the MSAS control law was 
moditied without changing the loop gain so that overflow would occur more readily. The 
flight condition and laboratory configuration were the same as use.' in previously discussed 
closed-loop tests and are described in section 2.2. 

A 10° to l20/sec, 10-sec pulse, pitch rate signal disturbance was used to upset the 
airplane to cause an overflow situation. Figure 5-53 is the time history response to the 
disturbance without an overflow being incurred and represents the system nominal response 
for the baseline case. Trace 7 is the output of filter D, the last filter in the HSAS control law 
filter string. Figure 5-54 is the time history response when the disturbance is slightly 
increased and an overflow occurs, with no overflow corrective action taken. The processors 
were simply directed to continue computation following the overflow. Notice the violent 
airplane maneuver following the sign reversal caused by the overflow. Figure 5-55 shows the 
same case with the overflow protection routine active. 

During the laboratory testing of the overflow routine effectiveness, it was discovered 
that a filter instability occurred when the overflow strategy was applied lo an overflow 
internal to the recursive computations of the D filter. Figure 5-56 shows the system/vehicle 
response when the nonlinear overflow routine limited computation values within the D filter 
recursive computations. The filter broke into a very high frequency oscillation. To avoid this 
problem, a limiter was placed at the input to the D filter, since the magnitude of the input 
that can cause overflow in the recursive expression can be predicted very accurately. These 
data are presented to show that the strategy included in the overflow routine, while 
representing the best approach for mechanizing overflow protection in the WWCS, is not a 
panacea for all overflow problems. 

These results point out the need for the inclusion of a limiter at the input of each filter 
to ensure that overflow does not occur internal to the recursive computations, or that 
nonrecursive schemes should be used for filter realization in conjum tion with the overflow 
protection routine. 

5.4 WWCS SERVO TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER UNIT EVALUATION 

The servo transmitter/receiver unit (STRU) was conceived as one method for reducing 
the number of interconnecting cables between the digital flight control computation 
electronics and the surface control actuators. A digital interface between the triplex 
MCP-703 computer jnits and envisioned remotely located control surface servo drive 
electronics reduces the number of long signal path runs required for the control of each 
actuator. Each channel of the STRU communicates with each MCP-703 computer unit via 
serial digital data links that permit independent commands to be formulated for each servo. 
A majority logic voter combines the computer units command data to each servo, followed 
by demultiplexing and digital-to-aralog signal conditioning stages. The STRU processes both 
discrete and analog signals. A more detailed description of the STRU is given in reference 1, 
section 6.2.3. 
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t Lnonodate five independent redundant 

To iÄtrS SS, eahle: however, oniy one « 0. «« subsystem slBnal 

«mditioning electronies exists within the STRU expenmental un,t. 

5.4.1 Servo Loop Closure 

The laboratory configuration for testmg the e^ctric command servo subsystem with 

consisted ot: 

1) Processing the analog servo input command through the WWCS 

2) Replacing the analog posU.on feedback path by a feedback path through the 

WWCS processor 

3) Same as (2) with the STRU analog signal condit.oning prefilter bypassed 

4) Same m (3) plus removal of the sem> feedback signal WWCS input/output double 
buffering to minimize the processing transport delay 

« sx .hows the frequency response data for the baseline analog servo system 
'd to the d.gU 1     stem'"" .guraüons outlined above. The baseline analog servo 

compared to the dig tal ^^ *       imglc-order filter with a characteristic frequency 

^«wj^^Ä^Ä ^^ — —nds throu8h the wwcs 
aUf/ri 'o tl ^ne iVresponse'the ga.n attenuat.on and phase sh.ft 
Irac erist^s ot the digital hardware, dominated by the analog mput s.gna prefd e. 
characteristics oi me u s1 f^Hhu-k   throimh   the   STRU/computer   unit   (trace 3) 
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The input/output process of the WWCS is a somewhat hardware fixed operation that 
provides  data   double   buffer  storage   to   avoid   a   system  timing hazard  between  the 
synchronous bit-for-bit I/O operation and the asynchronous operation ot the computer umt 
central processors. Figure 5-59 illustrates the STRU/computer unit data flow process. Three 
steps are involved: input, computation, and output. For the input operation, data are 
transmitted from the STRU to the computer unit and read into one of two memory butler 
locations where the two memory locations receive the data alternately every I/O iteration. 
The programmer can assign one of seven input time slots during the I/O iteration cycle for 
the variable data  to  be read into memory. During the compulation step, the central 
processor extracts data from, generally, the memory data buffer not to be updated durmg 
the I/O cycle the processor calls for the data, performs computations with the data, and 
returns the computation results to one of two output data memory butter locations, 
alternately selecting the output data memory location not to be output that I/O iteration 
cycle   The output operation is just the reverse of the input step. Data are extracted Irom 
one of two data memory buffer locations, alternately each I/O iteration, and transmitted to 
the STRU digital-to-analog signal conditioning stage. The programmer can select one ot 
seven output time slots during the I/O iteration cycle for the particular output vanaole to be 

transmitted to the STRU. 

Without modifying the above data flow process, a programmer can alter the transport 
delay time of the STRU/computer unit processed signal from a maximum of just under 
18 msec to a minimum of approximately 8.4 msec (cases 1 and 2 in fig. 5-59, respectively). 
Trace 3 of figure 5-58 corresponds to the case 2 situation just described. 

The transport delay can be further reduced by altering the software to not utilize the 
double buffering described, and outputting the servo feedback signal as soon after the input 
as possible Case 3 of figure 5-59 results in a transport delay of approximately 2.26 msec 
when the central processor memory buffer location selection is synchronized with the I/O 
memory buffer selection. In order to reduce the transport delay time further, the executive 
routine had to be shortened to allow case 4 of figure 5-59, providing a time of 

approximately i.54 msec. 

Trace 4 of figure 5-58 is the frequency respond of the servo system with the feedback 
closed using the case 4 scheme just described. The servo response improved relative to 
trace 3 and the analog baseline, but the low damping peaking characteristic remained 

evident. 

Trace 5 of figure 5-58 shows the servo frequency response when the servo feedback 
signal STRU prefilter is bypassed and the digital data processing case 4 scheme is used. The 
seivo response gain characteristic fell essentially coincident with the analog baseline, with 
the phase characteristic almost unchanged from that recorded for trace 4. This response 
phase error is attributed to the prefilter and transport delay characteristics of processing the 
servo command signal through the WWCS. 

This portion of the STRU study illustrates that servo feedback signals can be processed 
through the digital computer subsystem, provided great care is taken to overcome the 
deleterious effects of the specific systems analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog processes. In 
practice   as long as the servo svstem interface requires A/D and D/A processing, the servo 
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loop will generally be closed with an analog feedback path. However, the servo system 
response characteristic changes that can be realized using a digital feedback path should be 
kept in mind as the system con^guration is synthesized. 

5.4.2 Redundant Servo Actuator Equalization 

The laboratory configiiration for investigating redundant servo actuator equalization 
using the WWCS/STRU interface is shown in figure 5-60. Analog signal feedback paths were 
used for the basic servo position loop closures. The servo load pressure signal (an indication 
of the redundant servos output mismatch) was input to all three computer units via the 
STRU. The equalization command signal was derived by integrating the load pressure signal 
above a preset threshold and summing this signal with the servo command in a negative 
feedback fashion. Each servo equalization command was calculated in each computer unit 
to allov different servo command signals to be developed within all three computer units. 
The servo commands, with equalization, were then transmitted to the appropriate STRU 
channel. 

Two types of tests were conducted. The first involved acquiring X-Y plots of the ECS 
output versus the servo command input, with and without equalization, with simulated 
offsets applied to the redundant servo channels. The second test series was to acquire time 
history traces of the airplane closed-loop response for the offset cases described below, with 
and without equalization. The servo offsets consisted of applying equal and opposite bias 
errors to the A and C channel servo loops by introducing a voltage on the servo drive 
amplifiers. Two test conditions were then evaluated with and without equalization. The first 
test condition was to have all three channels (\, B, and C) operational with the above 
offsets. The second test condition was to shut down the B servo (hydraulically deenergizing 
the B servo), as if the B servo suffered a failure and was disengaged, with the A and C 
channel offsets still in effect. 

The static (X-Y plot) response of the ECS is shown in figure 5-61. Trace 1 shows the 
ECS response when channels A and C are offset, channel B remains active, and there is no 
equalization. A small, but noticeable, hysteresis is evident. Trace II shows the input/output 
relationship for the same co ditions with the B channel disengaged. A large dead zone 
around null develops as a result of the ECS mechanical midvalue voter characteristic, a 
typical result predictable for this ECS design whenever offsets exist and one channel is 
placed at null (spring detented to neutral) in response to a failure state. Trace 111 shows the 
same case as trace II with equalization applied. The dead zone is completely removed and 
the system shows excellent linear characteristics. The equali ation not only compensated for 
the dead zone failure state effect but also eliminated any system hysteresis. Essentially no 
difference could be observed when equalization was applied to the conditions of trace I or 
trace 11. 

Figure 5-62 shows the time histories of an airplane disturbance for the test conditions 
where channels A and C are offset and cha.mel B is disengaged with and without 
equalization. The cjntrol system function is the HSAS, and the flight condition is that 
described in section 2.2.1. The airplane disturbance was induced by a 1°. lü-sec duration, 
column pulse. Trace A of figure 5-62 (no equalization) shows much larger transients to the 
disturbance than trace B (with equalization) and exhibits very loose control relative to 
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1 
damping the maneuver following the upset. The ineffectiveness of the servo command of 
trace A can be observed by noting that the chamiel A and C load pressures are satunued for 
long periods. 

Equalization through the WWCS/STRU interface to the electric command subsystem 
can be very effective. In general, with identical commands being produced by the WWCS to 
the ECS, the need for equalization is substantially reduced. Only compensation for the 
tolerance differences between the ECS servo channels has to be considered. Such rigging and 
hardware tolerances may not require equalization compensation tu effect acceptable system 
performance; however, equalization within such a servo system mechanization can greatly 
reduce system servo valve and actuator wear. 
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6.0 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND CONTROL 

Risk uncertainty relative to an analog redundant night-critical control system is kept 
within acceptable bounds as a result ol" the current detailed knowledge of analog system 
circuitry behavior and the procedures developed for analyzing and verilying the operation 
and failure effects of such circuitry. The entire analog system configuration/operation is 
defined through documentation that describes the linking togetiier of specified hardware 
elements, all having documented performance specifications as to their operational norm 
and tolerances about that norm. A change to the system, i.e., adding, deleting, or 
substituting one element for another, must be accompanied by an appropriate analysis that 
evaluates the system change effect on the surrounding elements' performance and then to 
the overall system operation. The objective is to ensure that the risk uncertainty of the 
redundant system's predicted operation and failure effects remains acceptable. The change is 
recorded on a one-for-one correspondence between the element changed and the system 
documentation covering the specification of that element and how it i? used in the system. 

The above essentially introduces the fact that analog systems have but one 
documentation format for maintaining system configuration definition and control. While 
the definition and control of a digital redundant flight-critical system must only meet 
standards comparable to those currently used for analog system designs, two forms of 
documentation must be preserved to complete the digital system's operational description; 
hardware, as with the analog system, and software, a description of the resident computer 
memory program that controls the operational state of the hardware in the discrete time 
domain. Standards must therefore be developed pertaining to the digital system's software 
development, validation, documentation, and change control to provide the configuration 
definition and control needed to ensure a low level of risk uncertainty for flight-critical 
system applications. 

This section of the report presents a brief description of the software development 
procedures utilized during the FCD task and projects software documentation and control 
requirements envisioned as a result of the experience gained. 

6.1 FCD TASK SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

Application program software preparation can be the responsibility of either the digital 
computer system hardware manufacturer or the overall system integration prime contractor. 
For the FCD task, Boeing retained full responsibility for preparing the resident programs of 
the two digital systems, short of the built-in-test and control panel interface service routines 
for the WWCS. This provided the necessary experience desired to understand the software 
development cycle in order to identify the procedures and documentation deemed necessary 
in the development of a flight-critical digital system. 

Software coding was directed and prepared by flight control system engineers with the 
aid of engineering programmers versed in assembly language programming. General Electric, 
the digital computer system hardware supplier, provided software development support 
through consultation, machine language indoctrination courses, and software preparational 
aids, i.e., assembler, linkage editor, and simulator software support packages. 
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6.1.1 ICPS Prügramniing 

Software preparation lor «he meren.ental control processor subsystem (ICPS) involves 
proin ".g oJly he control taw apphcafon funct.ons for the ICF^23 computer and the 
sS s 1 tion/failure detection parameter values for the SSFD funct.on m the computer 
^e a^e un t All other ICPS operations, mcludmg the redundancy management tuncfons, 
r ixed by the hardware architecture, wUh only a limited level of vanat.ons eas.ly nvde 

Jhrougif hardware changes; e.g., mput/output variable time slot select.on w.thm the 

processing iteration frame. 

An alterable core memory was used with the ICP-723 computer unit, permitting 
progr'n l^lg to be made via a punched tape input or manually through the program 
nr**t Prciram insertion dunng the FCD tas. ut.l.ed punchy ta^ ^™- 
or minor alterations made manually. The programmmg procedure lor the ^ntrol law 
Lc on followed the steps described in sect.on 3.2.1, HSASImplemenMlon V^jIC^ 
w th so tware control nla.ntamed through the establishmcn oi master ^urce dek^ 
Tlgorithm map documentation. Since the ICPS computer unit programmmg cons.st ol only 
tse functions dealing with the applicaUon control laws, memory usage durin, *• FCD 
task was covered by the memory summary information presented in table 3--. Out ot an 
viable 30r utb e memory locations, 1630 were utilised for the functions programmed, 

^ Ii: ^ Lstituted only a little over 50., of the ^^^' ^^T 
developed collectively required more algorithm times than the available 1-8 per itcrat.on. 

Prom-ammimi the ICP-723, as with most airborne compaters, required becoming very 
famnLr with tomputer's p.ticular programming language. Vo e.ficiently and ettect.vely 
C am tl ICP-723 however, requires that the programmer have a greater knowledgo 

r rdware operation than is generally the case for J"J^C» ^Ä^ 
general-purpose computer architecture, such as that associated with the WWC S. 1 his greater 
Sd' retirement is substantially offset from a control system engineer s v.ewpoin in 
that he ICP algorithm map structure permits an easy correlation overview betwe n the 
functions programmed and the functions defined by a system tunctional block diagram. 

Programming the failure detection parameters for the C1U SSFD function required 
progrlnir Programmable read only memory (PROM, devices. Six parameters (time 
TnSan thresholds and time delays) had to be set for each sensor signal type. This 
pCammirg was primarily a manual task where the specific memory dev.ee (plug-in, was 
3~ie^ anLasprograim.edutil^ 
for programming such devices. The support equipment did tauhtate punched a e 
programming of the device; therefore, a software support package was developed to gen rate 
a tapeTnd provide a hard copy (listing) of the parameter values. Reprogramming the 
pa metefmemory devices was a time consuming task for the limited number o input 
änaTs invest gated and the changes made, eight sensor signal types out ot a ^MclCVS 
capa ty o 64 A more efficient method of implementing the parameter values or changes 
should be developed if the ICPS is applied toward a production development program. 

Specifying the ICPS software would follow the same guidelines adopted for any digital 

airbo ne s' S (discussed in sec. 6.2). Documentation would ^^^^ 
which, in some ways, replaces a general purpose system requirement to have a macro now 

chart of the system software. 
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6.1.2 WWCS Programming 

Software (resident programs) of the whole-word computer subsystem (WWCS) provides 
a great deal of the system's operational and redundancy management conliguration 
definition. Software programs cover not only the application control law functions but also 
all the functions related to the basic executive structure of the processor program 
sequencing, signal selection/failure detection processes, failure mode determination, initial 
condition management, built-in-test administration, and the essential interactive system 
structure to interface the computer unit with the computer monitor and system status 
control units. As a result, the resident program for the MCP-703 computer unit memory 
began as many independent program development efforts, assigned to different engineer/ 
programmers, ultimately to be linked together and integrated with the hardware to become 
an operational fail-operative computer subsystem. 

Software specifications and development and control procedures, although discussed, 
were not established by appropriate documentation at the outset of the WWCS software 
development activity. Boeing maintained software development responsibilities for the 
WWCS executive, control law routines, redundancy management, and the system application 
preflight test program. General Electric developed the ground-support-equipment/control- 
panel service routines and the built-in-test program. Prior to the WWCS equipment delivery 
to Boeing, the executive was integrated with the GE-furnished software and became an 
operational element in the WWCS acceptance test. 

As part of the Boeing preparation for receiving and laboratory-evaluating the 
whole-word system, a software control procedure was established to go into effect two 
weeks after the arrival of the WWCS hardware. Such a procedure was instituted to exercise 
the questions pertaining to software control and to serve as an experience factor in 
determining the usefulness of such procedures. The following section presents the control 
procedures set forth, followed by a section that discusses the direct experience and 
observations derived. 

The total program capacity of the WWCS memory is 8192 words. Of this, the final 
WWCS resident program consisted of approximately 1800 words programmed by GE and 
4300 words programmed by Boeing. A dedicated section of memory (1024 words) was 
utilized for input/output variable and discrete data, with the remainder considered spare 
Figure 6-1 summarizes the final WWCS memory usage relative to the application programs 
developed under the PCD task. Although the entire input/output section is hardware 
dedicated through programmed ROM devices, less than 10% was utilized in support of the 
FCD application programs. 

Support software for programming the WWCS MCP-701 processor consisted of an 
assembler, linkage editor, and simulator (ref. I, sec. 6.4). The assembler and linkage editor 
are vital elements in the development of system software, especially when several 
engineer/programmers are coding separate but interrelated programs. The simulator, while 
generally effective in the debugging phase of software routines, has only limited use with 
respect to a triplex system's software development. The simulator is representative of only a 
single processor and cannot be used to debug code involving the exchange of information 
between triplex processors. For the FCD task, the simulator was used in the development of 
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the control law programs. Use of a simulator can be very expensive relative to the other 
support software items and alternate aids should be sought, the most effective being an 
actual computer very similar to, or a prototype of, the processor to be used in the triplex 
system. Another alternative is to phase (schedule) the hardware/software development tasks 
so that hardware is available to support software development prior to the total system 
integration effort. 

6.1.2.1 WWCS Laboratory Phase Software Control Procedure 

The software control procedure presented below was established to become effective 
shortly after the WWCS hardware was delivered. The reasons identified for adopting some 
form of control were: 

1)     To minimize the probability of incurring the following types of confusion while 
conducting the FCD laboratory evaluation of the WWCS: 

a) Source decks lost, destroyed, or inadvertently changed 

b) Program tape confusion 

c) Disc file chaos 

d) Mismatch of decks, listings, disc files, and tapes 

e) No central awareness of current software status 

2) To provide a working background from which recommendations can be derived 
for future programs 

Since a considerable amount of debugging and experimentation was anticipated during 
WWCS laboratory tests, considerable freedom was to be given the individual programmer/ 
experimenter while at the same time ensuring that untried or unwelcome changes did not 
pass into the controlled "Operational" deck. The baseline "Operational" deck would be 
proclaimed following WWCS startup in Seattle and integration of the FCD flight control 
functions into the software delivered with the hardware. 

WWCS Software Control Procedure Directive 

1) Software control board: This board will be made up of all members within the 
FCD group. One member, designated as chairman of the board, will have the 
following responsibilities: 

• Chair software control board meetings. 

• Designate "experimental" deck and "operational" deck numbers. Issue such 
numbers and new decks with concurrence of the program manager. 

• Oversee the WWCS software library. 

MM MMMMMM^MMH 
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2) 

•      Provide the central awareness of WWCS current software status. 

An PCD group meeting will be held weekly to review WWCS laboratory testing 
activity and to convene the WWCS software control board. The sottware control 
board library will retain up to two copies of the current operational source decks 
and listings, along with pertinent historical copies of outdated operational and 

experimental decks. 

Software organization; To minimize card handling during studies requiring several 
new assemblies, the software has been partitioned into five major blocks: 

Bootstrap load 

Executive block 

Redundancy management block 

BIT block 

Flight control block 

These blocks will be located in respective disc file locations on the IBM-360/37Ü 
systems having the WWCS support software. Each experimenter will generally be 
dealing with only one block and can, therefore, update a program handling only 
one block's worth of source cards. 

3) Library numbering system: The initial baseline operational system (deck) will be 
labeled P01 Subsequent control board designated updates will be P02, etc. Ihe 
initial experimental block(s) source deck will be designated X01 with subsequent 
experimental blocks labeled X02, etc. 

The P or X designator must be included in the TTL card of every processed 
program. The TTL card will appear as follows: 

TTLDOT/SST/FCDX18 

Use of the TFL cards in this manner places labels on the deck, listing, and disc 
file. Punched tapes must be labeled by hand, for example: 

X18 3-15-74 
New Overflow Protection 

4) Record keeping: Approximately 2 weeks after the arrival of the WWCS equipment 
in Seattle a baseline operational deck, listing, and appropriate disc tiles will be 
created. All will carry the P01 designation. The decks (cards) will be sequenced in 

columns 73-80. 
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At the weekly FCD group meeting, the software control board will approve and 
issue X numbered test decks, recording the tact in a test deck log (see fig. 6-2) 
along with the requestor's name and purpose. These decks will essentially be 
copies of the current P designated block or blocks requiring the TTLcrds to be 
changed to reflect the X designation (a most important step). 

For the duration of the particular X test, the programmer/experimenter is 
completely free to modify the X designated block(s) issued for that test. During 
the link edit process, the test block(s) should be placed in a scntch disc file since 
the block(s) permanent file will contain the latest P version. At the conclusion of 
the X study, the experimenter will report to the control board the study results 
and recommendations as follows: 

a) Close X: Study failed to produce desired result relative to error correction or 
improved configuration/performance benefits. The X test log entry will be 
closed out and the X source deck will be destroyed. 

b) Save X: Study produced qualified results; i.e., objectives of test were not 
completely met or the board withheld authorizing the proposed improve- 
ments from being entered into the operational P program. The X log will be 
closed out noting the study status or board action and the X source deck and 
listing will be retained in the WWCS software library. 

c) Update P: Study produced results that are desirable for error correction 
and/or configuration improvements. After board approval, a full review of 
the proposed change(s) will be made with respect to all other aspects of »he 
total operational program and outstanding X studies. After this has been 
completed, the X source cards will be upgraded to P on the TTL card and 
the appropriate permanent block disc file updated. An entry will be placed 
in the P log (fig. 6-3) reflecting the block(s) changed and the reason for the 
change. A copy of the preceding operational P source deck will be retained 
in the WWCS software library. 

6.1.2.2 WWCS Software Control Results 

In actual usage, some modifications to the above procedure were made. Because the 
WWCS was an experimental system and the laboratory testing at Boeing was to be the initial 
integration of the hardware/software, many last minute patch changes were made to the 
executive and built-in-test programs just prior to and during the equipment acceptance test. 
It was felt that these programs should be corrected (cleaned up) prior to issuing the first 
operational (POI) master program. A setback also occurred, following equipment delivery, 
in the scaling of the flight control law programs (simulator debugged routines) when it was 
recognized that the assumed input variable data (12-bit information) positioning in the 
memory buffer (16-bit word) was incorrect. In fact, instead of approximately 2 weeks after 
the arrival of the WWCS at the Boeing laboratory, the POI freeze did not occur until 6-1/2 
weeks into the laboratory phase, and then the built-in-test program was omitted to allow 
further uncontrolled corrections to be made. 
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The prubk-m thai immediately became apparent was that POl became nothing more 
than a reference point and not the working program tor the experimenter/programmer. All 
users wanted to use the latest test modules (Xül, X02, etc.) rather than P01. Thus, it was 
decided to place the latest X programs on the working disc tiles. This meant that the 
updaters of XOI, XÜ2, etc.. had to be very meticulous about their program checkout. Users 
who did not with to use the X files did have access to the POI program. This situation of 
using the X files worked well, but it must he recognized that during the FCD task only one 
engineer/programmer was assigned to each major block of software. If several programmers 
had been working on different sections of the same major module, the procedural change 
would not have been acceptable. 

A second problem arose with respect to the P programs relative to the calendar time 
involved for duplicating, sequencing, interpreting, assembling, and checking out an updated 
P designation. It became apparent that the creation of multiple 1* decks would adversely 
affect the FCD laboratory schedule so the impact was minimized by only producing two F 
versions, the initial P01 and a PU2 that was the integrated master program at the close of the 
WWCS laboratory experimentation. 

There were many benefits derived from the software control procedure exercise. No 
confusion arose over what versions of which program were where. The change documenta- 
tion allowed historical records of the changes made with respect to the POI program. No 
disc files were corrupted, and the TTL labeling scheme along with the date and time 
provided in the linkage editor output proved highly successful. Because of clear labeling, no 
confusion arose relative to the Mylar/paper tapes used in the laboratory. 

Probably the most important thing visualized from the software control procedure 
activity was recognizing that there are considerable costs involved in software control. 
Programmer productivity drops in order to actively retain appropriate records, and 
significant program (project) costs can be incurred in producing master program and 
experimental program duplicate decks, listings, etc. Such software controls should never be 
scheduled, therefore, until the program maturity and overall project schedule reflect the 
need for the benefits derived. In addition, it should be noted that the most rigorous 
software procedure can be defeated without cooperation and time allocated to exercise the 
control process. 

6.2 PROJECTED SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND CONTROL REQUIREMENTS 

The discussion that follows deals with the documentation requirements projected to be 
associated with the procurement of a digital flight control system. Digital system 
documentation differs from contemporary analog system documentation in that hardware 
descriptive information alone does not define the operational subsystem. Software, 
documentation that describes and records the functional program residing in the computer 
memory, must become a part of the system design description akin to schematics, circuit 
diagrams, and parts lists that describe elements of an analog system, or for that matter, that 
describe the digital system hardware. Therefore, in order to procure a flightworthy digital 
system that satisfies the user's specific performance requirements, the system software must 
be specified, developed, documented, accepted, and controlled in a manner similar to that 
now used for flightworthy hardware. 
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As with current analog flight control system procurements, a specification must be 
issued to define the standards to be followed for the hardware design, performance, 
fabrication, and acceptance testing. Where this often covered the system operational 
requirements as a result of the specified hardware functional organization, a supplemental 
specification will have to be issued for a digital system that covers resident software 
functional organization, programming standards to be followed, documentation, and 
acceptance testing. Such specifications will generally be the responsibility of the prime 
contractor, if the system is procured as an operational subsystem (versus procuring 
computers and developing a system in-house), the supplier would become responsible for 
delivering, along with the hardware, documentation which: 

• Describes the hardware 

• Describes the resident program 

• Provides the acceptance tests for both hardware and software 

Errors in the design of an analog system must be removed through careful analysis and 
laboratory testing of the system in parts as well as the whole. Digital system software, as 
such, will not pose a formidable risk in the development of a flight-critical system if 
standards and practices are used which are patterned after those currently in use to assure 
that an analog system does not have built-in design shortcomings. The following sections 
discuss possible approaches to the software specification (requirements document) and 
digital system acceptance tests. 

6.2.1 Software Requirements 

A software requirements document is the formal channel by which information should 
be passed to the digital system software supplier's programmer. Many requirements may be 
identical to specifications found in the hardware specification documentation and 
cross-references should be used rather than attempting to duplicate the requirement. 
Software requirements should address three areas: 

• Performance (operational) requirements 

• Design requirements 

• Test requirements 

The following subsections cover the first two areas with section 6.2.2 covering the 
third area, along with a discussion on software acceptance. 

6.2.1.1 Performance Requirements 

The performance requirements section of the software specification should present 
system definitions in terms of the function to be performed, provide block diagrams, and 
state hardware design details that may affect the software. Normally, flight control design 
specifications  provide   a block diagram  of the system  function  expressed  in  Laplace 
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transform (S domain) notation transfer functions, which usually read from left to right. This 
same information must be presented to a digital system programmer in such a way as to 
provide the following features: 

• Total unambiguity 

• Ease ol\omiminication between programmer and system engineer (who may be 
at widely separated locations) 

• Straightforward translation from the information provided to the actual program 

To accomplish this, it is suggested that special purpose block diagrams should be 
produced to contain the following information: 

• Elemental forms of all transfer functions 

• Complete logic equations 

• Complete mode control specifications for every integrator 

• Variable  names where an  observation  point is needed, or for gains or time 
constants 

•      Binary scaling 

If diagrams presenting this information are produced, then program flow charts as such may 
not be necessary, except for the system executive program. From this point, the special 
purpose diagram will be referred to as a "system diagram" to distinguish it from the more 
usual "block diagram." The five aspects of the system diagram are explained in greater detail 
below. 

Reduction to Elemental Forms-lhe reason for reduction to elemental forms is to 
force the engineer to visualize the system as it is implemented by software. This will be of 
great help to the engineer when the program is in the debugging stage, and it makes the 
programming task considerably easier. The particular elemental forms presented will depend 
on the algorithm chosen to represent transfer functions. For example, if the method of 
bilinear transform is selected, a generalized second-order transfer function would appear as 
shown. 

In S2 + 2|1a)1S + aJ1
2 

S2 + 2^2^2S + c022 

For parameter 
identification, refer to 
section 5.2.2.1. 

A K3 } I \ 

\ 
K2 1 - / 
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Complete Logic Equations~lht area of logic equations is usually one where 
specification to programmers is weakest. Two typical problems are: 

1) Are the switches of the latching type, and if so, what condition breaks the latch? 

2) Incomplete specification-e.g., "open for condition A, close for condition B." Can 
we ever have neither A nor B? if so, what then? Can we ever have A and B at the 
same time? If so, what then? 

If a set of Boolean logic equations using the operators AND, OR, and NOT are provided, 
then the problems are resolved. The information in a logic equation is readily programmed 
on a general-purpose digital computer. 

Mode Control for Every Integrator-It is very tempting for a programmer either to 
omit mode control where not specified or to invent his own. This is frequently a source of 
trouble and may be resolved by engineering specification of the conditions under which 
each integrator is allowed to run, reset, or hold. 

Assignment of Variable Na/Hes-Observation variables within the system diagram must 
be indicated by a special code, e.g.. 

( PSS73 } 

PSKF PSS73 

PSK5 

a. Observation Point b. Internal Signal Name 

Observation points must be chosen with a view to checkout and debugging of the system. It 
should be remembered that it is not easy to add observation points once the program is 
written and that observation points may add to the core size of the program. 

These and other variable names should be assigned on a basis similar to that shown by 
table 6-1. The programmer will, of course, assign additional names as the program is being 
written. It is neither necessary nor desirable that these names appear on the system diagram. 

Binary Scaling-ln a fixed-point machine, the number range that can be held by the 
computer is -1.0 < n < 1.0. Any attempt to produce a number outside this range will result 
in an overflow. Overflow is, in most circumstances, a failure condition that must not be 
allowed to occur. Overflow for some specific functions can be protected against through 
careful scaling. However, great care must be taken to specify these cases, or overflow 
protection schemes similar to those discussed in section 5.3 must be imposed. 

Input Requirements-This section should provide precise details of all inputs to the 
software system. The points to be covered are: 
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TABLE 6- 1.-WWCS PROGRAM SYMBOLOGY 

Symbolog\ I character 6 character maximum/4-character minimum 

guidelines 2-character system mnemonic 
1- or 2-character ft nction mnemonic 
1- or 2-character digit numerals                                                              j 

Example: system mnemonics \ Example- function mnemonics 

PS Pitch SAS FL Flag 

PE Pitch ECSS SW Switch 

PC Pitch control wheel steering S Signal 

RS Roll SAS SP Signal from past frame 

RE Roll ECSS RP Rate limit value (positive) 

RC Roll CWS RN Rate limit value (negative) 

YS Yaw SAS LP Position limit value (positive) 

AT Autothrottle LN Position limit value (negative) 

1        SE System executive L Position limit for symmetrical limiter 

SO System output DZ Symmetrical deadzone 

SI System input DP Deadzona + value 

SD System discrete DN 

K 

TC 

Deadzone - value 

Simple gain 

Time constant 

CN Fixed constant 

• Maximum signal range 

• Conversion factors from engineering units to volts to a binary number 

• Signal update rate 

• Maximum rate of change of signal 

• Number of significant bits input 

• Synchronous or asynchronous arrival of data 

• Maximum arrival rate (discrete inputs) 

Output Requirements-Jhis section should specify all constraints to be imposed on the 
output signal. The points to be covered are: 

• Maximum signal range 

• Conversion factors 

• Minimum tolerable update rate 
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• Number of significant bits to be provided 

• Maximum transport delay between arrival of input and production of core- 
sponding output 

6.2.1.2 Design Requirements 

This section should specify requirements that affect the design of the system. 
Examples of design requirements are language usage restrictions and subroutine structure. 
The following general remarks may serve as an example of some design requirements. 

The program listing itself should be considered to be a major part of the 
documentation of the flight control system. The programs should thus be modular, logical, 
and at least partially comprehensible to a nonprogramming engineer. The interfaces between 
the various subroutines and the executive should be as simple as possible, well described and 
documented. 

To do this, the program should make use of macros and subroutines wherever possible, 
which means that the chosen computer should have an assembler with macro capability 
available. Use of macros leads to very fast program checkout and facilitates program 
changes. Macros should be produced for such things as integrators, dead zones, rate and 
position limits, and the various first- and second-order transfer functions. In certain cases, 
use of macros for, say, integration means that different integration algorithms may be tested 
without changing the main body of the code. 

The programmer should make heavy use of comments especially to give scale factors. 
The purpose and call sequence of each subroutine should be commented at the head. Clever 
programming such as instruction modification should be avoided, but in those cases where it 
is expedient to use it, comments should be used for clarification. It should be remembered 
that the program will probably have to be modified at a later date by someone who is 
totally unfamiliar with the program. 

The flight control system should be separated into functional entities that should be 
coded as separate subroutines. Every subroutine will be called once per frame by the "main" 
vectoring program. The reason for this is that we may wish to control the rate at whicn one 
block operates with respect to another. This will be referred to as a multirate system. Each 
subroutine should have a frame control word associated with it containing two items 
of data: 

1) If we wish the subroutine to be executed every nth frame, this number (a) should 
be equal to "n." 

2) The starting frame number (b) should be less than or equal to "n." 

For example, 

• a = I, b = 1, means execute the subroutine every frame. 
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•      a = 5, b = 3, means that the wbfOUtiM is executed every litth frame starting on 
frame 3; i.e., on frames 3, 8, 13, etc. 

This system provides a high degree of flexibility and relieves the executive program of 
having to make decisions about execution of the subroutines. Each subroutine should create 
its own local version of the frame time interval as a Junction of the frame control word to 
account for multirate Iteration intervals. The global frame time interval should never be 
modified. 

If core space is available during a systems software development, and some kind of 
difference equation method is used, each subroutine should compute the Z domain equation 
coefficients directly from the time domain parameter values. These calculations need to be 
done only once and certainly not in the run mode. The advantage of this is that during 
checkout and system development, some changes to time constants may be made directly, 
and multirate experiments may be carried out with 'ery little change to the system. 

When the program has been declared operational, these calculations may be removed 
and the constants built into the program. 

6.2.2 Software Acceptance Test 

When a contemporary analog flight control system has been designed and fabricated, 
the product undergoes an acceptance test procedure, the single goal of which is to ensure 
that the system operates within specified tolerances. Tolerances must always be given 
because the system has been manufactured using discrete components which only 
approximate a nominal value or will drift from their nominal value with time. 

With a flight control system mechanized using general-purpose (whole-word) digital 
computers, the equivalent task should be split into two distinct categories: 

1) Acceptance test of the computer and its related hardware 

2) Software acceptance test 

The computer system hardware acceptance test is not discussed here other than to point out 
that hardware tests will usually involve some kind of executable software program. The 
flight control law program 'tself will generally be unsuitable for such testing because it will 
be inherently unable to create the worst case conditions to exercise the hardware. Hardware 
testing will have to be repeated for every system manufactured. In contrast, full software 
testing for a production system needs to be done only once, with the production memory 
verified against the master program. 

If the software is ever changed after the initial production version, further software test 
and acceptance would have to be conducted, an aspect that should be covered by the change 
control procedure. 
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Because of finite word length and computation speed, digital computers can only 
approximate desired performance m füght contro. applications. Tl;e=ed Per ormance 
and tolerances will have been specified m the software requirements document, and part ol 
the acce ümee test procedure will be to verify that the algorithms and programming 
methods used have created a system that meets the specifications and tolerances. 

A common aphorism is "there is no such thing as a checked-out program." 
Fortunatel this is not always true and in general it is most applicable to vast so twar 
sy" ems. The traditional method of program checkout is to prov.de known ^tot^ 
prog m under test and then to compare the output with an independently ^Iculat d (or 
conmuted) source. This testing method is designed to reveal errors in the program but even 
when the results are correct, it has not been established that the program .s correct. Th.s is a 

fine distinction, but an important one. 

What is needed is a new dimension for looking at the program. The computer sees the 
prognm s a series of executable instructions, but by actually reading the listings we can 
sweeMhrough the program from top to bottom by tracing variable usages, subroutine by 
slou ine -cro by macro, etc. To follow a program listing should not be d.tficul^ 
esp c 1 y f the program has been written in a modular manner and is clearly commented. A 
vmbo cross-reference table can be an invaluable aid in debugging since it traces out every 

usage if vry Jmbol in the program. For example, if a flag is created by a logic equation 
and used tw ce we should ex ect to see three usages in the symbol tabl. More or .ess than 
lee usages would be a reason to investigau« but would not necessarily md.cate an error. 

■ In short, the program listmg should be checked against the system ^«ck diagram 
(Which will contain many of the variable names) before any attempt .s made to check .t by 

the method of actually running it. 

The software test procedure should have the following objectives. 

• Ensure that all the elemental functions (switches, rate limits, etc.) are present and 

operating correctly. 

• Ensure that all the flight control system logic .s present and executing correctly. 

Ensure that the end-to-end performance is adequate in terms of resolution. 

Ensure  that  the end-to-end  performance  is adequate  in  terms of frequency 

response. 

• Ensure that there are no scaling errors of analysis or implementation. 

In theory, all of the test objectives could be met by the use of a ^"^tor- Ho^;^ 
Lu ation would not reveal potential problem areas such as interrupt timing and CPU-I O 
rra^nndth" whole procedure would have to be prefaced by a complete test of the 
tu aC For these reasons this approach is not recommended, an Kta «««d** 
soTware testing will be done using the flight control computer itself. The tollowmg 
approach is envisioned for laboratory testing the system software. 
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6.2.2.1 Elemental Function (Software Algorithni) Check 

If the flight control system is simple, then a complete check can be done by 
monitoring the normal outputs and applying known conditions to each input. Normally, 
however, the small effects being investigated will be masked by other elements in such an 
end-to-end test procedure. Thus, the capability to isolate each functional element within the 
rest of the flight control system and to force a known condition onto its input is needed in 
the software, bach elemental function should be checked using appropriate stimuli from a 
function generator (potentially a soitware function generator could be used) having the 
capability to produce: 

• Pulses of variable amplitude and duration 

• Ramps of variable slope 

• Sinusoidal signals of variable amplitude and frequency 

The functional generator output should, in general, be capable of being patched 
anywhere in the program. Similarly, the test output should be arranged in a general enough 
way that any cell in the program can be output and monitored. This is analogous to the 
provision of test points within conventional flight control equipment. 

To test the individual elements, every effort must be made to cover all possible 
conditions. It would be tedious to tabulate element types and suggest tests to be performed 
on each but, in general, signals of both positive and negative polarities should be used and 
amplitudes adjusted so that performance both within and outside limit values can be 
measured. 

6.2.2.2 Switching Logic Test 

In general, flight control system switching logic is done in three distinct stages: 

1) Create individual condition tlags. 

2) Combine condition tlags in a logic equation. 

3) Use the logic equation result to effect the operational state of the system. 

The first step is to check the conditions necessary to set a flag. Generally, this will be 
accomplished similarly to the way logic is tested in an analog system. Where possible, 
outside conditions will be set to bring about the condition(s) desired, and the state of the 
system will be observed to note the action expected from the logic equation. However, some 
logic functions will be internal to the software, and these functions must be checked in a 
modular fashion as an elemental function. This should preclude testing the logic equation 
for all permutations of the logic statements. 
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6.2.2.3 Resolution festing 

For this test, all input signals except one should be clamped, and the magnitude of 
input to produce a discernible (single bit) output change should be controlled. This 
procedure should be repeated for all relevant input signals using both polarities. The 
function output resolution should be less than or equal to those specified in a software 
requirements document. The purpose of this test is to observe the cumulative effect of 
cascading transfer functions, many of which may have linearity discontinuities (causing 
deadzone effects), depending on the implementation method and scaling used. 

6.2.2.4 Frequency Response Test 

For this test all input signals except one should be clamped and a small amplitude 
signal fed into the remaining input. The output will be measured, and gain and phase shift 
versus frequency of input will be plotted. The purpose of this test is to determine it the 
transfer function implementation method has produced any deviation from the ideal 
frequency response which is greater than that allowed by the specification in the software 
requirements doi ument. 

6.2.2.5 Binary Scaling Test 

The previous tests will have gofl« a long way toward testing for bad scaling, but a final 
series of tests should be run, designed to create maximum signals at critical points in the 
system. To do this at least two input signals would have to be used simultaneously. The 
input type (i.e., sine wave or step) that creates the worst condition will have to be 
established through analysis of the particular flight control system signal path(s). 
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7.0 1CPS FLIGHT TEST EVALUATION 

Supplemental to the ICPS laboratory evaluation covered by the FC'D task, the ICPS 
was tlight test evaluated in conjunction with the flight test phase of the advanced electronic- 
display system (ADbDS) task, task VI, of the SST Technology Follow-On Program. This 
tlight test program became part of a NASA terminal control vehicle (TCV) project, which 
included a contract with Boeing for a research support flight system (RSFS) installation on 
a NASA-purchased 737 airplane (contract NAS1-12122). This section presents a summary 
of the flight test program conducted with the ICPS. Further details are documented in the 
supplement,..! tlight test report issued as part of the aforementioned NASA contract. 

7.1 AGCS FLIGHT TEST CONFIGURATION 

The supplemental tlight test configuration represents a significant portion of the 
advanced guidance and control system (AGCS) implementation. Tiie Boeing-developed 
AGCS concept treats the composite task of navigation, guidance, display, and automatic 
tlight control on a system basis. The incentives for the AGCS approach, in lieu of traditional 
approaches, are the potentials for cost, performance, and safety improvements. 

AGCS hardware, figure 7-1, provides guidance and control functions for a commercial 
aircraft in the future air traffic control environment. The elements of an AGCS are sensors, 
con puters, servos, and cockpit displays and controls. The AGCS interfaces with the airplane 
primary flight controls, engine controls, electrical and hydraulic power, and with the 
flightcrew. 

The experimental AGCS implemented in the NASA B737-100 airplane (N51 SNA) for 
the supplemental tlight test experiments was configured from Government-furnished 
equipment used in the ADEDS and FCD programs, complemented with elements furnished 
by Boeing. The redundancy configuration was limited, therefore, in comparison with a fully 
redundant AGCS, to that which could be mechanized within the constraints of the available 
equipment and the existing airplane (fig. 7-1). 

The first distinction made in the AGCS is that of associating each function with its 
potential effect upon flight safety. A function (e.g., autoland) that, in the event of a failure 
in that function, could adversely affect short-term flight safety while it is in operation, is 
designated "flight-critical." Other functions that may suffer a failure without adversely 
affecting flight safety are designated non-flight-critical or noncritical. 

Noncritical functions of the experimental AGCS, performed by the Litton C-4000 
navigation computer and the GE display system, include: 

• Navigation 

• Map data generation 

• Display generation 
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1 
•      2D, 3D, 4D guidance 

• Command generation for display 

• Path error generation for steering 

• Altitude, flightpath angle, track angle select/hold 

• Airspeed select/hold 

• EPR limit control 

Flight-critical functions of the experimental AGCS were performed by the GE ICP-723 
triple redundant flight control processing system. They include: 

• Attitude control wheel steering 

• Velocity vector control wheel steering 

• Final approach track capture 

• Autoland-straight in segment 

• Failure monitoring and isolation 

Communication between the flight control computers and the navigation computer is 
via two digital serial lines and discrete lines. Three serial digital lines to and one from the 
display system ^arry the display data processed in the navigation computer, plus required 
mode control information. Figure 7-2 shows the inierface between the units. 

The AGCS mode select panel (MSP) interfaces with the flight control computers are 
triple-redundant discrete lines both ways. MSP communication with the navigation 
computer is on serial digital lines. 

Existing sensors in the airplane were interfaced with the navigation and flight control 
computers. Sensors were added to the experimental equipment to provide the required 
redundancy level for flight-critical functions, including a third ILS receiver and a complete 
set of triple pitch and roll rate gyros. A third air data computer was added to the airplane 
installation, and the CWS force sensors were made triply redundant. 

The onboard data acquisition system (DAS) provided for gathering of data of four 
different formats. Forty-seven analog signals could be recorded at any one time on FM tape 
recorders. All redundant sensor signals entering the flight control computers were 
reformatted and recorded on tape in digital form. For the ADEDS program, 32 words of 
data in the ARINC 561 format were recorded, and video recordings were made of the EADI 
and MFD displays. 
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7.2 FLIGHT CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 

The heart of the automatic flight control system, figure 7-3, is the GE 1CP-723 
incremental control processing system (1CPS). The ICPS is mounted in the flight control 
computer (FCC) pallet, figure 7-4. 

The hardware elements of the 1CP-723 computer system consist of the following 

12 units: 

1) Flightworthy Fquipment 

a) 1CP-723 computer (three) 

b) System interface unit (three) 

c) Program memory unit (three) 

2) System Support Equipment 

a) Program monitor unit 

b) Program loader unit 

c) System status and control unit 

The ICP-23 computer unit is a time-shared variable increment control processor with 
128 algorithms of on-line computational capacity. This measure of capacity reflects the 
incremental nature of the computation as well as the fixed iteration rate of the machine. 
"Algorithm" is a name for the computational operations that are performed by the 
time-shared incremental arithmetic section during a specified time interval during each 
computer iteration. A detailed description of the ICP-723 computer is presented in the 
system description document, reference 1, section 5.3. 

The computer contains extensive on-line internal monitoring. Parity checks and timing 
monitors are used to provide a comprehensive failure detection capability. In addition, 
computational overflow monitors are provided. 

The computer interface unit performs all input and output signal conditioning 
necessary for the computer to communicate with other elements of the system. In addition, 
it performs failure correction and monitoring on all inputs and outputs and provides a 
highly reliable timing signal to the computer. 

Sensor input data are first converted to digital form and then cross-fed to the other 
two channels on one-way serial data lines. Each individual input is failure detected with a 
cross-channel monitor that compares them in whole-word digital form, figure 7-5. The 
monitor is organized to process a maximum of sixty-four 16-bit two's complement serial 
binary words that represent 64 individual sensor inputs. All of the monitor hardware is time 
shared so that it is used 64 times within each computer iteration (163/sec.). 
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The failure monitor contains two tilters, two thresholds, and two time delays, and all 
six of these parameters can be tailored differently for each of 64 individual sensor monitor 
functions. Program memory for the monitor is contained in PROM devices. 

Following the monitoring functions, input data are failure corrected with a median 
value selector, figure 7-6. This accepts a digital whole-word input from each of the three 
channels and gives one output that is identical with the median value of the three inputs 
before the monitor has detected a failure. Following the detection of one failure by a sensor 
monitor, the output of the sensor selection function will be the average of the two 
remaining good channel signals for the affected signal only. This has no effect on all other 
signals, which will continue to be median selected in the normal fashion until a lirst lailure 
in one of them is detected. Following the second failure of a given sensor, second-failure 
information is generated to initiate appropriate shutdown switching. 

With this particular configuration, the computer and interface units operate redun- 
dantly independently so that a failure in a computer in any one channel does not cause the 
loss of the interface unit in the same channel, and vice versa. 

The program memory unit provides an electrically alterable program storage, which 
permits convenient and rapid reprogramming of the computer during the laboratory and 
flight test development phase of a program. 

The unit contains a 4K x 18-bit core memory that provides 256 algorithms of 
nonvolatile program storage. Timing, control, and input/output buffering are provided for 
the transfer of data to the computer, and also for read/write operations with the program 

loader unit. 

Sensor failures detected by the 1CPS an annunciated by type and channel on a sensor 
failure display, figure 7-7, on the flight control interface (FC1) pallet, figure 7-8. Local and 
first-failure states are also annunciated on the 1CP system status and control unit (SSCU), 
and first-failure state is annunciated to the pilots on the approach progress displays (APD). 

All interfaces between the FCC pallet and the rest of the AGCS, the airplane sensors, 
and the airplane servos are provided through t le FC1 pallet as indicated by figure 7-3. The 
types and number of sensor signals to XU f CC are listed in table 7-1. Strict electrical 
separation of redundant signals into channels A, B, and C is maintained for flight control 
functions in the FC1. Separate connectors are used for each channel and three isolated 
power sources are available. 

Signal conditioning electronics for the analog sensor signals and servo drive electronics 
for the servo commands to elevator, aileron, and stabilizer trim servos are located in the FCI 
pallet. Triplex monitoring of analog signals is provided through pushbutton selection. Test 
inputs can be inserted from a system test panel in the pallet, and test functions in radio 
altimeters, ILS receivers, and rate gyros can be remotely exercised and monitored from the 
pallet. Loss of valid signals from sensors used by the night control system is nagged on a 

display panel. 
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TABLE 7-1.-INPUTSENSORS 

Number 
of 

sensors 
Flight 

Critical Type Sensor 

Analog: Radio altimeter No. 1 1 X 

Radio altimeter No. 2 1 X 

Vertical acceleration 3 X 

Altitude rate 3 X 

Glide slope beam 3 X 

Localizer beam 3 X 

Pitch attitude 3 X 

Roll attitude 3 X 

Pitch rate 3 X 

Roll rate 3 X 

Column force 3 X 

Wheel force 3 X 

Pitch q 3 X 

Elevator position                . 2  (plus model) X 

Aileron position 2  (plus model) X 

Auto stabilizer trim potentiometer 1 X 

Rollq 3 X 

Pitch servo amplifier 

Roll servo amplifier 

Delta track X 

Digital Vertical path command 
Horizontal path command 

Delta track "A" X 

Delta track "B" X 

Delta track "C" X 

Groundspeed 3 X 

Delta track 3 X 

The FCI pallet houses a third ILS receiver with its control head and a complete set of 
triplex rate gyros for pitch and roll. A power distribution panel providing the triplex ac and 
dc power is located at the bottom. 

The third independent power source requires the use of the APU generator, figure 7-9. 
With the APU shut down, the third power reference source is powered from the No. 1 

airplane bus. 

A or B system hydraulics are selected with a switch on the AFCS engage panel. The 
servo configuration is always nonredundant (see fig. 7-3) and pitch and roll servo models in 
the FCI electronics, driven by the C channel computer interface unit, are used for servo 

monitoring. 
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The primary mode of operation with the ICPS is attitude control wiieel steering (ATT 
CWS). Once the ATT CWS mode is engaged, the pilot can select other automatic flight 
control modes through the AGCS mode select panel (MSP, fig. 7-10). The MSP controls the 
ICPS and the flight-critical control modes, through the four lower left-hand backlighted 
pushbuttons on the panel face. Behind each of these four buttons are triply redundant, 
electrically isolated switches for communication with each computer interface unit (C1U). 
Each of the three ClUs in turn lights one bulb in the appropriate mode button, making the 
mode annunciation triply redundant for flight-critical functions, which also include 
autoland (AUTO + LAND) and velocity vector control wheel steering (VEL CWS). 

Selecting the AUTO mode on the MSP, except in connection with LAND, accesses 
noncritical flight control modes performed by a navigation-guidance computer. 

7.3 FLIGHT TEST RESULTS 

7.3.1 Failure Monitoring 

The intent of the supplemental flight test program with respect to the sensor signal 
selection/failure detection (SSFD) functions was to observe and evaluate the system 
performance under various conditions. The sensor SSFD system was monitored throughout 
the entire flight program so that an evaluation could be made of the system throughout the 
flight regime in all autopilot modes, in all types of weather conditions, and in as many 
operational conditions as could be typified as normal airline operation. 

The sensor SSFD system is, generally speaking, a full-time monitoring system (with the 
exception of the ILS beam signals); therefore, performance of the system, in all flight 
conditions and autopilot modes is of interest since the airplane dynamics, and hence sensor 
signal characteristics, are somewhat dependent upon these conditions. 

While weather conditions are not a controlled parameter, specific interest is directed to 
sensor SSFD performance in turbulence since the short-term characteristics of certain 
sensors such as rate gyros, accelerometers, altitude rate sensor, and elevator and aileron 
feedback sensors are manifested during turbulence. The sensor SSFD system performance 
was monitored during the ADEDS flight testing and hence was subjected to what could b 
termed a cross sectional view of operational procedures. The system was monitored for a 
total of 76 flight hours and the nature of all failures was uncovered. 

Testing ihe failure detection system for known failures (programmed failures) was 
limited. The most critical type of failures (beam ramp failures) was tested, and the results 
show that failure detection is sufficient to prohibit undesirable maneuvers. 

Insufficient data were collected to determine the optimal programmed maneuver 
(fly-off) required to assure detection of a latent passive failure in an ILS receiver. The fly-off 
program tested was marginal and the traces show, at most, the typical minimum maneuver 
required to test for passive ILS receivers. 
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7.3.1.1 Description of Sensor SSFD tor Flight Test 

The basic sensor signal selection/failure detection function of the ICPS is described in 
section 5.1.1.3. This SSFD configuration contains six constants that can be selectively 
programmed to fit the characteristics of each particular type of sensor. Table 7-2 provides 
the detailed information of the final configuration of the programmed constants on all 
multiple sensor inputs used during the supplemental flight test program. Table 7-1 provides 
the status (flight-critical or noncritical) as well as the list and number of each type of sensor 
used in the system. 

Delta tracks A, B, and C are listed to show the mode and ROM select program for these 
inputs. The track angle signal selection/failure detection scheme is discussed in section 
7.3.1.1.1. 

Although radio altitude No. 1 and No. 2 constitute single sensor inputs, failure 
detection is- accomplished by cross-signal monitoring and the constants are programmed in 
dual on these inputs. Section 7.3.1.1.2 provides additional data on the radio altimeter 
monitoring scheme. 

Special treatment of the control surface servo actuator monitor for the flight test 
program is discussed in section 7.3.1.1.3. 

7,S. 1.1.1 Track Angle Monitoring and Signal Selection-The track angle error (ATKA) 
monitoring system is shown schematically in figure 7-11. Each ATKA reference signal (A, B, 
or C) is brought into the computer and stored in two different addresses. One address 
(algorithm time) is common to ail three inputs that go through the normal process of 
median selection, identified as A"/^. The monitor thresholds for this input are set 
relatively large to allow for maximum differences anticipated from asynchronous Schüler 
oscillations. A^Vjx* is common to all computers when not LOC ENG (i.e., in cruise modes); 
therefore, channel differences permitted by the large thresholds are not considered 
catastrophic. Prior to LOC ENG, A^^. A^GB', and A^GC' are all identical. All three of 
these signals are routed external to the computer to an input identified by A^QJ^J', which 
provides additional selection and monitoring. In the cruise mode, this additional process is 
redundant and serves no useful purpose except when a computer or interface unit 
should fail. 

When localizer is engaged (LOC ENG), the computer input reference for each channel 
is then incrementally switched to its corresponding ATKA input such that 

A^GA' = A^GM at LOC ENG + incremental changes in A^GA after LOC ENG. 

The anticipated difference between any two prime track angle errors (e.g., A^GA' - 
Al/'z-g') would then be the maximum Schüler rate times 2AT, where AT is the length of 
the approach time. The threshold level required to avoid nuisance trips for this latter case is 
reduced by a factor of 4 to 5, compared to the cruise situation where time is less bounded, 
permitting tighter monitor thresholds to protect against large track angle differences that, 
during approach, could prove to be catastrophic. In summary, the criterion for setting the 
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monitor tliresliolds tor A^^;^' is determined by the airplane pertormance in a failure mode 
rather than tlie avoidanee of nuisance trips due to high Schüler rate ditlerences. 

7.J. 1.1.2 Radio Altimeter Monitoring and Signal Selection The additional failure 
monitor provided by the ICP-723 for the radio altimeters (R/A) is shown in figure 7-12. The 
basic R/A monitor b provided in the R/A itself, which provides a flag warning (R/A 
VALID) that is also used in the ICP-723 (fig. 7-13). The failure monitor provides additional 
protection in case an R/A input is lost at the ICP interface and yet the R/A indicates a valid 
input. This additional monitoring is conveniently provided since the algorithm time is 
already dedicated to the altimeter input. This scheme utilizes cross-channel monitoring 
between R/A No. 1 and No. 2. The additional monitoring does reduce R/A No. I and No. 2 
reliability since A CIU and BC1U are within the signal input loop. Table 7-3 shows the 
failure modes where second fail could occur because of A or B CIU failure and a nuisance 
flag on the alternate R/A. 

TABLE 7-3.-SYSTEM/RADIO ALTIMETER FAILURE STATUS 

Loss of 
No. 1 R/A 

valid 

Loss of 
No. 2 R/A 

valid 

A CIU 
fail 

BCIU 
fail 

CCIU 
fail 

Signal 
selected 
at No. 1 

input 

Signal 
selected 
at No. 2 

input 

0 0 1 0 0 Average No, 2 

0 0 0 1 0 No. 1 "Vverage 

0 0 0 0 1 No. 1 No. 2 

1 0 0 0 0 No. 2 No. 2 

0 1 0 0 0 No. 1 No. 1 

1 0 1 0 0 No. 2 No. 2 

1 0 0 1 0 Second F Second F 

1 0 0 0 1 No. 2 No. 2 

0 1 1 0 0 Second F Second F 

0 1 0 1 0 No. 1 No. 1 

0 1 0 0 1 No. 1 No. 1 

Figure 7-13 shows the signal selection path in any given CIU for the R/A input. R/A 
No. I is wired to No. I input (algorithm time 16) on A and B ClUs and to No. 2 input 
(algorithm time 18) on CCIU. R/A No. 2 is wired to No. 2 input on A and B ClUsand to 
No. 1 on C CIU. Consequently, in any given CIU on either No. 1 or No. 2 input, the C input 
will originate from the alternate R/A. 

7.3.1.1.3 Servo Monitoring The original servo monitor configuration used at the 
beginning of the flight test prograii is shown in flpm 7-14. The servo position signal was 
compared to the servo model feedback as shown in figure 7-15. Thus, the failure monitor 
indications were either no failure or a C channel failure. A C channel failure simply 
indicated that there was disagreement between the position feedback and the servo model. 
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Because of nuisance failures in the autopilot disengage mode and the inability to reset 
the failure monitor in the disengage mode when the position feedback was a nonzero value 
greater than the trip threshold, the configuration was changed to that shown in figure 7-16. 
This latter configuration bypassed the iCP computer in the disengage mode (allowing for 
computer reset at any time) and also increased the model servo loop gain by a factor of 10 
to reduce the lag between the model and the position feedback to avoid nuisance failures in 
the disengage mode. 

A second tracking relay K2 (operated on AHET logic, fig. 7-16) is incorporated to 
provide monitoring for relay Kl to ensure switchover to the ICP at AEE to provide active 
servo monitoring in the engaged mode. Otherwise, a latent failure in relay Kl could occur in 
the AEE position, and the monitor would never trip. 

7.3.1.2 Evaluation Criteria 

Many of the failure monitor prameter and signal selection configuration studies of the 
more critical sensors were conducted with computer simulations prior to the flight test 
program. The general guidelines adopted during these studies to arrive at a flight test 
configuration were that the signal selection and failure monitor system should be such that: 

1)     A sensor failure shall be detected (a failed senior is defined is one that will not 
pass a bench test when tested according to the vendor specifications). 

2) A sensor failure during an approach shall not put the airplane in a critical attitude, 
cause an excessive path deviation, or cause excessive g maneuvers. (G maneuvers 
due to failures were kept below 0.1 g.) 

3) Nuisance failure indications shall be kept to a minimum. 

Nuisance failure indication evaluation during flight test began with observing failure 
indications and determining the cause or contributing factor leading to them. Changes could 
then be made in system configuration or failure monitor thresholds for further evaluation. If 
failure indication of a nuisance natur." could not be kept to an acceptable level while 
adhering to safety guidelines, then the system would be deemed inadequate. 

Failure detection capability was to be evaluated from two aspects: 

I)     Would the failure monitor detect a known failure? 

2) Was the airplane maneuver safe in all respects during a critical failure inj 
subsequent automatic autopilot disconnect? 

injection and 

Adequacy or need for programmed maneuvers to test for passive failures was to be 
on the basis of failure detection of known sensor failures during such a maneuver and 
reviewiii^ the consequences if there was no detection of failure. 
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7.3.1.3 Test Procedure 

No special procedure was adopted to test for nuisance failures. The system was 
monitored throughout the (light test program in all modes of operation, flight conditions, 
and environmental conditions encountered. Flight notes were maintained on all failure 
indications observed during the flight test. 

Fly-off maneuvers for both the pitch and lateral axes were programmed into the 
respective control laws during the ILS approach to ensure detection of passive ILS receiver 

failures. 

The locali/.er and glide slope receiver monitors were inhibited when not in autoland 
arm state to avoid nuisance failure indications due to intermittent losses of receiver vahds 
when out of range of the ILS transmitters. If the autoland mode was armed prior to a 
predetermined minimum beam error threshold, the fly-off maneuver was inhibited lor the 
respective axis If the autoland mode was armed below the minimum threshold, the fly-oü 
would be initiated for the corresponding axis. The procedure for testing the adequacy ol the 
fly-off maneuver was to fly the airplane manually below the minimum thresholds (as near 
track center as possible in both axes), fail one ILS receiver by pulling the circuit breaker, 
and then select the autoland mode. The fly-off maneuver would then be initiated, and Ü the 
maneuver was adequate, a first failure indication would be caused by the intentionally tailed 

receiver. 

One failure mode that could conceivably be critical occurs when one receiver has 
failed the signal selector averages the remaining two beam error signals, and a second 
receiver ramps off at a rate undetected by the washout filter threshold detector. The 
airplane will deviate from the beam center at a rate equal to the ramp failure rate and will 
continue to do so until the autopilot is disconnected and ihe pilot takes over. 

The procedure adopted to test this case was to capture the beam and allow the airplane 
to acquire beam center, insert a hardover failure in one channel in the axis to be taulted, and 
then inseif a low ramp rate such that the second failure detection would occur at 
approximately flare altitude. The second failure indication would automatically disconnect 
the autopilot, thereby reverting to a manual takeover. Camera data were taken during the 
last 400 ft of altitude to touchdown to record path deviation. The failure monitor was then 
evaluated on the basis of maximum path deviation encountered during the test case. 

7.3.1.4 Evaluation Results 

Significant data acquired during the supplemental flight test program for evaluating the 
SSFD system are provided in table 7-4 and figures 7-17 through 7-20. 

Attempts to evaluate the system were made from three aspects: 

I)    Nature and frequency of nuisance problems due to low thresholds 
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2) Capability of the failure detection system to detect critical failures (a critical 
failure being one that could lead to a catastrophic event if not detected soon 
enough) 

3) The need for and adequacy of programmed fly-off maneuvers during an autoland 

Table 7-4 provides a list of all the failure indications encountered during the flight test 
program. All failure indications are listed because their appearance during flight test took on 
the nature of a nuisance failure whenever their immediate cause was not readily apparent. 
Even when the cause of a failure indication was known, the frequency of occurrence would 
give rise to a degree of annoyance. 

Continued monitoring of failure modes led to the correlation of occurrences and 
contributing factors of some sensor failures shown in the table, while others were not 
coirelated until recorded flight test data were reviewed subsequent to the flight test 
program. 

The most critical failure conceivable in an autoland mode is the ILS receiver ramp 
failure. The data resulting from tests of such failures are shown in figures 7-17 and 7-18. 
Each figure is marked to show: 

1) Beam ramp failure rate 

2) The altitude the failure was injected 

3) The point at which second failure (autopilot automatic disconnect) occurred 

Evaluation of the fly-off maneuvers programmed into the autoland control laws to 
check for ILS receiver passive failures was based on two factors; 

1) Did the fly-off maneuvers detect a passive receiver in every instance? 

2) Was the airplane maneuver excessive or did it cause any adverse residual effects? 

Figures 7-19 and 7-20 provide pertinent traces showing the typical maneuver during and 
after a fly-off. The point in time where the failure was detected for each axis is also 
indicated. 

7.3.1.5 Failure Monitoring Flight Test Conclusions 

The high degree of correlation between cause and failure indications shown in table 7-4 
provides a good basis for determining the corrective measures required. As can be seen from 
the table, there are only three suspect sensors that may provide nuisance failures in the 
future. 

1) The localizer receiver gradient error failure indication should be eliminated. 
Provisions exist in the threshold levels to permit a 12% gradient error between 
two receivers at 2.5° beam error. This allows for a worst case error of 5% for each 
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receiver and \% lor each interlace card. If the icceivers and their corresponding 
interface equipment are kept within performance specification, no problem 
should exist. If nuisances manifest themselves in this area, a more specihc cause 
for gradient error needs to be determined. 

2) The aileron monitor threshold is apparently marginal and subject to nuisance 
failures in turbulence when experiencing high roll accelerations where the phase 
difference between the model and the aileron gives rise to dynamic errors that arc- 
detected by the washout filter threshold. Increasing the washout filter threshold 
ean be the solution. The upper limit was previously dictated by the loss of 
feedback on the interface card. Loss of feedback involves the loss ot one specihc 
resistor (feedback resistor) on the servo loop printed circuit card. An alternate 
means for monitoring the integrity of this resistor path could be developed to 
allow raising the washout threshold. 

3) Altitude rate (HDOT) the threshold levels for this sensor were cnosen primarily 
on the basis of nuisance failures; however, the true nature of the differences was 
not properly understood prior to the flight test program. The consequences ot 
raising the dynamic threshold to a level above nuisance threshold are not readily 
apparent. The most critical failure of HDOT would be during or immediately 
prior to flare. The nature of the failure could be similar to that of a beam ramp 
failure (i e., HDOT ramp failure). HDOT divergence would be critical during Hare 
when the glide slope beam integrator is removed. Therefore, raising the threshold 
levels is not recommended without further simulation studies. It may be necessary 
to change the algorithm for the HDOT sensor input if the high altitude nuisance 
avoidance requirements are incompatible with the flare mode failure protection. 
The problem may be resolved from the sensor standpoint either by balancing the 
loads or otherwise compensating for the pitot static source differences. 

Figures 7-17 and 7-18 show that the most critical types of system ramp failures (low 
ramp rate) are all detectable without causing undesirable system errors or maneuvers. 

An insufficient number of fly-off maneuvers were tested with passive receiver failures 
to determine the effectiveness of the maneuver. It is obvious from the traces (fig. 7-19 and 
7-20) that the lateral maneuver is marginal at most and the vertical fly-off was insufticient in 

the first case. 

From the aileron, roll, and track angle traces, it can be seen that there is a residual 
10-sec low amplitude oscillation that is not otherwise present. The glide slope trace appears 
to manifest the same tendency to oscillate; however, these data were taken where the true 
pattern of the ILS path was not generally without clutter. The data are insuthcient to 
determine effectiveness or objectionableness of the fly-off maneuvers. 
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7.3.2 Autoland Performaiue 

The autoland performance experiments during the supplemental flight test period had 

the following purposes: 

1) Initial adjustment of pitch, roll, and thrust control laws for the automatic ILS 
capture, track, and touchdown phases, developed on the simulator, to achieve 
optimum performance with the actual airplane in flight 

2) Collection of autoland performance data for a wide range of environmental and 
procedural conditions to form a data basis on which to judge system performance 
during normal operation 

Eighteen performance evaluation approaches were flown against a ground-based camera data 
system with a limited number of environmental conditions encountered. A satisfactory 
configuration of the flare control law was not established before the end of the 
supplemental flight test period. Therefore, data on longitudinal touchdown dispersion were 

inconclusive. 

Satisfactory ILS tracking performance was evidenced in both pitch and roll with lateral 
touchdown dispersion acceptable despite the presence of a lightly damped lateral 

path mode. 

7.3.2.1 Configuration Description 

The configurations of the pitch, roll, and airspeed autoland control laws arrived at after 
the initial checkout and adjustment flights are shown in block diagram form on figures 7-21 

through 7-23. 

7.3.2.1.1 Pitch Autoland Control^ properly armed for cap;ure, the autoland 
function,"figure 7-21, assumes control in pitch when the vertical beam sensor detects less 
than ±0.108° glide slope error signal level. The balance between a composite altitude rate 
signal and the glide slope signal, the magnitude of which decreases as the aircraft approaches 
the center of the beam, forces a pitch maneuver into the glide slope beam, nose down or 
nose up depending upon the capture being from below or from above beam center. The 
beam tracking mode is engaged 10 sec after the initiation of the capture. A composite beam 
error signal is formed through a 15-sec complimentary filter on the raw beam error plus a 
computed beam error rate, formed by the composite altitude rate minus a nominal sink rate 
compensated for actual groundspecd. The raw beam error signal is gain scheduled with radio 
altitude to compensate for beam convergence as the aircraft approaches the transmitter. A 
parallel integral path operates on the beam error signal. 

The composite altitude rate signal is formed by complimentary filtering barometric 
altitude rate and vertical acceleration from the INS with a time constant of 16 sec. 

The path error signal from the above computation is summed with vertical acceleration 
and washed out pitch rate to form the elevator command for the ILS capture and 

track mode. 
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The autoinatic Hare mode is designed to decrease and maintain the sink rate to 2 ft/sec 
from 5 ft of altitude to touchdown. The flare is initiated at an altitude that depends on the 
actual sink rate; the 10-ft/sec flare starts at 40 ft. 

7.3.2.1.2 Roll Autolunü Control-The lateral 1LS capture mode, figure 7-22, is initiated 
when the lateral beam sensor detects less than ±2° of localizer deviation. Beam error and 
track angle error relative to the runway centerline then control the aircraft to the center of 
the beam Hying a track parallel to it. 

The capture mode is terminated and the on-course mode is entered when beam error, 
computed beam rate, and bank angle are all within specific limits, in the on-course mode, a 
composite beam error signal is formed through complimentary filtering of beam error and 
track angle error, which is proportional to beam rate. The complimentary filter time 
constant is 20 sec. 

An integral path for the beam error signal is also active in the on-course mode. Radio 
altitude is used for gain scheduling the beam error signal to compensate for beam 
convergence as the aircraft approaches the transmitter. A variable limit on the beam signal, 
to limit the effect of a ground station hardover failure, is also scheduled as a function of 
radio altitude. 

The composite beam error, the straight beam error integral, and track angle error form 
the bank angle command, which is rate- and magnitude-limited to 40/sec and 10°, 
respectively, in the on-course mode. During flare, the bank angle command is further limited 
to 5°. 

7.3.2.1.3 Airspeed Autoland Control-The airspeed control function, figure 7-23, 
captures and holds the calibrated airspeed selected by the pilot on the mode select panel. At 
30 ft of altitude an automatic flare mode is initiated to retard the throttles with a variable 
rate, dependent upon the amount of overspeed as measured by the computed angle of 
attack at 30 ft. 

The longitudinal component of wind shrar is detected by comparison between true 
airspeed and integrated longitudinal acceleration. A bias signal is summed to the acceleration 
feedback to offset the unwanted effect of the inertial feedback in the presence of 
wind shear. 

7.3.2.1.4 Autoland Evaluation Procedure-The autoland performance was evaluated for 
beam tracking accuracy, touchdown accuracy, and other dynamic characteristics related to 
ride quality and pilot acceptance. 

1) Beam tracking accuracy: both the FAA requirements of AC 120-29 and 
Boeing-developed maneuver criteria were applied to the beam tracking per- 
formance. 

2) Touchdown accuracy: the Boeing-developed footprint criteria were applied to 
airplane position and rate behavior in pitch and roll from 100 ft altitude to flare 
and touchdown, respectively. FAA touchdown criteria are defined by AC 20-57A. 
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3) Other characteristics: dynamic characteristics, such as control activity, maneuver 
and tracking smoothness, touchdown behavior, and mode switching transients, 
were subjected to pilot evaluation. 

To evaluate system performance against the above criteria, standard coupled ILS approaches 
to touchdown, with autothrottle control of airspeed, were conducted. Metric cameras were 
used to record airplane position every other second from approximately 400 ft of altitude 
to touchdown. Through postflight data processing, position data from the metric cameras 
were mixed with inertial data recorded onboard to yield continuous traces of airplane 
position relative to the runway through touchdown. 

Table 7-5 summarizes 18 performance approaches to the camera instrumented runway. 
All of these approaches were conducted with 40° flaps, autothrottle, and yaw damper on 
with the fully redundant sensor configuration. 

Localizer capture conditions covered intercept angles from 90° to less than 15* and 
capture ranges from 4 to 9 miles from the runway threshold. 

Reported wind conditions at the airport during the listed tests included 8-kt headwind 
components, 10-kt tailwind components, and 8-kt crosswind components. Strong windshear 
conditions on approach were not encountered during these test conditions. 

7.3.2.1.5 Flight Test Evaluation Results-lab\z 7-5 summarizes test conditions, 
touchdown points, and maneuver equation averages (MEA) between 350 and 50 feet of 
altitude for the 18 performance approaches. The longitudinal touchdown reference is the 
location of the glide slope antenna, and lateral reference is the runway centerline. 

During the first eight approaches, the flare control law was still being adjusted. The 
longitudinal touchdown dispersion is therefore not representative of one single configura- 
tion. For the last 10 approaches, the lo value for the longitudinal touchdown was 331 ft 
about a mean of +237 ft. 

The lateral lo value for all 18 approaches was 8.0 ft about a mean of +2.7 ft. 

Figures 7-24 and 7-25 show the last 200 sec of raw sensor data from four 
representative approaches, including one very close-in capture 4.5 miles from the runway 
with 60°localizer intercept, approach No. 3. These plots were compiled by a computer using 
an automatic scaling feature; the scales therefore vary between similar plots. The FAA 
tracking requirements on localizer and glide slope beams are indicated on these plots. 

For the conditions evaluated, the beam tracking capabilities in both roll and pitch are 
well within the FAA-required 35/25 M and 35 MA/12 ft, respectively. The MEAs from 350- 
to 50-ft altitude shown in table 7-5 also indicate substantial margins to the Boeing-proposed 
maneuver equation criteria, which require less than 60-ft lateral deviation below 100 ft of 
altitude and less than 16-ft vertical deviation below 180 ft. 
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Despite the presence of lightly damped modes, as evidenced by the reduced data, the 
performance traces of the 18 approaches are well collected in the center of the 
footprint plots. 

■ 

Although only a limited number of conditions have been tested, data indicate that the 
lateral touchdown dispersion is acceptable but can be further improved through optimiza- 
tion of the lateral path damping. 
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TABLE 7-5.-SUMMARY OF AUTOLANDS 

Localizer capture 
Reported wind 

component Touchdown point MEA 

Angle (deg) 
Distance (mi) 
from runway C'-RL!:,' 

Head (+) 
Tail  (-)     | 

Lon 
(ft) 

Lat 
(ft) 

Lon 
(ft) 

Lat 
(ft) 

1 
2 
3 

30 
45 
60 

8 
4 
4.5 

(n) 
(n) 
(n) 

-8 
-10 
-9 

253 
505 
676 

-1.4 
9.9 

-2.2 

2.2 
3.1 
1.7 

4.1 
12.1 
8.3 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

15 
30 
45 
60 
90 

4 
6 
7 
8 
7 

-3 
-3 
-3 
-3 
-3 

(n) 
(n) 
(n) 
(n) 
(n) 

454 
405 

1040 
1344 
532 

6.4 
3.9 

-5.1 
9.0 

-5.6 

2.8 
2.9 
3.3 
4.3 
5.3 

9.7 
7.4 
5.1 
6.3 
8.5 

9 
10 

30 
30 

8 
9 

+2-5 
+2-5 

(n) 
(n) 

-128 
449 

7.8 
-2.6 

2.8 
3.7 

5.8 
6.3 

11 15 4 +5 (nl - 28 5.4 4.9 13.7 
12 
13 
14 

30 
30 
30 

9 
9 
9 

+1 
+7 

+13 

-1 
-10 
-13 

-145 
- 23 
- 47 

16.2 
-5.1 

-12.5 

2.6 
4.5 
3.7 

10.1 
9.9 
5.4 

15 
16 
17 

30 
45 
45 

8 
8 
8 

+8 
+8 
+8 

+8 
+8 
+8 

756 
450 
388 

8.0 
-5.4 
2.7 

4.2 
3.6 
4.4 

4.9 
7.7 
2.8 

1 18           30 8 - +4 701 \    18.4     |   4.5 8.5 
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APPENDIX A 

SIGNAL SELECTION/FAILURE DETECTION 
FUNCTION CHARACTERISTIC ANALYSES 

A.l SIGNAL SELECTION NOISE CONSIDERATIONS 

From the statistical theory for ordered random variables we find that: 

oo 

oo        y 

PfX   v,. . = Bin—CT I       I     xyf(x)f(y)lF(x)li-1 [l-F(y)]n-j 

(FCy^-FCx)]^1  dx dy 

where 

f(x) 
W 

\f*i.Tl 0,, 

F(x)     -    f 
x 2a z 

1 s 

- e dt 
N/TTT a,. 

and X( y X(2),. •., X(n) are observations drawn from a normal distribution with a standard 
deviation of as and arranged in ascending order of magnitude. 

For n = 3 (triplex system) the variance (E | X^) \) of 

X(1)    =      0.559467 as
2 

X(2)    ■      0.448671 as
2 

X^)    =      0.559467 as
2 
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the covariances (E [X/JJX/:J| ) of 

X(1)X(2) 

X(1)X(3) 

0.275665 at. 

0.164868 oc 

X(2)X(3)     =      0--75665 os- 

and the means (E IX/:\1) of 

X (1) 

x (2) 

(i)1 

-0.84628 os 

0.0 a, 

0.84628 «v A(3)     ■       -—-s 

Since the variance is the square of the standard deviation 

oX (1) 

oX (2) 

aX (3) 

0.747975 oc 

0.669829 a. 

0.747975 ac 

The density functions of the standard (Xs) and the normal approximations to the 
lowest extreme (X(| \), middle or median (XpJ, and the largest extreme (Xß)) are qualita- 
tively illustrated in figure A-l. 

FIGURE A-1.-DENSITY FUNCTIONS OF STANDARD, EXTREMES, AND MEDIAN 
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E = 

The variance of the average of the three /oA32\ can be found by considering 

(xn) + x(^x^-|=i|E(X(i)2) + 2F(X(i)X(2)) 

+ E(X(2)2) ^EIX^X^,) 

+ MX(3)2)   +2MX(3)X(1))| 

= 0.333333 as
2 

and the mean (^3) by considering 

X(l) + X(2) + X(3) = i|E(x(1))+E(X(2))+E(x(3))]=O.Oas 

The standard deviation of the average of three (0^) is thus 0.577350 os. 

The density function lf(XA3)l of the average of three is qualitatively illustrated in 

figure A-2. 

if(xA3' 

FIGURE A-2.-A VERAGE-OFTHREE DENSITY FUNCTION 

The distribution function |F(XA3)] is the probability that the random variable, in this 
case the average of three (X^), will be less than or equal to any arbitrary value (from ■« 
to ») and is the integral of the density function [f(XA3)] from -«> to that arbitrary value. 
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The probability tliat the absolute value of XA3 will exceed some arbitrary value XH can be 
obtained by summing the integrals of fCX^) from ■" to -Xg and from H-XJ: to -H» 

The probabilities that the absolute value of the standard (Xs), the median (XM), and 
the average of three (XA3) will exceed any arbitrary value from 0 to 3.5os are roughly 
plotted in figure 5-2. 

A.2 FAILURE DETECTION CONSIDERATIONS 

The means and standard deviations of the density functions for (one extreme minus the 
median) and (one extreme minus the average of three) can be determined similarly to the 
average-of-three determination by considering 

H|(X(1)-X(2))2] = 0.45682as
2 => öE.M ■ 0.6759as 

E(X(1)-X(2))       = 0-846as = ^E-M 

and 

E bd)-^)2]  = 0.22614as
2=> aE.A3 - 0.4755os 

E(X(irXA3)      " 0-846os = ^E-A3- 

The resulting density functions are qualitatively illustrated in figure A-3. 

*% 
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FIGURE A-3.-DENSITY FUNCTIONS-(EXTREME-MEDIUM) AND 
(EXTREME-AVERAGE OF THREE) 
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The p:obability that the absolute value of Xg.^3 will exceed an arbitrary value Xp can 
be obtained, as before, by summing the integrals of f(Xp.A3) from -<» to -Xp and from +Xp 
to +00. The probabilities that the absolute value of the differences [(extreme minus the 
median) and (extreme minus the average of three)] will exceed arbitrary values from 0 to 
3.5os are plotted in figure 5-3. 

A3 SSFD FAILURE RATE CONSIDERATIONS 

The reliability of a voted triple-channel system relative to the failure probability of the 
voter and the channel elements can be determined assuming the following configuration: 

where 

Fc   ■ probability of channel failure 

Fv   ■ probability of voter failure 

Let the total probability of failure be Fj and let Fs be the probability of a system failure; 
i.e., the probability of failure of at least two channels of a three-channel system. If Fc is 
small, Fs can be expressed as: 

FS = (FC)3 + 3(1-FC)FC
2-3FC

2 

then 

FR(1-FV) + (1-FR)FV + FRF R'rv"rrRrv 

•FR + FV.3FC^F, 

Now letting Fv = £!FC, where /3 is a percentage value: 

FT = 3FC
2+|3FC-(3FC + 0)FC 
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The ratio FT/FC becomes 

FT 

v    = 3 Fc + ^ 

The plot of this function is presented in figure 5-17. 
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APPENDIX B 

BIUNEAR TRANSFORMATION LINEARITY CHARACTERISTIC 

Section 5.2.3 states that the basic bilinear transformation method (Tustin's substitu- 
tion) presents unacceptable steady-state response characteristics. An analysis was conducted 
to determine the cause of the linearity irregularities. A summary of the results of this 
investigation is presented below. 

A block diagram of the bilinear implementation of a second-order filter is shown in 
figure B-l, where the Xn, Yn, Aj, and Bj values are expressed in digital (binary) 15-bit 
significants and the summation is accumulated at double precision (31-bit word length, plus 
sign). Neglecting any error in the coefficients Aj or Bj and assuming that the product 
summations are error free, the only error expected within the bilinear transformation 
process would be in the quantization of the final summation. This quantization error is 
denoted as E0 in figure B-l. Now assuming that the correct output Yc is different from the 
actual output Yn, their difference can be expressed as: 

lYn-Yc|- lYE|- 1 +B1
0+B: 

Substituting the original continuous domain coefficients for B| and B2 (refer to section 
5.2.2.1, equation (5-18) yields: 

IYEI = Eo h i *d 

(codT)2     wdT 

-Eo" 
("dT^ 

Figure B-2 illustrates the quantization error on the second-order filter output Y as a 
function of the filter natural frequency Wj and sample period T. This plot shows that the 
linearity error increases as the filter natural frequency and/or sampling period is decreased. 
This relationship can be observed for the bilinear implementation of the HSAS A and B 
filters steady-state responses shown in figures 5-33 and 5-34, respectively. The B filter has 
the lowest natural frequency and thus exhibits the greatest linearity errors. The same trend 
was substantiated in the laboratory for changes in the sampling period. 

Since the quantization error is a function of the coefficient significants and final 
summation significants, longer word length computations would reduce the linearity error 
of the basic bilinear transformation filter implementation. The quantization error Ey would 
decrease as a power of 2 for each bit increase in word length. 
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100000 Eo 

10000 Eo 

1000 Eo - 

100 Eo- 

10 Eo 

Eo = Assumed quantization 
error (ref. fig. A-1) 

FIGURE B-2.-LINEARITY ERROR ESTIMATE 
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Mach 
number 

Dynamic 
pressure 

-1 

Gain schedule Rr 

TÖÖ        600        1000   ^1400 
g _5c(PSF)        V- 
.4    .8   TT1.6 2^ 2.4 2.8 

Mach No. 

Gain schedule 6H 

(see fig 2-5) 
U 

SNu-OH,,    +6HM 
-Ü _Uqc 

UM 

600       1000       1400 
qc(PSF) 
2 2.0 2.8 

^ch No. ■ -—   • 

? » 

Gain schedule KQ 

(see fig 2-5) 

KQ=KQqc + KQM 

200        600       1000- 
_, ^_     qc (PSF) 
4 1.2 2.0 

Mach No. 

1400 

2.8 

Pitch 
attitude 
signal 
path 

Speed 
trim 
signal 
path 

Pitch 
rate 
signal 
path 
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FIGURE 2-6.-ECSS GAIN SCHEDULE FUNCTIONS 
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KP-1 

.05 \ 
Roll rate 
signal path 

0    12   3 
Mach 

< h* .5 1 
* 

Pseudo pitch 
rate path 

0 1     2   3 
Mach 

■ 

8 1 \ 

K       6 Kvo4 \ \ Roll attitude 
( 

2 
\ 

\ 

signal path 

0   12   3 
Mach 

.- 

—i — 
Kv 1 

5 
True airspeed 
path 

Dynamic pressure C 1     2    3 

s <- 

Kcol 
.1 

d 

\ 

Control column i 0.5 input path 

0    12   3 
!                 Mach 

■■■• 
1 
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Note; 
Dark circles shown in the algorithm 
map indicate control bits actuated 
for each function. 

FIGURE 3-7.-HSAS ALGORITHM MAP 
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• KwA programmed by ICPS 
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3.0 0 

FIGURE 3-W.-KV(j) ACCURACY XY PLOT (LAB TEST) 
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FIGURE 5-41 -THEORETICAL FREQUENCY SHIFT BETWEEN CONTINUOUS TIME 
FIGURE541.   '^INAND BILINEAR IMPLEMENTATION 
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T       =   0.018 sec 
&T   =   0.049 sec 

S2 + 8.4 S + 36 

• 16-bit word 
• Double precision 

accumulation 
• Truncated outputs 

10-r 

Output 
(machine units) 

Input 
(machine units) 

-10- 

FIGURE 5-46.-HSAS FILTER A STEADY STA TE RESPONSE USING BILINEAR TRANSFORMATION 
WITH COMPENSATION (WWCS) 
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5^ + 2.31 S + 2.72 

S2 + 5.62 S +3.1 

• 16-bit word 
• Double precision 

accumulation 
• Truncated outputs 

-20 

Output 
(machine units) 

-10 

Notes: (1) At a given input, the output tends to 
oscillate between the two values 
shown with an average period of 
1.5 min. 

(2) Little difference was noted between 
T= 0.018 and T= 0.049 sec. 

FIGURE 5-47.-HSAS FILTER B STEADY STATE RESPONSE USING BILINEAR TRANSFORMATION 
Wl TH COM PENS A TION (WWCS) 
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Bilinear Z transform filter 
T= 0.018 sec 

• 16-bit word 
• Double precision 

accumulation 
•Truncated outputs 

S2 + 8.4 S + 36 (Without compensation) 

300 T 

Output 
(machine units) 

-200 

200-- 

100-- 

-100 

-100-- 

-200-" 

100 

D 

200 300 

Input 
(machine units) 

FIGURE 5-49 -FIL TER A STEADY STA TE RESPONSE FOR r = 0.018 SEC USING BILINEAR 
TRANSFORM A TION WITHOUT COMPENSA TION (WWCS) 
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Output 

Normal operating 
range 

Slope ■ K2 

FIGURE 5-51.-ANALOG SYSTEM SA TURATING LIMITER 
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Xj=   KX^ I    KAXj 

hi 

Xi=   Z      AX^Xj^+AXj 
j=1 

FIGURE 5-52.-ICPSX REGISTER EXAMPLE 
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Pitch rate disturbance command 

FIGURE 5-53.- BASELINE RESPONSE WITHOUT OVERFLOW 
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Pitch rate aisturbance command 

FIGURE 5-54.-OVERFLOW AT INPUT TO HSAS D FILTER WITHOUT 
THE OVERFLOW ROUTINE 
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Pitch rate disturbance command 

FIGURE 5-55.-0VERFL0W AT INPUT TO HSAS D FIL TER 
WITH THE OVERFLOW ROUTINE ACTIVE 
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FIGURE 5-56.-OVERFLOW WITHIN RECURSIVE HSAS D FILTER WITH OVERFLOW 
ROUTINE ACTIVE 
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CONTROL SURFACE 
POSITION 

PITCH RATE 
SENSOR 

ECS INPUT 
COMMAND 

ECS POSITION 

LOAD PRESSURE 
CH "A" 

LOAD PRESSURE 
CH "B" 

LOAD PRESSURE 
CH "C" 

TRACE A 
WITH EQUALIZATION 

COLUMN INPUT 

TEST CONDITION: 
o CHANNELS A&C OFFSET 
o CHANNEL B DISENGAGED 
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FIGURE 5-62.-AIRPLANE RESPONSE WITH AND WITHOUT EQUALIZATION 
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